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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the available bandwidth for commu

nications on electricity distribution networks. The work is concentrated on the low 

voltage parts of the network to maximise the use of that bandwidth and to model 

parts of the distribution system in order that the characteristics can be theoretically 

examined before practical on site investigation takes place.

The work begins by looking at the history of the subject, past and currently 

available systems, their methods of operation and their limitations.

The work continues by developing transmission line equations and transmission 

line parameters, for both single and multi phase, showing the implementation of 

these equations for power cables and distribution networks.

A comprehensive study of the topology and structure of the UK electricity 

distribution network is given in order to provide an understanding of the basic 

network elements which are interconnected to form a pervasive nationwide electricity 

transmission and distribution network.

The research concentrates on the low voltage electricity distribution network as 

this is, in communication terms, the most cost sensitive area providing an alternative 

established local access infrastructure. However an overview of the whole UK elec

tricity b-ansmission and distribution network architecture is included, as this is 

thought to be a necessary part of understanding the composite system and the 

associated problems of overlaying cost effective telecommunication services.

Software listings are included in the appendices and an explanation of the 

mathematics and programming is included in chapters 3 and 7.
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The initial investigations showed that low voltage distribution networks were 

noisy and that the noise levels, varied with time. These initial investigations also 

showed that power levels in the order of milliwatts would allow communications 

during low noise periods. This led to the development of the mains filter to prevent 

noise from customers' premises from entering the network. Fitting of these filters 

fixed the noise levels on the network and allowed the low power signals to be 

used.

After the filters are fitted to a network the parameters affecting the characteris

tics of that network are much simplified and fixed, providing no physical alterations 

take place. Because of this "fixing of the response" a computer analysis was 

thought to be an option that would allow the characteristics of any network to be 

calculated prior to practical installation. This has been done and the results are 

given in this thesis.
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Memorandum

All work and ideas recorded in this dissertation are original unless otherwise 

acknowledged in the text or by reference. The work has not been submitted in support 

of an application for another degree in this university, nor for any degree or diploma at 

any other institution.

Whilst the author has undertaken a study , of the UK electricity distribution 

architecture it should be noted that the information provided from the study is given to 

support and place in context his core work and is not intended to be an exhaustive or 

definitive study of the UK electricity distribution architecture.
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Chapter 1. The Electricity Supply Industry

1.1 Introduction

Reliable powerline communications has been the subject of significant research 

going back some 70 years. It is generally thought that reliable communications with 

high data rates cannot be achieved because of the dynamic unpredictable nature of 

the power lines and the extreme noise levels and attenuation. The nature of this 

noise is predominately impulsive and man-made. The unpredictability of the network 

is such that a system can be working but can cease to work at any time. The 

cause may be any change in the characteristics of the network such as switching on 

or off any appliance connected to the network. To minimise the effect of these 

changes, systems have tended to use low frequency signalling coupled with very 

secure packeting of the data, resulting in low data rates.

The difficulties described apply to all attempts for communication on power 

lines. In the case of overhead supplies, ring mains and most internal wiring, these 

limitations must be endured. In the case of underground supplies there are various 

methods of minimising their cause and effect.

The research programme described, investigates work done in examining the 

low voltage power distribution network as a means for transmitting signals in the 

frequency range 1 MHz to 10 MHz. Background searches revealed no documented 

research in this area as it was thought that attenuation along the cables at these 

frequencies would be prohibitive to communications and that the environment was 

far too noisy to support communications without employing prohibitive power trans

mission levels resulting in excessive radiation of the transmitted signals [Ref. 2].



1.2 Electricity supply Industry (ESI)

In 1831 Michael Faraday discovered the principal of converting mechanical 

energy into electrical energy. In 1856 a practical use for this discovery was found 

when a lighthouse was fitted with carbon arc lamps. Between 1856 and 1879 sev

eral exhibitions had displayed the use of arc lamps and several private sites were 

commissioned for their installation. The first private house installation being at 

Porchester Gardens where a battery of Grove cells was used to power small arc 

lamps. In 1879, Thomas Alva Edison invented the incandescent lamp using platinum 

wire and carbonised filaments derived from bamboo. At the same time Mawson and 

Swan of Newcastle, invented an incandescent lamp using cellulose filaments pro

duced by immersing cotton threads in sulphuric acid. These threads were enclosed 

in evacuated glass envelopes to prevent oxidisation. In 1880 there was an exhibition 

of gas lighting in Glasgow and the first demonstration of incandescent electric light

ing was displayed. This demonstration won a medal for "supplying power for lamps" 

from the Glasgow Philosophical Society [Ref. 1].

This exhibition produced orders for the installation of electric lighting at the 

Glasgow post office and the North British Railway goods yard, followed by the 

wiring of King's Cross Station for the Great Northern Railway. Later in 1880 a 

portable generating set was installed at Alexandra Palace under the supervision of a 

Mr. Sidney Baynes who was helped by a young Mr. Ferranti. This was the start of 

Mr. Ferranti's interest in electrical engineering. Towards the end of 1880 a demon

stration at the collieries of the Stanton Ironworks Company proved, to the satisfac

tion of the Mining Commissioners to collieries, that electric incandescent lighting 

could be used safely all the way to the working face.

The first example of house lighting by incandescent lamp was performed by 

Cromptons at Bcrcchurch Hall near Romford for Mr. lesser Coupe of Ind, Coope 

and company in 1881 [Ref. 1].
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The International Exposition of Electric Lighting was held in Paris during the 

summer and autumn of 1881. It was at this exhibition that standard terminology for 

electrical units was laid down. The temis ampere, volt, watt and ohm were all 

defined and their method of measurement fixed. At the same time as the Paris 

exhibition, a generator at the Gare du Nord in Paris supplied power to the repair 

shops of the Northern Railway at Creil some twenty miles away.

Electrical wiring of small sites continued but an act of parliament passed in 

1882 limited the tenure of electrical undertaking to twenty-one years. This effec

tively stopped the investment necessary for the development of a large electrical 

distribution network in England, though in 1883 in London the Edison Company 

installed steam powered generators in a disused house to supply houses in the 

Holbom Viaduct area with street lights. The act of 1882 was repealed in 1886 and 

the installation of small areas of distribution began to form the component parts 

required for a large scale distribution network. During this time the cost of using 

electricity was between £1 per annum for a 10 amp meter to £1 16s for a 150 

amp meter, with electricity costing 8d per B.O.T. [1 Board of Trade Unit (BOT) = 

IkWh].

The City and South London Railway was opened in 1890. This was the first time 

exclusive use had been made of electric locomotives. The whole of the underground 

network was converted to electricity and the electrification of many suburban lines fol

lowed. In 1932 there were 650 miles of electrified railway lines [Ref. 1].
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Figure 1.1. Power generation and consumption in million kilowatt hours, 1920-1931

In 1906 the United Kingdom had a generating capacity of 1 million kilowatts 

and sold over 500 million units of electricity. In 1926, 476 generating stations had 

a generating capacity of 4.5 million kilowatts. This trend for growth is shown in 

figure 1.1.

This growth continued for thirty years before any attempt was made to con

solidate the supply of electricity. In 1916 proposals were made to link individual 

power stations in Britain to form a national grid. In 1926 the Central Electricity 

Board was established, followed by the construction of the national grid between 

1928 and 1938 which led to the nationalisation of electricity supply in 1948. Figure

1.1 shows the increase in electricity usage from the period 1920 to 1931.



The industry was split into three tiers:

(i) The Electricity Council; responsible for raising capital, setting 

tariff and advising the Government.

(ii) The Central Electricity Generating Board; responsible for generat

ing electricity and distributing to the area boards.

(iii) The twelve area boards; responsible for overseeing the supply of

electricity to customers (England and Wales only).

From 1948 to 1965 tlie growtli. rate in the supply was 8.4% per annum 

[Ref. 3]. In 1965 this growth rate came into line with the economic output of the 

country.

The electricity supply industry remained unchanged until the 1989 electricity act 

led to the privatisation of the industry [Ref. 3]. At this time each of the twelve 

area boards became a private company and the C.E.G.B. was split to form 

Powergen and National Power (fossil fuels). Nuclear Electric (Government owned) 

and several other smaller generators. The National Grid Company, jointly owned by 

the twelve regional electricity companies (RECs), owns the high voltage distribution 

network for the mass distribution of electricity. The Office of Electricity Regulation

replaced the electricity council and stands over the generating and distribution com

panies to see fair play. Each REC supplies electricity to customers within its own 

geographical area. From the date of privatisation customers requiring over 1 MW 

have been able to source their supply from any of the RECs. This 1 MW limit was 

reduced in 1994 to 100 kW and it is proposed that it should be removed com

pletely in 1998 allowing all customers their choice of supplier.



1.3 Distribution methods

440 kV

25 kV132 kV
Railways

Power Station

33 kV
Heavy Industry

11 kV

Hospitals
Light Industty

240/415 V

C3□ □□ □ lai

Houses Shops, Offices,
Small businesses

Figure 1.2. Electricity Distribution Network
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Figure 1.2 shows the distribution format for each of the RECs in schematic 

form. The voltages given in the schematic are not the only voltages used but, 

because of the drive to standardise supply, in most cases where different voltages 

are present there use is being discontinued as and when the need for maintainance 

arises. The following is an explanation of the distribution methods for each part of 

the network, these are numbered in figure 1.2. This topic is discussed in more 

detail in chapter 5.

1) The backbone of the National Grid. Supply voltages in excess 

of 275 kV. All of the distribution at this voltage is via overhead 

cables flown between steel pylons.

2) The voltage is reduced to 132 kV. Some power stations may 

generate at this voltage. Distribution is normally via overhead cables 

but short runs within substation areas can be underground.

3) Grid in feed. Power stations will normally generate at 25 kV, 

this voltage is matched to the nearest suitable supply point via a 

grid in feed transformer. The distance to this transformer is kept to 

a minimum in order to minimise losses. This matching method 

apphes to all generating methods.

4) Supply for the railways at 25 kV for electrified railway lines.

The 25 kV feed is supplied to the railways and is distributed to 

the overhead supply rails by the railway company. The transformers 

for this distribution are owned by the REC.



5) The voltage is reduced to 33 kV. This voltage is supplied direct 

to heavy industry or is distributed for further reduction. Supplies 

can be either overhead or underground. The overhead supplies can 

be flown on either wooden poles or steel pylons with either pole 

mounted or floor standing transformers. The underground supply 

cable is single phase cable running in groups of three, each cable 

being single stranded copper conductor with either a stranded or 

solid, aluminium or copper shield. Modem underground cable uses 

cross hnked polymers for the insulation. This is very stable both 

with temperature and time and can withstand prolonged use at high 

temperatures witliout failure. The distribution is normally wired in a 

closed ring with several supply points into the ring. This allows for 

maintaining of the supply should a failure occur in any of the 

supply points or at any point on the ring.

6) The 33 kV supply voltage is further reduced to 11 kV. This 

voltage is supplied, among others, to light industry and hospitals. 

Distribution can be either overhead or underground. Overhead distri

bution is normally on wooden poles with pole mounted transformers 

supplying small rural comunities. For underground distribution single 

construction three phase cables are normally used with a similar 

distribution topology to 33 kV. A major difference between the 

two distribution methods is the addition of normally open points on 

the 11 kV ring.



7) Final distribution voltage 240V single phase /415V  three phase. 

Supphed to private houses, shops, offices and small businesses. In 

rural communities, for short distances, the supply may be via 

wooden poles from a pole mounted 11 kV / 415V transformer. In 

the past this distribution was via seperate conductors but the mod

em method is to use bunched cables with three phases and neutral. 

In urban conununities an underground, three phase, single constmc

tion cable is laid geographically close to the premises needing 

supply and from this mn of cable a T' joint will allow the last 

drop into premises for either a single or three phase supply.



1.4 Overview ofCommumcations on LV networks

Given the size and complexity of the electricity distribution network there are 

many areas where communications may be possible, with each part of the network 

having several areas requiring research. The choice for this research was made on 

the following points. Of the different voltages and topologies present, the low volt

age, final drop, would seem to be the area which would offer the highest return on 

any investment. This is because of the vast number of people connected to this part 

of the network. The uses for communications via the higher voltage networks could 

be an area for research but the uses are probably more limited to load control and 

network management than for general communications. It is already common prac

tise for electricity supply companies to include fibre optic cables along with power 

cables on the high voltage distribution network. Compared to the bandwidth avail

able on a fibre the signals that could be distributed alongside, via the power cable, 

would be so small as to be insignificant

Previous research into mains borne communications has tended to concentrate 

on VLF systems of 150 kHz or below. In this range achievable data rates are low 

and the channel is known to be noisy [Ref. 2]. Design of filters for cutting off 

power frequency signals while passing communication signals and vice versa, requires 

physically large components because of the low frequencies involved. Above this 

frequency there has been very little research, mainly because it was thought that the 

attenuation would be far to high. The research was started with an open mind as 

to the methods and technologies to investigate and very quickly the HF spectrum 

showed as a means of allowing good signal propagation with low power and low 

radiation. The use of this frequency range for communication over power line has 

not allways been an option, but in recent years development of low cost VLSI 

technology and increased receiver sensitivity and reliability mean that state of the art 

technology can be employed on a large scale basis at low cost.
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On the LV distribution network the opponents to good communications were 

expected to be:-

1) High attenuation due to the tree topology of the network caus

ing low and high impedance points from joints and terminations 

where multiple signal paths cause the signal to split and reflect.

This topology could also cause the phase response of the network 

to be unpredictable with severe phase distortions.

2) Unpredictability of propagation characteristics due to the variable 

loads. This means tliat all the items outlined in T  above will 

change over time as equipment connected to the network is 

switched on or off.

3) Severe noise from switching transients and radio reception from 

within houses where unshielded cable provides the means for distri

bution within the house.
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1.5 Summary

Since the 1989 Electricity Act the electricity supply industry can be summarised 

as follows.

1) Generators.

Main contributors are Powergen and National Power. Nuclear 

Electric remains in Government ownership and is made competitive 

by subsidies from levies imposed on fossil fuel generators. Since 

privatisation and the open market other smaller generators are 

constantly, coming on line. These are from various sources such as 

wind power and natural gas. The cross-channel dc link means that 

France can contribute up to 15% of total usage if required. Elec

tricity from generators is supplied as requested by the National Grid 

company according to a price agreed on the previous day.

2) Distribution to the RECs.

The National Grid Company owns and runs the main high volt

age supergrid system consisting of 7000 km of high voltage trans

mission lines and 200 substations. This system is nationally control

led and it's primary roll is to maintain an efficient economic trans

mission system and facilitate competition in generation and supply. 

The National Grid Company is jointly owned by the 12 regional 

electricity companies.
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3) Regional Electricity Companies (RECs)

Each REC has two primary tasks. These are distribution of 

electricity and supply of electricity. The distribution side of the 

business is responsible for the physical networks within the geo

graphical boundaries of that REC. Access to this distribution net

work by other RECs is required on a nondiscriminatory basis. In 

order to increase competition, electricity for 1 MW and 100 kW 

customers can be sourced from a REC of the customer's own 

choosing. In 1998 this 100 kW limit will be removed and all users 

may purchase electricity from any supplier. Charges from the local 

REC will be imposed for the use of the network for distribution.

Since privatisation each REC is responsible to its shareholders for returning 

maximum profit on any assets. This research should enable a new market to be 

opened up that can compete with more traditional methods of communications on 

equal footing.

The majority of the communication highway is already in place waiting for a 

technology that can best use the available bandwidth on the network.

One of the major points in favour of this new technology is that it can be 

retro-fitted, quickly, without major disruption to customers or their neighbours.

This technology can provide, amongst others, telephony and associated data 

services, broadcast televisual information in a format similar to teletext, home secu

rity information or any combination of these and other services.

13



Chapter 2. History of power line communications

2.1 Introduction
As early as the 1850's, before electricity distribution was envisaged, multiple com

munication signals had been used down single wires, either by fiequency division 

multiplexing or time division multiplexing (telegraph). Power lines therefore were, from 

early in the development of the distribution network, thought to be capable of supporting 

control signals along with power transmission.

From early in the development of the national grid (1930's), atterrçts at communica

tions via the mains were made, in order to control the distribution and use of power 

generated for most economical results. Reliable communications within the electricity 

supply industry (ESI) is particularly important as the commodity being provided cannot 

be stored. If accurate information is available as to consumption and demand then sub

stantial savings can be made by limiting the generation.

2.2 Ripple Control
Investigation into ripple control (centralised network control) for the transmission of

electrical control signals started in 1929 by using frequency multiplex coding. In 1931 

these methods were replaced with the introduction of inq)ulse count coding where a 

number of pulses from the transmitter were injected between neutral and ground, the 

receiver then counted these pulses and responded to the total number with a predeter

mined action [Ref. 4].

415 V 
Three Phase

Neutral ^  
conductor

Task to impulse 
converter

i \ m
Input pulses

Irr^ulse counter

Task Required

Figure 2.1. Simplified block diagram of a method of ripple control (1934)
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This method of ripple control proved to be a reasonable solution but because of 

the complexity of the system and a limited number of unique codes it was soon super

seded by impulse interval coding.

Impulse interval coding was introduced in 1936 and was adopted by virtually all 

Ripple Control companies. This method enabled a large number of unique events to be 

coded into one channel with much simpler receivers capable of service free performance 

for up to 30 years. The next significant improvement occurred in 1944 when the impulse 

format was changed fiom a DC pulse to a burst of audio frequency. By experiment it 

was ascertained that the most suitable finequencies for the impulses were between 500 

and 700 Hz. In lliis range the bannonies of llie 50 Hz power signal arc still dominant 

SO particular attention had to be paid to the design of the bandpass filters in the signal 

recovery part of the receiver.

From 1944 to 1968 this theory of operation remained unchanged, though significant 

improvement to the system was achieved by using the latest technology in both receiver 

and transmitter design. Present day ripple control systems are all solid state employing 

thyrister control to replace rotating fiequency converters and they are therefore very 

reliable. Power for the transmitter and receivers was provided by the network.

% m y

/  Jiiiii- Input to network

Central 
Programming Unit 
(Task required)

Control Unit Inverter

Figure 2.2. Transmitter Schematic.

Output fiom network

n' out circuit Decoder Output Relay

Figure 2.3. Receiver Schematic. 
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Signal format for ripple control.

The fundamental time period for a message on this system is 25 seconds plus start 

bit This is split into 50 slots, each of which can contain a burst of audio. Before the 

first message pulse is the start pulse, this is longer than the signal pulses. On receiving a 

start signal the receiver will count the time between this and the signalling pulse or 

pulses. If this is the signal for which the receiver is programmed, then a response will 

be triggered.

Landis and Gyr formulated the following protocols for the Ripple Control system 

[Ref. 4].

The first 5 seconds (10 slots) are reserved for receiver address information giving 

1024 unique addresses. The remaining 40 slots are divided into alternate on and off 

instructions for a particular task, giving switching control to 20 tasks.

Time interval 
T ' = 0.5 secs T 1 2 3 4 5

Slot Startbit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Address X X X X X X X X X X

T 6 7 8 9 10 11 / 21 22 23 24 25
Slot 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 / AO 4142 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
Task 1 2 3 4 5 6 16 17 18 19 20

On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On / 1 Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off

Figure 2.4. Landis and Gyr Ripple Control Protocols
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23  Peak Depression.

In the late 1950s the London Electricity Board developed a system for marking the 

mains power signal that offered inexpensive production and maintenance costs [Ref. 5]. 

This method returned to the early ripple control format of marking with a single pulse 

rather than an audio frequency burst The pulse was generated by applying a brief short 

circuit to the power signal via a thyrister causing a notch to appear on the power sine 

wave.

High Frequency signal

Figure 2.5. Marked and unmarked cycles of power wave

Control

R

Figure 2.6. Schematic of equipment used for marking power signal.

The control device is fed ffom the power signal in order to maintain accurate timing

between the power signal phase and the thyristor firing. When the thyristor is turned on,

a current path exists between live and neutral via Z, the CR network and the thyristor.

When the voltage across the capacitor C approaches the supply voltage the current will

reduce to a small enough value for the thyristor to switch off. The current path through

Z via R is not large enough to prevent the thyristor switching off but is large enough to

discharge tire capacitor before tlic arrival o f tire next pOterrtial frrirrg point. The duratiorr

of the short circuit is controlled by the Z-C time constant The current flow through the

thyristor is between 200 and 300 amperes lasting for 30 ps.
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Trials using this system were started in the Ravensboume district of the London 

Electricity Board in February 1965 [Ref. 5] and continued in the Bromley area later in 

the same year. The protocols used for the signalling during the Bromley experiment were 

as follows. 'On' signals were initiated 18° before peak voltage and 'Off signals were 

initiated 18° after peak voltage. A six pulse code was used with 5-cycle spacing. Spuri

ous signals were rejected by the receiver as a result of accurate phase gating and pre

cise message length. A full scale trial was initiated at Penge again by the London Elec

tricity Board with 24 receivers containing event counters. Transmissions for 15 seconds 

every 5 minutes were made throughout each day over a period of several months. The 

trial was completely successful. After theæ trials the system was declared a success and 

a trial involving 88 street lan^s in the Borough of Lambeth was started For this trial a 

16 cycle period was used with 3 discretely marked cycles dictating which lamp was 

being addressed with before peak and after peak marking dictating on or off.

18



2.4 Cydocontrol

This method of mains communication has been in use continually for some time in 

the U.K [Ref. 6, 7]. The method of transmission is to ground the 50 Hz power signal 

using thyristor control several degrees before zero crossover (usually -25°) on the posi

tive slope.

ITiynstor 
switches off

Thyristor 
switched on at

this point when current is
zero

Figure 2.7. Mains supply showing thyristor on and off points.

This has the effect of "notching" the power signal. The thyristor switches off when 

the current passing through it is zero, this will be some time after the normal voltage 

zero. The phase angle of the current and therefore the delay in switch off can vary 

depending on load conditions on the network. For this reason the only part of the signal 

that can be relied upon is between the thyristor firing and the voltage zero.

Figure 2.8. Thyristor voltage

This notch will travel throughout the network, though as the distance of transmission 

increases the effect of the thyristor firing will be diminished due to the line losses, mainly 

the cable capacitance. At the receiver it is more normal to see the waveform as shown 

in figure 2.9.
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Unmarked crossover , ,
Marked crossover

Figure 2.9. Marked and unmarked crossovers.

The amount by which the signal varies fiom an unmarked crossover is dependent 

on network loading, distance and cable types. The signal is detected by integrating the 

supply voltage waveform between -25° and 0°, if the result fiom this integration is lower 

on one cycle than the result for the previous cycle then the crossover is assumed to 

contain the signal.

That is, if !(„_,) - >  S-r where is a preset threshold, then the signal is present.

For the purposes of signal comparison

S = " xlOO%
^ (n -1 )

'S' is normally around 10% but the signal can be correctly decoded with 'S' as 

low as 3%.
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All the examples given on previous pages have been installed and in some cases 

are still being used for lighting and other load control. The theoretical and practical work 

carried out in the development of these systems produced a wealth of information used 

by companies in later years leading to the development of several methods of signalling 

now commercially available either in the form of complete systems for installation or as 

chip sets from some of the major chip manufacturers. The results from this early work 

were also used in the development of the standards being adhered to by these manufac

turers. The following is one example of such a system.

2^ ThomEMI
Considerable investment by Thom EMI has resulted in a viable system of mains 

communication employing spread spectrum techniques. There are several large test instal

lations in operation and the methods and hardware of the system are complete [Ref. 8].

The system offers bidirectional communications between the LV substation and the 

customer termination via the LV distribution network. The communication path between 

the LV substation and the Data Control Centre is via standard PSTN lines.

The modulation techniques used for the Thom system are spread spectrum and the 

frequencies used follow the Cenelec standard 50065 for low voltage signalling. The 

system provides full duplex with data rates of 200 bits per second (bps). The spread 

spectrum signal covers the band 40 kHz to 95 kHz and using a low irrçedance source 

tries to maintain a signal level of 1.2 volts RMS irrespective of network impedance, 

resulting in an average injected power of ^roximately lOpW/Hz/phase [Ref. 8] giving a 

total injected power of approximately 1.65 Watts.
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The total system comprises three main parts [Ref. 8, 9] :

1) The Home Unit for the system is placed next to the meter at the 

customer premises. It provides impulse counting interfaces to electricity, 

water and gas meters for reading purposes and load control, consump

tion and tariff information for optional switching of non time critical 

loads such as water heating. A four wire half duplex serial connection 

to an optional customer interface allows the user to override the system 

and to display billing and cost information. The unit has storage avail

able for 48 half hourly meter readings for each utility should communi

cation be lost and the design has a telephone interface built in for 

normal PSTN communications if required. An on board clock is syn

chronised to the central controller if required.

Electricity
Mains Energy 

Management Contactor 
Home Unit Unit

Communication
Module

Single phase 
interface

Load Control, Tariff

Gas
Meter

Electricity
Meter

Water
Meter

Customer
Display

Figure 2.10. Block diagram of home unit and display
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2) The Central Controller (CQ is situated in the 11 kV/415 V substa

tion. It communicates with up to 1024 Home Units on the LV distribu

tion network via the supply cable using either individual, group or 

broadcast modes. It also conveys information to and fiom the Data 

Control Centre via the PSTN telephone network or pilot wires. Tem

porary storage is available for holding information should either the 

uplink or downlink be unavailable. A battery backed real time clock 

calendar is installed for continuity in the event of power failure.

2400 Baud, PSTN Dial 
up Telephone Line

Mainsbome
Communications

Module
Three phase 

supply network

Radio
Teleswitch

System

Data
Processor

Modem
Telephone
Interface

Figure 2.11. Block diagram of LV sub installation
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3) The Data Control Centre can, at present, control up to 8000 units 

on several different LV networks. It controls all remote meter reading 

and load management operations provided by the system, both 

uploading and downloading of billing information and controls the 

mainsbome communication system.

PSTN Lines

3 Modems

Printers

Mass
Storage
Devices

System Monitor and 
User Terminals

486 based PC 
running UNIX

Figure 2.12. Block diagram of Data Control Centre

2.6 Summary

All of the current and past mains borne signalling systems investigated during this 

^^research use VLF methods irrespective of the modulation system used (See appendix 1). 

The research documented in this thesis concentrated on the HP band, for this reason 

comparisons between this system and others cannot easily be made. There are however 

two importât points to note. HP systems require far less injected power for a given 

distance and can support far higher raw data rates than all the others. Using the HP 

band between 1 MHz and 10 MHz, assuming a standard modulation technique such as 

amplitude modulation or narrowband PM modulation, it is expected that 900 standard 

analogue speech channels can be installed It is known that each of these channels can 

support a data rate of over 9600 baud, giving a total uncompressed raw data rate in 

the order of 10 Mbits.
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This data rate can be increased by using superior modulation techniques and data 

compression techniques. At this time it is not possible to give a more accurate figure as 

the research is continuing and the most bandwidth efficient modulation technique is not 

known. Several spread spectrum techniques have been tested but these failed to sustain 

communication because of the unpredictable phase response of the networks involved. 

Some work has been done on the feasability of using an OFDM (orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing) system but as yet no practical system exists though the theory 

seems to suggest this to be the best system so far.
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Chapter 3. Transmission Lines

3.1 Introduction

This chapter will derive the equations needed to apply transmission line theory 

to the cables used in distribution networks. Both single and three phase equations 

are developed and the methods of applying these sets of equations to a network 

with both single phase and three phase distribution cables.

Transmission line theory is applied in order to determine impedances, voltages 

and currents within the network under investigation, to understand and correctly 

terminate the network ensuring maximum transfer of signal from source to load.

The following analysis is applicable where the electromagnetic signals are of the 

same order of wavelength as the length of the transmission lines used [Ref. 10]. If 

this is not the case then waveguide theory must be used.

This theory assumes the transmission lines to be of constant characteristics 

electrically, that the signal has an out and return path and that the TEM wave is 

the method of propagation where both the E and H waves are perpendicular to the 

direction of propagation at all times.

When a voltage is applied to one end of a transmission line, the waveform 

travels down the line with a propagation velocity that is determined by the charac

teristics of the line. When the wave reaches the end of the line it is either totally 

reflected, partially reflected or totally absorbed by the load, depending on the char

acteristics of the line and the termination impedances. Any reflected power will 

cause standing waves to appear on the transmission line giving maximum and mini

mum values for the voltage and current. The wavelength of this standing wave is 

determined by the relationship between the line characteristics and the load charac

teristics. In order to obtain maximum power transfer into the load, the load param
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eters should match the line parameters. It is necessary to know how the vector sum 

of the incident and reflected waves changes the signal level as the distance from 

the sending end varies in order to determine the voltage across the load or at any 

other point along the line.

With any electrical circuit the only parameters affecting signal flow are imped

ance and admittance. The impedance can be split to give a real, fixed, resistance 

and a frequency dependant inductance. The admittance can be split to give a real, 

fixed, conductance and an imaginary, frequency dependant capacitance. With a nor

mal electrical circuit these components are discrete and act upon the circuit at some 

fixed point. With transmission lines these circuit components are continuous through

out the length of the line. However, an equivalent circuit can be described whose 

effect is the same as the continuous transmission line, the equivalent circuit being 

composed of lumped impedance and admittance values.
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3.2 Single Phase Transmission Lines

In single phase transmission lines the impedance and admittance are modelled 

as follows.

Impedance

1) Resistance (R, ohms). The conductors of the line offer resistance

to current flow. This figure includes the out and return resistance.

2) Inductance (L, henrys). An inductive reactance associated with the 

line because signal levels vary with time. This inductance is deter

mined by the physical geometry and materials of the conductors.

Admittance

3) Conductance (G, siemens). Because of the nature of the insulator 

between conductors a small amount of current leakage occurs.

4) Capacitance (C, farads). The conductors and the insulator between 

the conductors form a capacitor.

The figures quoted for these parameters are usually for a one metre length of 

line. For the total values these must be multiplied by the length of line. The con

tinuous nature of these parameters is catered for by representing the line as shown

in figure 3.1.

R L 
■CD-m-

R L 
-C D -m -

a Q - r C a Q - r C

1 element, 
(Normally 1 metre)

Figure 3.1 Single phase transmission line equivalent circuit
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By considering one of the elements shown in figure 3.1 the voltage and cur

rent relationship to distance from the sending end can be calculated.

Rdx jwh dx

- jwCdx ÇV+dV)

Figure 3.2. Single element of equivalent circuit
x+dx

Consider figure 3.2 where R, L, G and C are the lumped values for the 

length dx.

Rate of change of voltage (V) ^dV -  {R+jL)dxl
Rate of change of current (I) -dl = (G+jC)dxV

( 1)
(2)

Differentiating equation 1 wrt distance (x) and substituting for I from equation

2 gives ^  = (R+j(oL)(G+j(oC)V (3)
dx

Following standard notation, y  = yj(R+ jcaL)(G+ jcûQ = a + jb (4)

By substituting equation 4 into equation 3 it follows that:

d^V
dx^

= Ŷ V

where y  is the propagation constant of the line.

(5)

Similarly d^I
dx^ = y 'i (6)
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Following reference 10, the general solution of equation (6) is

I = M cosh yx + N sinh yx (7)

and from equation (5)

V = A cosh yx + B sinh yx (8)

Substituting for I from equation 7, in equation 2 and using equation 8

with the standard notaion of Z« = gives (g\
° yO+jcoC ^

A cosh yx + B sinh yx = -Z  ̂(M sinh yx +N cosh yx) (10)

Similarly substituting for V from equation 8, in equation 1 and 

using equation 9 gives

A sinh yx + B cosh yx = -Z  ̂ (M cosh yx +N sinh yx) (11)

A
(equation 10) x cosh yx - (equation 11) x sinh yx gives: (12)

g
(equation 11) x cosh yx - (equation 10) x sinh yx gives: (13)

B AThis results in 1 =  coshyx sinhyx (14)
Zq Zq
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If a line is terminated in Z ,

V
when X = 0, V = Vj and when x = 1, y  = Zr (15)

Therefore from equation 8 and equation 10, A =

and B = + (16)
Ẑ  cosh *̂  + Zo sinh

Equation (8) becomes: v ^ v  Z ,coshY (l-x) + Z .sinhY (l-x)
^  ' Z, cosh ̂  + Zo sinh

equation (14) becomes: ZoCosh7 ( I - x ) ^ y i n h y ( I - x )
Zq Ẑ  cosh yi + Zo sinh yi

(18)

and . (19)
Zq cosh y (1 -  x) + Ẑ  sinh y ( l-x )

Equations 4, 9 and 15 through 19 give the ability to calculate signal character

istics at any point on the line, if the transmission line parameters and termination 

impedances are known.
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3.3 Multi Phase Transmission Lines

Extending the analysis to multiphase transmission lines. In this case the values 

for impedance and admittance can be calculated from the physical structure of the 

multiphase cable, recognising the multipath propagation, though because of the in

creased number of conductors each parameter, R, L, G, C, is replaced with multiple 

values as follows.

i) Capacitance (C) / Conductance (G)

In single phase cable one admittance is present between the core 

and the screen. In three phase cables there are admittance values 

between each conductor and the screen and between each conduc

tor and the other two conductors. As shown in figure 3.3

Figure 3.3. Three phase cable showing capacitance and conductance positions
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ii) Resistance (R) / Inductance (L)

With single phase cable there is only one current path. In three 

phase cable resistance and inductance is present for each of the 

current paths within the cable. For the purpose of calculation these 

have been reduced to the three paths, out via the central conductor 

and return via the screen.

Distributed impedance for first conductor

Distributed impedance for second conductor.

Distributed impedance for third conductor

Distributed impedance for return

Return path 

Figure 3,4.

Schematic of three phase cable showing how series parameters are present

These cable parameters can be included in a model for calculating the required 

propagation characteristics as follows.

Equations for solving multiphase transmission line systems were derived by 

Riddle, et. al; [Ref. 11]. As these equations are fundamental to this thesis they are 

reproduced here.
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lUII I . I I

Figure 3.5. Schematic of three phase cable

Impedance per unit length matrix

“ Z i i Z 1 2 Z 13"

z = Z 2 1 Z 2 2 Z 2 3 ( 2 0 )

Z 31 Z 3 2 Z 3 3

Admittance per unit length matrix

Y =
Y 1 I  + Y 1 2  + Y 1 3  —Y i 2  —Y i 3

—Y 2 I  Y 2 2  + Y 2 I + Y 2 3  —Y 2 3

—Y 3 I  —Y 3 2  Y 3 3  + Y 3 I + Y 3 2

(21)
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Voltage at some distance 'x' from sending end 

V(x) =  [vi(x), V2(x), V3(X)]

Current at some distance x' from sending end 

I (x )  =  [ i l ( x ) ,  I2(x) ,  I3(x)]

(22)

(23)

Propagation matrix

y" = Z x Y (24)

Characteristic admittance

Y o = Z"‘ xy  (25)

Reflection coefficient at the load

Fl = r[L] = [Zi.x Yo+l]‘‘ x[ZlX Yo-I] (26)
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The conductor voltage at distance ’x' from sending end

V(X) = I + Je' ’* [l -  e'^’- rœ '’’- ]"' Zo 

Zs+ [ l + e ’’-rLe'’’-][l -  e'T’TLe'’^]"' Zo' '

The conductor current at distance 'x' from sending end

(27)

I(X) =  Y o [ l - e ’ ‘* ' ‘-’rL e’ ‘* ' ‘-’ ] e ' ’* [ l - e ' ’’-r L e '’^ ] ' ‘ Zo 

[Zs + [l + e -’’TLe-’’-][l -  e '’’TLe-’’-]"' Zoj ' Vs
(28)

The input impedance at distance 'x' from the sending end, looking towards load

Zta(x, = [l + e’<*-‘->rLe’<*-‘-> |l-e ’<*-wrLe’'*-''']''Yo-' (29)

Because the only interest is in the voltage, current and impedance at ends of 

cables (X=L or X=0) equations 27, 28 and 29 can be simplified to give the follow

ing:

The receiving end voltage 

V(L) = [I + rL ]e-’’-[l -  e -’’-rLe-’’- ] '' Zofzs + [l + e '’’TLe'’^][l -  Zo]' Vs
(30)

The receiving end current 

I(L) = Yo[l -  rL ]e-’^[l -  Zofzs + [l + e-’’-ru e '’^][l -  e '’’-rLe'’’-]"' Zô

The sending end impedance looking towards load 

Z»(0) = [l + -  e -’̂ rLe-’’-]"'Yo"

-1

Vs

(3Î)

(32)
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For symmetrical three phase cables the following is true:

Y, =Y^=Y3 3  and Y„=Y,3 =Y„=Ya=Y3 ,=Y3 ,.

(33)

(34)

Therefore these matrix equations can be simplified as follows:

Given that A =
X y y

A = y X y
_y y X

V w w
B = w V w

w w V

and that (35)

(36)

[AxB]j. =xv+2ywand[AxB]y =xw + yw+yv, ( i# j)  

Similarly frorn equation 34

1o x ' + 2 v '-3 x y ' x̂  + 2 V -3 x y ^ ’

(37)

(38)

and given that A  ̂=
X y y
y X y
y y X

(39)

Equation 39 can be solved to give:

[A],j
[± > /x + 2 y ± i/x ^  .

:: — _ » t 5tjand[A]ii
y - [ A y

2[A l
(40)
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Using the statements in equations 33 and 34 and applying equation 37 to 

equation 24 gives:-

[y ]̂,. = Z ii[Y ii + 2Y i2]+2Z i2[-Y i2] (41)

[y ]̂.. = Z ii[-Y i2] + Zi2[-Yi2]+Zi2[Yii*2Yi2], i ^ j

inverting the Z matrix gives:-

(42)
and equation 25 becomes

[Yo].=[z"L7n+2[2^‘LY.2and
(43)

[Yo]r[2^‘],J.2+[z-LY .2+[2^'L7n.i’‘ j

Before these equations can be incorporated into a computer programme to 

provide the voltages and currents for multiphase transmission lines the transmission 

line parameters must be obtained.
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3.4 Calculation of Transmission line Parameters.

3.4.1 Introduction

The calculation of transmission line parameters for single phase cables is 

straightforward because of the symmetry of these cables. For the three phase cables 

the calculation of parameters is difficult because of the non-symmetrical and variable 

construction methods used in manufacture of the cables. The following shows one 

method of approaching the problem.

3.4.2 Circular Conductor Cables

Screen/Core Capacitance and Conductance of cables

The calculation of capacitance and conductance for single phase transmission 

lines is achieved, using the equations for concentric cylinders (length = 1 metre):

Figure 3.6. Concentric Cylinders

C = ^ (44)
In — 

a
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For multiphase transmission lines the central conductors are not concentric with 

the screen and these equations are not valid.

Establishing the relationship between a single, non concentric, circular conductor 

and capacitance/conductance/inductance can be done using a variety of methods. The 

theoretical method involves conformai transformations [Ref. 12] and yields the equa

tion;

C = Tie

A cosh a^+b^-d^
2 x a x b

and G = TCP

A cosh a^+b^-d^
2 x a x b

(45)

Two other methods are available. These are, finite element analysis and experi

mentation. Both of these methods involve a series of tests with various core sizes 

and displacements and the extraction of an empirical equation to fit the results. In 

order to assess the validity of the finite elements and experimental methods these 

were performed and the results compared to the above equation.
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Micrometer

Water
Steel

10-15 mm

= 25 mm

Figure 3.7. Test equipment used for measuring conductance

With the micrometer it was possible to position the central conductor accu

rately within the outer conducting ring.

1300 Q

Test
Equipment1.5 volts

Voltmeter

Figure 3.8. Circuit Diagram of Test Setup

Using the equipment shown in figures and a profile of voltage versus 

distance was obtained. In this application capacitance and conductance are related to 

each other such that any equation developed for calculating capacitance can be used 

to calculate conductance by replacing permittivity with conductivity.

Because of this similarity, the experiments would be carried out on the con

ductance, it being easier to measure and not subject to fiinge effects.
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With a hole diameter ‘b’ of 22.4 mm, a core diameter ‘a’ of 15.4 mm and a 

thickness i ’ of 3.6 mm, the following table was recorded.

Displacement
mm

Voltage
volts

Measured
Conductance

siemens
0 0.927 0.000475

0.5 0.923 0.000481
1 0.911 0.000497

1.5 0.878 0.000545
2 0.838 0.000608

2.5 0.778 0.000714
3 0.68 0.000928

3.5 0.548 0.001336

Table 3.1. Voltage and Conductance versus Displacement from centre.

With ‘0’ displacement the conductance from equation 44 gives a  = 7.726x10  ̂

As displacement varies the conductance/displacement relationship can be de

scribed by>
9 y Try rry 1 _

(46)G= ^ ^ -^ .^ ^ ^ [l+f(d/b,a/b)]
in^ 

a

Where f(d/b,a/b) is some function of the displacement ‘d’ and the core/screen 

ratio. This function is 0 when the conductor is concentric with the screen. Subtract

ing Gg then dividing by Ĝ  gives the graph in figure 3.9.

This graph represents the unknown fimction X=[f(d/b,a/b)]

In this particular case the core diameter is fixed. This reduces the function to 

X=[fi[d/b)].

Using the data from table 3.1 it is possible to map certain functions to fit the 

graph. Using the method of least squares (regression) the following functions were 

tried giving the graph shown in figure 3.10 and the results shown in table 3.2.
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0.9 - -

0.8 - -

0.7 - -

x=fi[dyb) 
0.6 - -

OJ

0.3 - -

0.2 - -

0.1

32 2.51.310

Displacement'd' / mm 

Figure 3.9. Unknown function versus displacement.

0.001000 T

0.000900 - - Measured Conducuiice

Calculated Exponential
0.000800 - -

Calculated 2nd Order

0.000700 - -

X=f(^d/b) 
0.000600 - -

0.000500 - -

0.000400 - -

0.000300 - -

0.000100 - -

0.000000
32.521.50.5 10

Displacement 'd' / mm 

Figure 3.10.

Experimental and Calculated Results versus Displacement from centre.
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Conductance siemens
Displacement

mm
Experimental Exponential 2nd order 

polynomial
4th order 

polynomia
0 0 0.009689396 0.000455 0.000456

0.5 0.005815856 0.016033976 0.000442 0.000456
1 0.011656699 0.026532965 0.000461 0.000482

1.5 0.035273196 0.043906654 0.000514 0.000521
2 0.071475652 0.07265657 0.0006 0.000581

2.5 0.13398008 0.120231826 0.00072 0.000691
3 0.209421053 0.198959186 0.000872 0.000896

Table 3.2. Experimental and Calculated Results versus Displacement from centre.

form.

The equations used to calculate table 3.2 are given below in their general

1) 2nd order polynomial y = ax^ + b x + c

2) 4th order polynomial y = ax  ̂ + bx  ̂ + cx  ̂ + dx + e

3) Exponential y = ae

Of the three examples, the 4th order polynomial is the best fit. However as 

each of the variables ‘a’ through ‘e’ is in itself a variable in terms of the core/ 

screen ratio, the resulting final equation will be too complex. The 2nd order poly

nomial is acceptable for this core/screen ratio but on further investigation with 

dififerent core/screen ratios calculated results differ significantly from the experimental 

results. This leaves the exponential function as the most suitable for the final imple

mentation.

wd

With the function of the form X = ve ^

the coefficients v = 19.85x10'^ and w/b = 1.298 were found using least 

squares regression methods.

(47)
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This gives a completed equation of.

G = 2 x 7 c x a x l

a

1 + 19.85x10 (48)

Applying this equation gives the following:

9.(XE-04 - -

Calculated Conductance
8.00E-04 - -

Measured Conductance

7.00E-04 - -

6.00E-04 - -

G/p

4.0œ-04 - -

3.0Œ-04 - -

2.0Œ-04 - -

I.OOE-04 - -

0 1 2 2.5 3

Displacement 'd' / mm 
Figure 3.11. Measured and calculated conductance using equation 48.

Equation 48 gives a good approximation for the conductance of the equipment 

as ‘d’ varies but is only valid for the core/shield ratio used. In order to provide a 

general equation the experiment was repeated several times with varying core sizes 

producing a table of coefhcients

Core Ratio V ’ W ’
0.267618198 0.005121081 0.733773067
0.343443354 0.001147966 1.066912564
0.356824264 0.005851261 0.811224729
0.374665477 0.002061783 1.024392152
0.43264942 0.008599295 0.843237872
0.468331847 0.011378416 0.855966066
0.619982159 0.011715477 1.196282052
0.686886708 0.019858108 1.298255776

Table 3.3. 'V and W  coefficients for various core/screen ratios.
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Figure 3.12. W  coefficient versus core size.
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Experimental
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Figure 3.13. 'V coefficient versus core size.
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Figure 3.11 and figure 3.10 represent two unknown functions for calculating 

the coefficients of ‘W* and ‘V’ for various core/screen ratios. In order to keep 

these functions simple, the function chosen was a quadratic of the form 

‘Ix c s^ +mx cs +n ’ where cs is the core/shield ratio. This is a simphfied form of 

the graph but it provides reasonable accuracy, provided the core shield ratio is 

within the range 0.20 to 0.7. With cables of more than two phases this ratio can

not be over 0.4 and is not normally less than 0.2.

Using the same regression methods the coefficients for ‘W’ are as follows.

1 = 2.083341695 

m = -0.9176517145 

n = 0.9380957261

and the coefficients for ‘V’ are:

1 = 0.06210013659 

m = -0.2298915142 

n = 0.005067872408

This gives a final equation for calculating the conductance of 1 metre of non 

concentric conductor as:

G = 2 X 7 1 X 0

a

-
a 2 a 2142x(2D83xr-T -0517̂ 5̂38)̂

14- 0.062 X -0.0229-4-0.0051 xe
_b_ b

(49)
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9.00E-04 - -
“ ■ Measured Qnductance 

° —  Conductance using equation 498.00E-04 - -

7.00E-04 - -

6.00E-04 - -
siemens

5.00E-04 - -

4.00E-04 - -

3.00E-04 - -

2.00E-04 - -

I.OOE-04 - -

0 0.5 I 1.5 2 2.5 3

Displacement / mm 

Figure 3.14. Measured and calculated conductance using equation 49.

Equation 46 can also be used for capacitance by replacing a  with £ as shown 

in equation 50.

^  2X7CX£
1 + 0.062 X a

.b .

2

-0 .0 2 2 9 -+  0.0051 
b

22.42x(2i)83x[-l -0 .9 1 7 ^ .9 3 8 )^  x e  LbJ b b

a -

(50)

The equations derived here for conductance and capacitance refer to the situa

tion where there is one non-concentric circular conductor within a circular shield.

The accuracy of the derived equation can be checked using equation 50 and the 

accuracy of the data can be checked using the finite element technique.
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Figure 3.15.

Model Used to 'A' test equation 49 and "B' apply finite elements

9
Finite Element8

Equation 497

6
G/a

5

Equation 45

4

3

2

1

0
0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.51

Displacement 'd' / mm 
Figure 3.16.

Finite element and calculated conductance using equations 45 and 49.

From figure 3.16 all results on the single conductor cable, from the finite 

element model, the empirical equation and the conformai transform equation are 

within an allowable experimental percentage. This proves that the experimental 

method or the finite element method could be used to develop an empirical model 

of a three phase cable where a conformai transform is not possible.
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3.5 Core to Core Capacitance

Cl

C2 C2

C2

Figure 3.17. Schematic of three phase cable showing the unknown capacitances.

Because of the symmetry of the cables there are only two values of capaci

tance. If the three internal conductors were in free space the capacitance between 

any two (C2) is given by:

C2 = Tie

In d - r (51)

Figure 3.18. Three equidistant conductors in free space.

The screen surrounding the conductors has the effect of reducing this capaci

tance. The relationship between d, r and the radius of the screen can be found as 

before with experimentation or finite element analysis. The more accurate method is 

finite elements.
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In order to simplify the analysis one of the three conductors was removed and 

the resulting schematic was split along the line XY.

A

B

D

Figure 3.19. Diagram showing initial finite element implementation.

Figure 3.19 parts B and C were analysed using finite element analysis and the 

result compared to figure 3.19D where the two internal conductors lie on a diam

eter of the outer screen. The results showed little difference between the two.
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With R = 5, r = 1 and d/2 = 2.68 

Finite element capacitance from figure 3.19. B = 0.7615e

Finite element capacitance from figure 3.19. C = 0.60046

Finite element capacitance from figure 3.19. D = 0.7124s

Adding ‘B’ and ‘C’ gives 1:3620, multiplying ‘D’ by two gives 1.4248. This

gives approximately 4% error in the result.

Figure 3.20. Diagram showing final finite element implementation.

Figure 3.20 shows half of the completed model, capacitance for this model 

needs multiplying by two to give total capacitance. Because of the symmetry of 

this, using the theory of ground planes this can be further simplified to the diagram 

in figure 3.21. [Ref. 14]

>/2d I r

Figure 3.21. Diagram showing model used for finite element implementation.

Figure 3.21 will return twice the value for capacitance as figure 3.20 making it 

the correct value for two conductors on the diameter of a circular screen. It is 

noted at this point that absolute values for r, R and d are not needed, the capaci

tance only depends on the relative ratios of these values.
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On modem three phase circular conductor, PVC or XPLE insulated cable, the 

conductor centre is 0.536 of the screen radius, from the centre of the screen. This 

is because the core insulation is the only insulation between cores and between core 

and screen giving the situation where the inside of the screen is built up of three 

maximum sized circular elements. This forces the conductor centre to be at 0.536 

of the screen radius. Using finite element analysis on different core sizes with cen

tres at 0.536 X R gives the table 3.4 below and figure 3.22.

r/R Finite element 
capacitance

0.15 1.2225
0.175 1.3193
0.2 1.4179

0.225 1.5284
0.25 1.6543

0.275 1.7901
0.3 1.9317

0.325 2.1124
0.35 2.323

0.375 2.5665
0.4 2.8786

0.425 3.2533

Table 3.4. Experimental results of various core/screen ratios, centre at 0.536R

3.5 T

Finite dement capacitance

2.5 - -

2  - -

C/£

0.5 - -

0.15 0.175 0.2250.2 0.25 0.275 0.3 0.325 0.35 0.375 0.4 0.425

r/R

Figure 3.22. Finite Element Capacitance of Various Core/Screen Ratios.
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The only types of curve for which regression methods will.converge when 

applied to the results given in table 3.4 and figure 3.22, are the second or fourth 

order polynomials:

— = 20.03 X 
e

— = 206.6 X 
£

r
R

— 4.54x— 1-1.50 and 
R

r
R

—165.8 X r
R

4-56.73x r
R

— 5.11X — H 1.17 
R

(52)

(53)

The results of both these equations are given in figure 3.23.

3.5

Finite element capacitance

Calculated C ,  2nd order

Calculated XT, 4th order

2.5

C/£

0.15 0.175 0.2 0.275 0.3 0.325 0.35 0.375 0.4 0.425

r/R

Figure 3.23. Results of various equations compared to experimental data.

Both polynomials give an acceptable fit though the 4th order is significantly 

better. The choice of equation depends on the accuracy needed.

On certain of the older cable and cable with pitch or paper insulation the 

conductor centre is not necessarily as stated earlier. For these cables the following 

method and equations must be used.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  l e

Figure 3.24. Specimen of finite element model showing r = 1, R = 10 and d = 17.

Varying ‘d’ on the above model produced the results shown in figure 3.25 

displayed with the capacitance calculated using equation 55.

4 . 5  - -

Fmite demem capacitance
3 . 5  - -

Free space capacitance

C/e
2 . 5  - -

0 . 5  - -

0 . 1  0 . 1 5  0 . 2  0 . 2 5  0 : 3  0 . 3 5  0 . 4  0 . 4 5  0 | 5  0 . 5 5  0 . 6  0 . 6 5  0 | 7  0 . 7 5  0 . 8  0 . 8 5

d/2R ratio

Figure 3.25. Calculated free space and experimental confined capacitance.
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In the physical construction of three phase cables the conductors are normally 

within the points marked ‘A’ and ‘B’ on figure 3.25. Taking this data and applying 

regression methods as before yields the following equation.

C = 2.232x6 xe
ri.483d1

1  2R J (54)

5 - -

4.5 - -  

4 - -

3.5 - -  

3 - -

C/e
2 .3  - -  

2 - -

1.5 - -  

1 - -

0.5 - -

0 4 -

■ Finite element capacitance 

— “—  Free tp«% capacitance 

— '—  2.322EXP(-l.483d«R)

H 1------- 1------- 1------- 1------- hH------1----- h
1 1.5 2 2 J  3 3.5 4

H h
4J  5

d/2R
5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5

Figure 3.26. Plot showing the fit of the exponential to the measured data.

Within the range required the exponential gives a good fit to the experimental 

data. This was repeated with several different core sizes to give table 3.5.
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d/2R r/R =0.05 r/R = 0.1 r/R = 0.15 r/R = 0.2

0.1 2.3147
0.15 1.7143 3.1888
0.2 1.4597 2.2689

0.25 1.2809 1.8645
0.3 1.167 1.6153 2.7771

0.35 1.0627 1.4417 1.7812 2.2608
0.4 0.9963 1.3017 1.5799 1.9374

0.45 0.9248 1.1987 1.4233 1.7035
0.5 0.8726 1.1055 1.2968 1.5259

0.55 0.8175 1.0268 1.1893 1.381
0.6 0.7712 0.9529 1.0957 1.2605

0.65 0.7272 0.8871 1.0126 1.1553
0.7 0.6815 0.8261 0.9364 1.0644

0.75 0.6398 0.7666
0.8 0.592 0.7083

0.85 0.5478 0.6543
0.9 0.4942

Table 3.5. Experimental data for various core sizes and various core separations.

Using the regression methods described earlier, the following equation describes 

fully the capacitance between two parallel cylinders inside a circular parallel shield 

of length one metre.

C = 6x1.382 xe'
2xR (55)
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3.6 Core to Shield Capacitance

An equation for the capacitance between core and shield can be found using 

the same methods as follows.

Figure 3.27. Diagram showing initial model for core-shield capacitance.

The symmetry of the problem will allow the analysis to be performed on half 

of the complete model.

X

Figure 3.28. Diagram of half the initial model for core-shield capacitance.

Because of the limitation of the finite element software it is not possible to 

have conductor ‘B’ as a floating element while using conductor ‘A’ and the screen 

for the modelling. For this reason the model used was as in figure 3.29 with the 

core to core capacitance being subtracted from the result.
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Figure 3.29. Diagram showing ideal model for core-shield capacitance.

8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10

Figure 3.30. Specimen of finite element model showing r = 0.5 and R = 5.

For modem cables where the core centre is 0.536R the extraction of an equa

tion for core/screen capacitance can be achieved by fixing the core position and 

varying the core size, as for the core/core capacitance. This method gave the results 

shown in table 3.6.
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r/R
Finite element 
capacitance. ’C’

0.1 3.2914
0.15 4.3206
0.2 5.513
0.25 1 7.1692
0.3 9.3526
0.35 13.1188

Table 3.6. Experimental core/core+screen capacitance for various core sizes.

The results given in table 3.6 are for the capacitance between one core and 

the other core plus the screen (see figure 3.29). Subtracting the core to core ca

pacitance and applying the regression methods to second and fourth order quadratics

gives the results in table 3.7.

r/R
Finite element 
capacitance. ’C’

’C’ - ’C’ betwee 
cores.

1  Calculated *C’, 
2nd order

Calculated ’C’, 
4th order

0.1 3.2914
0.15 4.3206 3.0981 3.1896 3.0981

0.2 5.513 4.0951 3.9384 4.0951

0.25 7.1692 5.5149 5.4361 5.5149

0.3 9.3526 7.4209 7.6827 7.4209

0.35 13.1188 10.7958 10.6781 10.7958

Table 3.7. Experimental and Calculated capacitance for core to screen.

12 T

10

8 - -

C/e
6 - -

4 - -

0.1

E x p e r i m e n t a l  C  

C a l c u l a t e d  C .  2 n d  o r d e r  

C a h w h t e d  C .  4 t h  o r d e r

0 . 1 5

- 4-

0.2 r/R 0.25 0.3 0 3 5

Figure 3.31. Plot showing the fit of the experimental to the calculated data.
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Below are the second and fourth order polynomials used to produce table 3.7 

and figure 3.31.

j  = 149.8x W  -37.44x^+5.44 and (56)

^  = 61286xtT-54313xj^^J+18571x|^ij -2617x^+1580 (57)

For modem three phase cables r/R is between 0.3 and 0.35. In this region the 

second order polynomial provides a good fit and is easy to implement. If greater 

accuracy is required the fourth order lies exactly on top of the experimental results.

If the core centre is not fixed at 0.536R then tables of data must be obtained 

for various core sizes and various conductor centres as follows.

<  >

Figure 3.32.

Finite element model showing changes required for each position and core size.

The data given in table 3.8 can be matched with reasonable accuracy by using 

equation 55 added to the conformai transformation (equation 45) for non-concentric 

cylinders.
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d/2R r/R =0.05 r/R = 0.1 r/R = 0.15 r/R = 0.2

0.1 2.3147
0.15 1.7143 3.1888
0.2 1.4597 2.2689
0.25 1.2809 1.8645
0.3 1.167 1.6153 2.7771
0.35 1.0627 1.4417 1.7812 2.2608
0.4 0.9963 1.3017 1.5799 1.9374
0.45 0.9248 1.1987 1.4233 1.7035
0.5 0.8726 1.1055 1.2968 1.5259
0.55 0.8175 1.0268 1.1893 1.381
0.6 0.7712 0.9529 1.0957 1.2605

0.65 0.7272 0.8871 1.0126 1.1553
0.7 0.6815 0.8261 0.9364 1.0644
0.75 0.6398 0.7666
0.8 0.592 0.7083

0.85 0.5478 0.6543
0.9 0.4942

Table 3.8. Finite element results for various core sizes and position.

3-5 T
i/R=0.05 i/R =0.1 r/R=0.15 r/R =0.2

Z5 - -

C/e
- -

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 O J 035 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9

d/2R

Figure 3.33. Graphical results of table 3.8.
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ExperimentalC/e
Calculated, Equation S3 + Equation 43

2 - -

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.7

Figure 3.34. Comparison of results for a 0.5 core and 5 radius system.

Though the result from this method is not as accurate as the method for fixed 

centres the method is sufficiently accurate for the types of cable where it needs to 

be used. As these cables are older and no documentation is available for them the 

initial parameters used for the calculations can only be obtained by measurement of 

old samples and will therefore be less accurate. On the older type of cable the 

cable parameters will be more likely to change because of the materials used. This 

means that even if reasonable parameters can be obtained from a piece of old cable 

or from old documentation, there is no guarantee that the cable in the ground will 

have the same values because any slight faults on the cable allowing water ingress 

will, over time, result in cable parameter changes that are peculiar to that length of 

cable in that particular installation.
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3.7 Non Circular Conductors

Values for capacitance and conductance of sector shaped conductors can be 

approximated with reasonable accuracy as follows :

Figure 3.35. Segmented conductor cable

Treat the capacitance between conductors as the capacitance of two parallel 

plates of width ‘a’, length one metre and distance apart ‘t ’.

Giving : C = £a farads per metre.

Conductance is given by G = —  siemens per metre.

(58a)

(58b)
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Figure 3.36. Segmented conductor cable showing inner and outer radii

Treat the capacitance between each core and shield as one third of the capaci

tance between concentric conductors, core of radius ‘a’ and shield of radius ‘b’ see 

figure 3.36 giving
C = 2x7cxe

3 x l n -
a

(59)

The accuracy of this approximation for sector shaped conductors can be 

checked using finite element analysis as follows. Consider the 14 sector shown in 

figure 3.37.

Figure 3.37. Half sector conductor

This represents half of a 90° sector of outside radius 10 units and sector 

radius 8 units. Using finite element techniques the capacitance of this system can be 

approximated to 17.29e, this gives the total capacitance as 2xl7.29e = 34.58e. The 

capacitance between two parallel plates with a length/separation ratio of 10 to 1, is 

lOe, leaving the capacitance between conductor and screen, of 1 sector as 14.6e. 

Using equation 44 the capacitance of two concentric circles of radii 10 and 9 can 

be calculated to be 59.6e, a quarter of this is 14.9e. This is very close to the 

capacitance calculated by finite elements
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3.8 Waveform Cable

As the cable size increases the cable becomes physically more difficult to han

dle. To facilitate the bending and jointing on some of the heavier cables the shield 

is constructed as shown in figure 3.38 where the screen is laid on the core insula

tion in a sine wave. This increases the effective length of the shield, increasing 

resistance, the effect on the capacitance, inductance and conductance of the cable is 

minimal.

The increase in length of the shield can be calculated using calculus from the 

formula for the length of a curve [Ref. 13]

L = f ( l - H dy
dx

)dx (60)

P AWhere: a = 0, b = — and y = — x sin 27tX

This gives the length for half a sine wave. The result must be multiplied by 2 

and divided by ‘P’ to give a ‘length inerease ratio’.

Pitch P

Amplitude A

Figure 3.38. Example of stranded shield construction on some cables.

The length of these screen conductors can be calculated using equation 60. 

Cables constructed as shown are becoming more common. This is because of the 

increased bending ability but more importantly because, during the construction of a
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joint it is possible to ‘expand’ the shield, make the core joint within the expanded 

shield and seal the joint without cutting the shield conductors. This makes joints 

safer, with lower resistance, easier and quicker to construct, and more reliable.

The only significant effect of the sinusoidal construction of the screen is an 

increase in the resistance of the cable. The effect on other cable parameters is 

negligible.

Using normal cable construction the screen is wound helically round the core 

insulation. This process adds approximately 2% to the length of the screen conduc

tors.
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3.9 Resistance

3.9.1 Skin Effect

When current flows through a conductor there are internal flux linkages. There

fore current at the centre of the conductor will link more flux than current at the 

surface. This has the effect of increasing the value of inductance at the centre of 

the conductor. If the current is alternating the increased inductive reactance of the 

centre section causes current to migrate towards the surface giving an effective 

decrease in the cross sectional area of the conductor and increasing the resistance 

accordingly. As the frequency increases the effective cross sectional area decreases. 

This phenomena is termed the skin effect. At low frequency AC the effect can be 

ignored but at the frequencies of interest (1 to 10 MHz) skin effect (Ô) must be 

accounted for if a reasonable model is to be formulated. [Ref. 14]

Figure 3.39. Skin effect in a round conductor.

The skin depth 5 is a function of frequency and can be calculated using the 

equation 61. It is normal to assume that current density within the skin depth is 

uniform and that no current flows below the skin depth. In fact the current density 

varies throughout the material but the approximation made is sufficiently accurate 

for the needs of the research. [Ref. 14]

Skin depth (5) §_ P (61)
Vîtxfxji
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In order to calculate the effective cross sectional area of a circular core con

ductor the area of the core diameter minus skin depth must be subtracted from the 

area of the core.

The effective area of the core becomes:

Effective cross sectional area .= 7 C x radius^ - 7C x (radius-6)^

The effective area of the screen becomes:

Effective cross sectional area = k x (inside radius+0)^ - 7C x (inside radius)^

When this reduced area is applied to the equation for resistance the result will 

only be accurate if the conductors are solid (not stranded).

If the conductors are stranded the resistance calculations using *S* for skin 

depth will treat the core as a solid copper bar. From figures 3.40 and 3.39 it can 

be seen that this value will not be accurate.

Figure 3.40. Magnified diagram of outer surface of stranded core showing

approximate area of current flow.

Figure 3.41. Magnified diagram of outer surface of stranded core showing calculated

area of current flow 
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Calculations of the areas shown in figure 3.40 would be prohibitively compli

cated, an approximation can be used as shown below.

Rad

Figure 3.42. Single conductor of stranded core showing 6 as calculated from the

total cross sectional area of all cores..

 ̂ J(R ad-ô)a  = A cos---------- -
1  Rad

(62)

Effective area = a  x Rad^ -  (Rad -  Ô) VRad^ -  (Rad -  by

Ratio = Effective_area 
Total area

A cos (Rad-5
Rad

(63)

X Rad^ — (Rad — 5)-y^Rad  ̂— (Rad — ot)'*

2 X Rad X 5 (64)

A more accurate value for resistance can now be calculated using the ratio to 

modify the area.

This calculation assumes the core diameter to be very large when compared to 

the core conductor diameter. The larger this ratio, the more accurate will be the 

approximation. A similar calculation can be applied to a stranded shield. On some 

stranded shield cables the conductors do not touch each other. In this case the 

distance between conductors compared to conductor radius must be measured and a 

decision made as to whether or not to account for a reduction in effective area as 

shown.
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3.10 Inductance

From experimentation, calculation and known parameters for common communi

cation cables (COAX), the inductance of cable constructed in this manner is very 

low and does not have significant effects on the communication capabilities of the 

system. [Ref. 10]

As all underground distribution cables have non magnetic conductors the rela

tive permittivity is equal to absolute permittivity that is is taken as

3.10.1 Core to sheath inductance

In any system where one conductor is totally surrounded by another, the in

ductance between the two can be split into three separate parts. [Ref. 14]

1) Internal core flux linkage. This is due to the core flux linking a 

fraction of the core current. In the frequency range 1 MHz to 10 

MHz this can be ignored because it is assumed that the skin effect 

causes the current to flow at the outer surface of the conductor

leaving no flux in the conductor centre.

2) Core-sheath linkage. This is due to the core-sheath flux linking 

the total core current. This is the major contributor to the induct

ance in the system.

3) Sheath linkage. This is due to the sheath flux linking the core 

current plus a fraction of the sheath current. This value is minimal 

because as in T' the return current flows along the inner surface of 

the sheath leaving no flux inside the sheath conductor.
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For single phase concentric cables the inductance between core and shield is 

given by:

L = ̂ \ n -  (65)
271 a

where V  is the shield internal diameter and 'a' is the core diameter.

3.10.2 Three phase cable inductance

On three phase cables there are two inductances to consider. These are, the 

core to shield inductance and the core to core inductance. As the effect of induct

ance on the system is small, the values used have been calculated using the equa

tions for concentric conductors and parallel conductors. These values are not totally 

accurate because of the cable construction but are simpler to use and understand. 

The actual values for inductance could be calculated using the same conformai 

trasformation methods that were used for the capacitance but it was felt that the 

effects of the errors introduced would be small when compared to other variables 

within the system.

3.103 Core to core Inductance

The equation for inductance between two parallel conductors in free space is 

given by:

L = ̂ l n —  (66)
n a

where b' is the distance between conductors and ’a' is the core diameter.

3.10.4 Core to sheath inductance

The core to sheath conductance was calculated using equation 65.
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3.11 Applying Transmission Line Parameters to Transmission Line Equations.

From equation 20, impedance per unit length matrix

Z =
Z ll Zl2 Z l 3

Z 2 1  Z 2 2  Z 2 3

Z 3 1  Z 3 2  Z 3 3

Z- = R. + 2x7CxfxL,.

Where R.. is the core resistance plus the screen resistance 

and L is the inductance between core and screen.

Z. = 0 + 2x7CXfxL. M )

Where L_ is the inductance between cores.

(67)

(68)

From equation 21, admittance per unit length matrix

Y =
Y 1 1 + Y 1 2  + Y 1 3  - Y 1 2  - Y i 3

- Y 2 I  Y 2 2 - r  Y z i f  Y 2 3  Y 2 3

—Y 3 1  —Y 3 2  Y 3 3  + Y 3 1  + Y 3 2

(69)

Y. = Gjj + 2x7ixfxC.. + 2xY.

Where G is the conductance between core and screen 

and Cjj is the capacitance between core and screen.

Y. = G + 2x7ixfxC. (i t̂j)I y I V j/

Where G_ is the conductance between cores.

and C. is the capacitance between cores.

(70)

(71)
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3.12 Summary

This chapter has covered all the equations and the implementation of those 

equations needed to approximate the transmission line response of power cables 

given their physical dimensions. Wherever possible the calculations involve known 

formulae. Where this was not possible, equations have been developed empirically 

that approximate, with sufficient accuracy, the parameter required.

Greater accuracy can be achieved with deeper analysis of the cable relation

ships, but it was felt that with the accuracy of the original data taken into account 

this would give no significant improvement in the accuracy of the final result.

The equations developed in this chapter allow the voltage and current at any 

point along a length of cable to be calculated. They provide the basic starting point 

in developing a method of calculating voltage and current at any point on electricity 

distribution networks, over a given frequency range. Because the application of 

these equations to distribution networks is repetative, involving hundreds of calcula

tions even for a small network, the implementation of the equations is best achieved 

using a computer programme.
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Chapter4. Computer Programming

4.1 Introduction

Using the equations developed in chapter 3 a computer programme was written to 

calculate the attenuation between the substation and any customer termination point on 

the networic With this facility it is possible to allow certain discrete fiequencies or fre

quency bands to be chosen where the attenuation between the substation and any supply 

point produced the required response. This will normally be required to be a minimum 

or may be chosen for a reasonably flat flequency versus attenuation response over a 

small frequency range. In order to provide a complete analysis, calculations need to be 

done to provide the response from the substation to any supply point and from any 

supply point to any other supply point For simplicity the programming was limited to 

calculating the attenuation from the substation to the end of any of the spurs on the 

network and the impedance looking into any point on the network. This will prove that 

the methods applied are valid and incorporation of the spur to spur response can be 

added at some future time.
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4.2 Transmission Line Parameters

Programming of the transmission line equations developed in cluq)ter 3 for computer 

analysis was achieved using Borland Turbo version 3.0 for Dos using the following 

methods.

The programme will only calculate the parameters of a network with single phase 

supplies fed from a single three phase main run, it Cannot cater for any three phase 

supplies from the main three phase cable or multiple supplies from one substation. This 

limitation is introduced to simplify the finished programme in order that it be easier to 

understand. The addition of the facility for three phase supplies and multiple runs involves 

a more complicated implementation of the equations given but does not involve any 

further equations.

4.3 Single Phase Programming

The programming of the single phase transmission line equations was straightforward. 

A documented listing of the functions is included in the appendix 1.

4.4 Calculation of res!stance(resistance())

The function is entered with frequency, cable material and cable dimensions and 

calculates the resistance by in^lementing equations 61 to 64 inclusive.

4 3  Calculation of capacitance(capacitanceQ)

The function is entered with cable dimensions and cable insulator permittivity and 

calculates c^acitance using equation 44.

4.6 Calculation of inductance

The calculation of inductance uses the value of capacitance already calculated. The 

calculation is not performed in a separate function but is done in the main programme.

In the calculation \L̂ is taken as p̂ .
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4.7 Calculation of conductance(conductance())

The conductance of modem 'plastic' insulated cables is very high and very stable, 

both with age and temperature. The value of p is in the order of lO'®. It can be 

calculated using equation 44, though the effect of the result on the network characteristic 

is minimal and this programme has been speeded up by fixing this value at 10‘̂  irre

spective of cable dimensions. The functions to calculate conductance are included in the 

listings.

4.8 Ganuna Calculation

This function implements equation 4. It is entered with 'R', 'L', 'O' and C and 

returns gamma. This value is calculated within the function requiring it This value is not 

available to the main programme but is used and calculated from within the 'Zin_singleO' 

function.

4.9 Zo Calculation

This function is performed using equation 9. It is entered with 'R', "L', 'G' and C 

and returns with Zo. This value is not available to the main programme but is used and 

calculated from within the 'Zin_singleO' function.

4.10 Impedance looking into llne(Zin_single())

This function implements equation 19. Termination impedance is defined within the 

function, Zo and gamma are calculated within the function.

4.11 Single Phase Summary

This in^lementation of the single phase transmission line equations produces results 

that compare favourably with practical results carried out at NORWEB's Chorley test 

facility. A conçarison between calculated and practical results for the single phase imple

mentation is shown in figure 5.13.



4.12 Multi Phase Transmission Lines

The implementation of the three phase transmission line equations from chapter 3 is 

not as straightforward as the single phase because the matrix functions required are not 

included in the programming language. The following is an explanation of the matrix 

mathematics needed to accomplish conçuter calculations of three phase transmission lines.

The inverse of a matrix is not a stable entity and can in certain applications result 

in 'division by zero' errors. To overcome this problem the inverse is not used but an 

equivalent method is explained below.

'̂ oo 0̂1 0̂2' 6(X) boi bo2 ^00 0̂1 C„2‘
Given the matrices A= aio &11 &12 , B = K bn bi2 , c = ^10 Cil 1̂2

_̂ o &21 _̂ 20 b2i b22_ _̂ 20 2̂1 C22_
(67)

and that B = A ‘xC, it follows that by pre-multiplying by 'A' gives A xB  = C 

In this equation, 'B' is the unknown matrix.

By standard matrix multiphcation, if the 'A' matrix is an upper triangular matrix 

(0 below the leading diagonal) then:

m  m  (KJ) (71) (71) (7Z)

^ ^ 20=^20- ^ * ’21=^21- therefore b j o = ^ ,  and 6 ^ = ^a»

Similarly: b ĵ = —

2̂2 2̂2 
m m  (75)

Cin — ^ 12 X b 2 o  y  _  ^11 ~ ^ 1 2  ^ ^ 2 1  y  _  ^12 ~ ^ 1 2  ^ ^ 2 2

Ml Ml Ml

(77)

and: bg^ =
Cftft a»! X bin X b_  '"00 “ 0 1 ' ' ^ 1 0  “ 0 2 ' ' ^ 2 0  L  _ '" 0 1  “ 0 1 '" ' 1 1  “ 0 2 ' " ' 2 1» Doi —

Cm ani x b i i  ani X b"
01

'00 '00

. _ Cq2 “ Uqi xbi2 — ao2 xbj2
0̂2 ~

0̂0

'22
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These calculations are further simplified if â  ̂ and a,, are equal to 1. The 

required 'A' matrix is therefore:

1 n&oi n&02
newA = 0 1 n&i2

0 0 najj
(79)

This can be achieved by using matrix manipulation on 'A' with any changes 

applied to 'C  in order to maintain the equality, as shown below.

In order to make nâ  ̂ = nâ  ̂ = na ,̂ = 0 and nâ  ̂ = na,,= 1, the following 

must be applied to obtain the na ĵ, nâ ,̂ na^ and nâ  ̂ terms where nâ  ̂ represents 

the new A' matrix elements.

a
nao, =—  “ 01

'00

nao2 =—  **02

^12-

*00

na,2 = '00

a,, — 1̂0 ^^01
'00

na2 2  - n a „  xa„ 01
'22 '12 ^̂ “21

'00 '00

(80)

(81)

(82)

(83)

These modifications must also be applied to the 'C  matrix to give the new C 

matrix as follows.
(84) (85) (86)

ncoo = — , nco, = - ^  and nC( , 2  = —
&00 &AA

nr -  l̂O 1̂0 ̂  ̂ 0̂0 nc -U W jQ  ---- •  —

00

c,, -a.nXnc,

'00

1̂1“ 1̂0 ̂  ̂ 01
“ 00

(87)

1̂1“ 1̂0 ̂ ^01
*00

(88)

^11“ 1̂0 ̂  ̂ 01
*00

(89)
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So, —̂ 20 ^  ̂ 01

nCjo — &20 ^ ^̂ 00 0̂0 ^ 1̂0 ^10^^00

1̂1 - 1̂0 ^^01 ‘00

&21 -

‘00

2̂0 ^  ̂ 01

1 1 C2 , — C2 1  &%) X nCgi *̂0 ^ Cii &10 XCpi

1̂1 -

2̂1 “

1̂0 ^  ̂ 01
‘00

2̂0 ^^01

‘00

IIC2 2  — C2 2  2̂20 X I1Cq2 0̂0 y  ('n ^10^^02
2 i i  —

1̂0 ^^01
‘00

‘00

This gives the matrices:

" 1 nao, nao2 boo boi bo2 nCo2
newA = 0 1 na,2 , B= bio b„ b,2 , new O nc,o nc,, nc,2

0 0 na22_ _b20 b2, b22_ ncj. nc22

and the solutions for the unknown B' matrix are:

(90)

(91)

(92)

n%2
_ n ^  (94) 

2̂1 ~ »na22

U _nCi0-nai2Xb20 (%) 1̂0 “  » na„

u (95)
^ 2 2  ~ >na22

u  _ n c , , - n a i 2 X b 2 i  (97)

U - “ « î w - n a o i X b i o - n ^ j X b î o  (99)u  _ n C |2 - “ 212X622 (98)Di2 — >
nail

u  _ n < T ) i - n % |X b „ - n a o 2 X b j ,  (100) ^  _  n ^ - n a ^ x b ^ - n a g ^ x b ; ;  (101)
Doi — > 0̂2 ~

î 2oo

This method removes the need to invert the 'A' matrix thereby providing a 

stable solution to the problem. However in certain matrices applying this method 

can result in ± e  na^ element being zero. If this is the case the method will not 

work. The solution is to swap the first and second rows of the 'A' and 'C matrices 

before applying the method. This can be done without invalidating the equality of 

the equation. If the nâ  ̂ element is still zero the method must be repeated with the 

first and third rows of the 'A' and 'C matrices swapped and so on until a valid 

solution is found.
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This method can also be applied to find the solution to the problem 

B = C xA "‘, in this case B' is post multiplied by 'A to give BxA  = C The A' 

matrix is again transformed into an upper triangular matrix with any modifications 

apphed to C . This solution differs in the way that the final values for B' are 

calculated. With this solution if a zero is found in element nâ  ̂ columns instead of 

rows are swapped. If this is necessary, the columns of the solution matrix will also 

need swapping, unlike the previous case.
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4.13 Three Phase Programming

The programming of the three phase transmission line equations is developed in the 

following sections. A documented listing of the functions is included in the appendices.

For programming purposes the conductor centre on the three phase cables is fixed 

at 0.536 of the screen radius, that is, the programme will only calculate the network 

response of modem cables. The inclusion of the ability to calculate parameters for older 

networks can be achieved using the relevant equations.

4.14 Calculation of resistance(resistance())

This function is the same function as for single phase. It is entered with frequency, 

cable material and cable dimensions and calculates the resistance by implementing equa

tions 61 to 64.

4.15 Calculation of capacitance
(cre_cre_3_capacitance())

Core to core capacitance. The function is entered with cable dimensions and cable 

insulator permittivity and calculates c^acitance using equation 52.

(cre_she_3_capacitanceQ)

Core to shield c^acitance. The function is entered with core to core capacitance, 

cable dimensions and cable insulator permittivity and calculates capacitance using equation 

56.
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4.16 Calculation of inductance

The calculation of inductance uses equation 65. The calculation is not performed in 

a separate function but is done in the main programme.

4.17 Calculation of conductance
(cre_cre_3_conductanceQ)

Core to core conductance. The function is entered with cable dimensions and cable 

insulator conductivity and calculates conductance using equation 52.

(cre_she_3_conductanceO)

Core to shield conductance. The function is entered with core to core capacitance, 

cable dimensions and cable insulator conductivity and calculates conductance using equa

tion 56.

4.18 Impedance looking into the network from any point(Zin_three())

This function implements equation 29. Termination impedance is calculated prior to 

entry (Zteim), and gamma are calculated within the function using length, frequency 

and cable parameters, final calculation of the three by three impedance matrix is per

formed by calling the function Zmatrix with all necessary components calculated. The 

function returns a 3x3 matrix in the array "Zmaf.

4.19 Voltage looking into the network from any point(Vin_three())

This function implements equation 30. hrqxxlanee at either end of the length of 

cable is known, as is the voltage at the sending end. The function calls Vmatrix' after 

calculating the parameters needed. The function returns a 3x1 matrix containing the 

voltages at the end of the length of cable.



4.20 Method of calculation

In the network shown in figure 4.1. Each of the spurs 'A' to D' is terminated with

50 ohms. The impedance looking into each of the spurs is calculated using single phase 

theory. This reduces the network as shown in figure 4.2.

B

Sending end c Receiving end
A D

Red
Blue

Yellow

H

Sending end

Figure 4.1. Three phase network

Receiving end

B E G H

Figure 4.2. First reduction of three phase network

From point 'H' the impedance can be calculated looking towards the receiving 

end using multi phase theory to return a 3x3 impedance matrix.

Sending end Receiving end

F G HE

Figure 4.3. Second reduction of three phase network
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The impedance looking into the H' spur (1) is paralleled with the appropriate 

value within this 3x3 matrix (2) to give an equivalent termination matrix at the 

point H'. The process is repeated calculating the impedances moving towards the 

sending end until no cable lengths remain, leaving a 3x3 matrix at the sending end 

representing the impedance looking into the line. The impedance looking towards 

the sending end is calculated in a similar manner working towards the receiving end 

to give a series of 3x3 impedances at all spur connection points looking towards 

the source.

With the value for impedance looking into the network the voltages at the 

source/network boundary can now be calculated.

Sending end

Source
impedance

Network
impedance

Receiving end

Figure 4.4. Final reduction of three phase network

With the source voltage matrix and the source impedance matrix at the source 

network boundary, the impedance looking towards the receiving end from E' and 

the parameters of the three phase cable connecting the source to 'E', another volt

age matrix can be calculated for the network at the point 'E'. '

Sending end

Source
impedance

Source/network E

Receiving end

Network impedance from *E' 
towards receiving end

boundary

Figure 4.5. Equivalent circuit for calculation of voltage matrix at E'.



This can be repeated to give a voltage matrix for each of the joints on the 

main three phase cable. Using the relevant voltage matrix element as the source 

voltage for the relevant spur, a value for the voltage at the termination of any of 

the spurs can be calculated.

A

Figure 4.6. Equivalent circuit for calculation of output voltage.

Zg is the impedance looking towards the source in parallel with the 

impedance looking towards the receiving end.

is the terminating impedance of the spur, set at 50 ohms by the 

software.

is the unknown output voltage.
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4.21 Data entry*

The entry of the physical data relating to a network involves entering cable lengths 

and dimensions for each spur and for each piece of three phase main cable. Because 

this data is fixed for a particular network and analysis may be required with different 

termination/source impedances or frequencies, the network entry is performed in a sepa

rate programme with the data being stored to disk. This data file is opened by the 

analysis programme and calculations are performed before the result is stored to disk.

Initially the user is asked for the number of spurs on the network. Once this is 

known the PC will switch into gr^hics mode and draw a single horizontal line with this 

number of spurs vertically off it The sending end of the network is assigned the letter 

'A' and each spur will be assigned consecutive letters fiom the sending end. The user is 

then asked for the phase colour and length of each of the spurs. The vertical line repre

senting the spur will change to the appropriate colour and the length is printed on the 

side of the spur. See figure 4.7.

Entar th# lour of tho spur

Figure 4.7. Sample data entry screen with three spurs.
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The questions are repeated for the lengths of three phase cable between the 

spurs and for all the relevant information needed to calculate the transmission line 

parameters of all the sections of cable. For a 25 spur network this is approximately 

500 pieces of information. This information is stored using the format shown below. 

The example is for the three feed network shown in figure 4.7.

Feeds
3
Spurlengths
2.400000e+01 O.OOOOOOe+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 
O.OOOOOOe+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 l.OOOOOOe+01 
O.OOOOOOe+00 1.200000e+01 O.OOOOOOe-fOO 
Mainlengths
1.200000e+01 1.300000e+01 1.400000e+01 
Spur core diameter
2.500000e+01 2.500000e+01 2.000000e-f01 
Spur shield diameter
4.000000e+01 4.000000e+01 3.500000e+01 
Spur core material
c  c  c
spur shield material
c  c  c
spur core strand diameter 
3.000000e+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 
Spur shield strand diameter 
2.000000e+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 
Spur permeability
3.000000e+00 3.000000e+00 4.000000e+00 
Main conductor type
s  s  c
Main core diameter
2.200000e+01 2.200000e+01 2.200000e+01 
Main screen diameter
4.000000e+01 4.000000e+01 4.500000e+01 
Main core conductor material 
C C C
Main screen conductor material 
C C A
Main core strand diameter 
l.OOOOOOe+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 1.000000e-K)l 
Main shield strand diameter 
O.OOOOOOe+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 
Main permeability
2.200000e+00 3.320000e+00 1.560000e+00

Figure 4.8. Sample data file for three spur network.
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The data file uses ASCII text with no formatting other than a carriage return 

(OD hex) at the end of each line and a space (20 hex) between each file entry. 

The statements within the data file must remain unchanged but the values can be 

edited with a standard ASCII text editor if required. Only copper or aluminium is 

allowed for the conductor material. The data file can be broken down as follows.

Number of spurs mnning off the main three phase cable.

Feeds

3

The lengths of each of the spurs, if the value is 0 then the spur is not con

nected to that phase. The phase order is red, blue and yellow. This example has, 

from the sending end, a 24 metre spur on red, a 12 metre spur on yellow and a 

10 metre spur on blue.

Spurlengths

2.400000e+01 O.OOOOOOe+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 

O.OOOOOOe+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 l.OOOOOOe+01 

O.OOOOOOe+00 1.200000e+01 O.OOOOOOe+00

The lengths of three phase cable between, sending end and first spur (12 me

tres), first spur and second spur (13 metres) and between the second and third 

spurs (14 metres)

Mainlengths

1.200000e+01 1.300000e+01 1.400000e+01

Centr^ conductor diameter of the spurs in mm 

Spur core diameter

2.500000e+01 2.500000e+01 2.000000e+01

Shield conductor internal diameter of the spurs in mm 

Spur shield diameter

4.000000e+01 4.000000e+01 3.500000e401



Central conductor and shield conductor material, C = copper, A = aluminium 

Spur core material

c  c  c

Spur shield material

c  c  c

Diameter in mm of each strand within core/shield (0 if not stranded)

Spur core strand diameter 

3.000000e+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 

Spur shield strand diameter 

2.000000e+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 

Relative permeability of insulating matenai 

Spur permeability

3.000000e+00 3.000000e400 4.000000e+00 

Three phase conductor type, 'S' for segmented cores and C  for circular cores. 

Main conductor type 

S S C

Repeated for three phase cable lengths.

Main core diameter

2.200000e+01 2.200000e+01 2.200000e+01 

Main screen diameter

4.000000e+01 4.000000e+01 4.500000e+01 

Main core conductor material 

C C C

Main core strand diameter 

l.OOOOOOe+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 l.OOOOOOe+01 

Main shield strand diameter 

O.OOOOOOe+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 O.OOOOOOe+00 

Main screen conductor material 

C C A

Main permeability

2.200000e+00 3.320000e+00 1.560000e+00
QO



Start 
Part 1

Done all 
spurs?No

Yes

Done all 
lengthsNo

Done all 
spursNo

Yes

End 
Part 1

spur core 
material

spur shield 
material

Get main 
length

Next spur

spur core 
diameter

Next spur spur shield 
diameter

Next length
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of spurs
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len^

Get spur phase 
(R,B,Y)

Spur
permeability

spur shield 
conductor diameter 
( O' If not stranded)

spur core 
conductor diameter 
("O' If not stranded)

Figure 4.9.a Flow chart for entering network data



Start 
Part 2

Done all 
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End 
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Next length
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or circular
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main shield 
conductor diameter 
( O' If not stranded)

main core 
conductor diameter 
( O' If not stranded)

Figure 4.9.b Flow chart for entering network data
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422  Summaiy

The programme as described was completed and output was checked with practical 

results finom known networks. These comparisons can be found in chapter 5. The soft

ware is completely functional but has limitations because there are no error traps at all 

to correct an incorrect entry. With several hundred data entries to make for an average 

network, the chances of entering all data with no errors is minimal so some form of 

data check and repeat on error needs to be incorporated. The routines needed for this 

are fairly straightforward and would in this instance only make the programme more 

difficult to understand- If a version of the software is required for practical use then this 

would need to be incorporated.

The routines for finding the square root of a three by three matrix should not have 

been written using roots of polynomials. Because there are four possible roots a decision 

has to be made as to the correct root. In all the calculations performed so far, of the 

four possible roots only one has been a sensible answer, with the other three being 

either negative or of such a magnitude as to be obviously incorrect This may not al

ways be the case and with hindsight it becomes clear that eigenvector methods for 

finding the square root should have been used.

A commercial copy of the software must be capable of calculating spur to spur 

response for any two points on the network. This facility would be needed if a system 

was defined whereby very low power signals were used witii only enough signal strength 

to reach the next spur on the network at which point the signal would be an^lified and/ 

or frequency shifted for re-transmission. This kind of repeater system could be more 

useful than blanket transmissions to all connections on the network. The software must 

also cater for calculation of three phase supplies fix)m the main three phase main cable. 

These additions are straightforward and were only omitted to facilitate easier understand

ing of the software.
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Chapter 5. Supply Networks
5.1 Introduction

NORWEB's supply network is similar to the type of network used by all the 

regional electricity supply companies, with the exception of London (see figure 1.2). 

Within the UK, electricity is supplied to the regional supply conçanies fiom the national 

grid network (275 kV and above) via overhead pylons. At the point of supply will be a 

substation normally reducing the voltage first to 132 kV then to 33 kV and distributing 

this supply into between 1 and 10 feeders. These feeders will be between several me

tres and 5 kilometres in length. Each of these feeders can supply up to five heavy

industrial customers or substations, reducing the voltage to 11 kV. Each 11 kV substa

tion will feed between 1 and 10, 11 kV spurs up to 3 kilometres in length, again

feeding up to five transformers. Some of the larger customers will be supplied with

electricity at this voltage, accepting responsibility for the reduction to normal mains supply 

themselves, though normally each of the 11 kV spurs will be terminated in another 

reducing transformer, supplying 240 volt single phase and 415 volt three phase power to 

customers.

132 kV/33 kV 
Transformer

Heavy Industry

Normally closed

Light Industry

11 kV/415 V 
Transformers

" I  Normally 
j  open

33 kV/11 kV 
Transformers

11 kV/415 V

Figure 5.1. Schematic Supply Network 
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The majority of the transformers used in the supply process are three phase trans

formers and most supplies at all voltages (11 kV and above) are three phase.

The number of customers supplied from the output of an 11 kV/415 V transformer 

varies between one for à rural farm supply to around 300 for a large housing estate.

Cable architecture may be overhead or underground, though the majority of supplies 

are taken from underground cables. The overhead supplies are normally to small remote 

rural sites.

In normal operation the network topology is that of a tree, witli no closed loops. 

However at all voltages there are normally open points, which when closed will allow a 

spur to be "back fed" for use in emergencies where a transformer or cable has devel

oped a fault These points are situated wherever two supplies run physically close to

gether. The provision of this emergency facility does consume power, as the feeder to a 

normally open point will suffer the effect of capacitive currents (due to cable capaci

tance) even when the point is open.
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5.2 H.V. Sub Stations

The transformer installation at the substation will normally follow the design given in 

figure 5.2. Wherever possible the inputs to the transformer will originate at different 

sources. This duplication allows for one of the supplies to develop a fault, which if 

disconnected will ensure the continued operation of the supply network.

Tlircc Phase 
Input

Normally
open

Three Phase 
Input

Transformer I

X
Output00

X
OutputGO

Transformer 2
Switch Room

eeders

Figure 5.2. Schematic Transformer
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53  Thirty Three kV Network

The 33 kV network conpises, in the main, single phase conductors running in 

groups of three, see figure 5.3. If these conductors are overhead they are uninsulated 

stranded steel core with stranded aluminium outer conductors (aluminium conductor steel 

reinforced, ACSR). They are uninsulated to assist with heat dissipation. If underground 

they are single phase, aluminium and stranded copper earth shielded, stranded copper 

conductor, polythene coated and XLPE (Cross Linked Poly-ethylene) insulated construc

tion. ( Modem system )

The 33 kV supply is distributed via a bus bar at the 132 kV/33 kV sub, see 

figure 5.4.
Stranded Copper 

Outer Shield

Stranded Copper 
Core

Polythene Outer 
Insulation

Semi-conductive 
Inner Screen

XLPE or EPR 
Inner Insulation

Figure 5.3.
Typical 33 kV Underground Transmission Cable Construction Diagram

33 kV 
132 kV/33 kV Bus 
Transformer

132 kV Input Up To 10, 
33 kV Feeders

33 kV 
Output

Up To 5 
Kilometres Long

Sub Station

Figure 5.4. 33 kV Transmission Schematic 
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5.4 11 kV Distribution Network

The 11 kV underground networks comprise three phase single constmction cables. 

The 11 kV overhead networks comprise uninsulated separate solid aluminium conductors 

flown between overhead supports. A typical underground cable constmction is shown in 

figure 5.5. The 11 kV supply is distributed via a bus bar at the 33 kV/11 kV sub, see 

figure 5.6.

PVC Colour Coded 
Irmer Insulation

Stranded Copper 
Core

PVC Outer 
Insulation

Stranded Copper 
Outer Shield

Aluminium Foil 
Inner Shield

XLPE Inner 
Insulation

Figure 5.5.
Typical 11 kV Underground Distribution Cable Construction Diagram

33 kV 
Input

33 kV/11 kV 
Transformer

11 kV Bus

11 kV 
Output

Up To 10,
11 kV Feeders

Up To 3 Kilometres long

Sub Station
I_______________________________ I

Figure 5.6. Typical 11 kV Primary Schematic
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5.5 240 Volt Single Phaise / 415 Volt Three Phase Network

The 240/415 volt supply is the UK standard single phase domestic electricity 

supply. Each LV transformer output can supply multiple spurs feeding up to 300 

houses or their equivalent, see figure 5.7. The spurs will normally extend radially fiom 

the substation and may extend to 500 metres long. The feed cable is normally three 

phase and is laid physically close to the premises to be supplied. Outside each custom

er’s premises a joint will be made to the three phase supply, enabling either a three 

phase or single phase spur to provide the power to the building. In certain circum

stances a second supply may be taken from the termination point of the first in order 

to sinq)lify installation (loop service). This means that occasionally two adjacent houses 

will be supphed fiom the same feed. The distances between adjacent supplies and the 

length of the spur fiom the house to the main cable is dictated by the geographical 

layout of the houses and will normally vary fiom a few metres up to a maximum of 

30 metres. The power for street lighting is also taken fiom the main supply cable.

These supplies are single phase and are rated at less than 25 amperes. The choice of 

phase for any of the supplies is not critical but is designed to give ^proximately even 

consumption fiom each phase in order to minimise neutral/earth currents. The types of 

cable used for this distribution vary in age, physical characteristics and electrical charac

teristics.

Air brake 
isolator

11 kV 
Input

llkV/415V
Transformer

Sub Station

Fused Up To 7 Feeders
y  Up To 5(X) metres long

Low Voltage Three Phase Bus

415/240 V 
Output

Multiple supplies per feeder. 
Single or three phase

Figure 5.7. 415/240 Volt Distribution Schematic
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Modem cables for the low voltage supply are constructed as shown in figure 5.8. 

The size of cable used depends on the installation- it is normal to reduce cable size as 

distance fiom the substation increases. This type of cable is available in four standard 

sizes, 95 mm  ̂ , 185 mm  ̂ , 240 mm  ̂ and 300 mml

XLPE Colour Coded 
Core Insulation

Solid Aluminium 
Core

PVC Outer 
Sheath

Stranded Copper 
Neutral/Earth 

Wires

Vulcanised 
rubber bedding

Figure 5.8. 415/240V Modem Underground Waveform 

Three Phase Supply Cable, Construction Diagram
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The description on the previous page refers to current cabling architecture. As the 

supplies in the UK can be over 50 years old, there are a lot of different types of 

cable. On the older types of cable, the conductors will generally be circular (either 

stranded copper or solid aluminium), the insulation will be oil impregnated paper and the 

outer shield may be extmded lead or stranded steel, the outer cover was pitch. A 

common type of supply cable has five cores. The fourth core was used for neutral 

before protective multiple earth (PME) methods were introduced and the fifth smaller 

core was used for street lighting. A time related switching device at the substation would 

control the power to this fifth conductor, allowing the lights to come on when required. 

This method of street lighting control is now being phased out

Service cable is used to link the main supply cable spur to the customer premises 

where the supply is required. The size and specification vary according to the supply 

required.

PVC Outer 
Sheath Wound PVC tape

PVC fillers o Copper Neutral/Earth Wires 
(uninsulated for CNE)

olid Aluminium 
Conductors (25 mm^)

Colour Coded XLPE 
Conductor Insulation

Figure 5.9.

415/240 V Modem Underground Three Phase Service Cable, Construction Diagram
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For a normal three phase 100 ampere supply, 25 mm  ̂ concentric solid alu

minium conductor is used (CNE), see figure 5.9. All service cable is available in 

"spht" (SCNE) form. The six elements making up the centre of the cable are tightly 

bound, distorting the PVC strands and leaving minimal air gaps between the ele

ments.

For a normal single phase domestic 100 ampere supply, 35 mm  ̂ concentric 

solid aluminium conductor (CNE) is used, see figure 5.10. This is also available in 

"split" form.

PVC Outer Copper Neutral/
Insulation Earth Wires

(uninsulated)

P , yt p p : Sohd Aluminium
Conductor Insulation Conductor (35 mm^)

Figure 5.10.

240 V Modem Underground Single Phase Service Cable, Construction Diagram
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5.6 Cable Parameters

Several experiments have been performed to determine the transmission line param

eters of the low voltage supply cable. These tests were performed on loose pieces of 

cable in whatever lengths were available, varying from 500 mm for the older types of 

cable up to full 500 metre drums for the newer types.

Resistance Inductance Capacitance

Ohms Henrys Farads

SNR3748 .0012 10^ 400x10-^2

95 mm 3ph .0005 3x10^ 300x10-'^

Old 3ph (CU) .00008 1.5x10^ 173xlO-‘2

95 mm Paper .0015 .5x10^ 280xl0-*2

25mm 3ph .002 1.3x10^ 400xl0->2

Table 5.1. Measured cable parameters

Table 5.1 shows a sample of the measured electrical characteristics for the types of 

cable used for distribution.

These figures are experimental results corrected for a one metre length. They were 

measured using meters and pulse reflection equipment with the average values being 

taken. The value for resistance is a DC value, the values for inductance and capacitance 

varied depending on the method used for measurement None of the equipment available 

was capable of returning any value for the admittance of the cable. The measurements 

were taken on the longest length we had available. The newer cable was available in 

lengths up to 500 metres, on drums, but the older cable was only available in short 

lengths where the cable had been removed from site due to faults or during normal 

maintenance work.
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Cable parameters can be calculated from the physical dimensions of the cable. 

The following is a typical example for a 33 kV single phase cable with a copper 

stranded core, XLPE insulation and a copper stranded shield as shown in figure

5.11

Figure 5.11. 33 kV XLPE Underground Single Phase Cable (c. 1994).

Cable Dimensions

3 mm outer insulation thickness. 37.5 mm inner insulation diameter, 11 mm 

thick (XLPE).

Screen Copper

41 Uninsulated conductors 1.25 mm conductor diameter.

Centre cores Copper 

37 Uninsulated conductors 2.5 mm, total diameter 15.5 mm.

Cross sectional area.

41 X 1.25 mm diameter gives 50 x  10^ m̂

37 X 2.5 mm diameter gives 185 x  10^ m^

This gives a total X-sect. area for the screen of 50 x  10^ m̂  

and a total X-sect. area for the core of 185 x  10 ̂  m̂ .
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Below is an example of cable parameters at 1 MHz.

From equation 44, conductance 'G' per metre

G = ^ ^ ^ ^ ‘ = 7.11X 10''‘siemens per metre, 

‘" a

and capacitance 'C  per metre

^ _  2 x 7 CX£ _  2x3.14x3.5x8.855x10— _220.1x10''^ farads per metre, 
, b . 37.5
‘“ I  ‘” 751

Inductance ’L' per metre using equation 65

L = ^  = "x  3.5x8.855 x10 "  ^ y 1 0 henrys per metre.
C 220.1xl0"'V  ^

Resistance 'R' per metre

DC resistance ,R = — (102)
A

Using equation 61, skin depth (Ô) for copper conductors

5= 2— p = 1.673xl0‘‘,|i = 4 x j tx l0 '’
7ixf>qi

■ 1.673x10-^ 0.065
V7C^x4xlO"’ x f  Vf

At IMHz the effective cross sectional area of each shield conductor is:-

Area = 7t X (0.625 X10”̂  )̂  -  71X 0.625x10 '-_3 0.065
Vïô*.
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Total screen area = 41x2.42xl0'^=9.9xl0^

Using equation 102 the resistance of one metre of the screen is therefore

The core is made up of 37 tightly bound stranded copper conductors of radius

2.5 mm, calculations for skin depth will treat the core as a solid copper bar of 

diameter 15.5 mm.

Area = Jix(7.75x 10"^)  ̂-  Jtx 7.75x10"^- 0.065 — 3.15 X10^

This figure represents a hollow cylinder of outside diameter 15.5 mm and 

inside diameter of 15.5-3.15xlO’%im. If the conductor is as in this case, stranded, 

then the non-circular circumference of the core will further reduce the effective area 

and this must be accounted for.

From equation 102 the resistance of the core cylinder will be:-

p 1.673x10 -8

= 5 .30x10-^0
A 3.15x10 -6

Modifying this with the ratio from equation 64 gives :■

Rv = ̂ x 2xR adx0

A cos (Rad- 5  
Rad

xRad^ -  (Rad -5)-^Rad^ - ( R a d - a ) '

R^= 5.3x 10’  ̂X 4.67 = 24.8 x 10"^O

This gives a total resistance per metre at 1 MHz of R^+R  ̂

R = Ri + Rj = 1.69 X10"̂  + 24.8 x 10“̂  = 26.4 x 10"^O
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The inductance of the cable will not be modified by a significant amount as 

frequency varies. Provided the permittivity and resistivity of the insulators do not 

vary with frequency, the capacitance and conductance of the cable will also remain 

unchanged. The value of e will vary with frequency but this variation is small and 

has been ignored. [Ref. 17]

Using the methods outlined in chapter 4 the theoretical response of the cable 

was calculated and the practical response was obtained from tests, using the circuit 

in figure 5.12.

250 m 33 kV cable

50 ohm coax 
3 metres

50 ohm coax 
3 metres 50 ohm50 ohm

termmation termination

Figure 5.12. Test set up for 33 kV cable

Equipment used for test
A) Marconi 2955 transmitter/receiver test set. Output into 50 ohms

set to 0 dBm

B) Marconi spectrum analyser, 50 ohms termination impedance.

The Marconi 2955 test set is designed for use with 50 ohm systems. The 

output displayed is the power that would be injected if the device being driven 

were 50 ohms. In this case the impedance of the cable is unknown, so a figure of 

0 dBm on the 2955 will not be true unless the cable is 50 ohms. However from 

the practical test results in figure 5.13 the fluctuation in output power with fre

quency is small, suggesting that the system is not badly mismatched and the value 

for Zg calculated from theoretical results puts the VSWR at approximately 0.6. If 

the 2955 source voltage is constant, these figures put the percentage error at ap

proximately 5%.
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Frequency / MHz
I S 2 2 S 3 a 5 4 4 5  5 5 5 6 « 7  7 3 S « 5 ^ < S I 0

-2 -

4

4 .

Output

Calculated
40
dB
42

Measured-20 - -

Figure 5.13. Theoretical and practical response of 33 kV cable.

The practical and theoretical results match quite well. The practical result has

been modified by subtracting 6 dB in order to show output voltage with respect to

source voltage, in dB, instead of output voltage with respect to source output

voltage by moving the source reference to the source voltage side of the source 

resistor.
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5.7 11 kV Cable

This cable is the type now being installed for 11 kV supply, see figure 5.14. The 

shield of the cable is comigated to allow for easy bending. Because of the variable 

distance from shield to central conductors, affecting capacitance and the increase in length 

of the shield, affecting resistance, calculation of the cable parameters is more difficult.

Shield 2 mm thickCore 11 mm 
mean diameter13 mm

17 mm

3 mm 
'mmirnum

Maximum diameter 44 mm
Minimum diameter 39.4 mm 

Figure 5.14. 95 mm ,̂ 11 kV waveform cable construction diagram (c 1994).

Cable Dimensions 

Screen Aluminium

2 mm thick, maximum outside diameter 44 mm, 

minimum outside diameter 39.4 mm

Centre cores Aluminium

The core conductors are not circular or sector shaped in cross-section. For the 

purposes of calculation they will be treated as circular.

36 uninsulated conductors 1.83 mm diameter

Insulation oil impregnated paper
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On three phase cable, signals can be injected using several different methods, 

see figures 5.15 to 5.19. During these tests all terminations were 50 Q.

Line under test

Receiver
(B)

Transmitter

Receiver
(A)

Figure 5.15. Injection and recovery (phase to ground) from same phase (A) and 
different phases (B) with unused phases terminated

Receiver

Transmitter

Figure 5.16.
Injection and recovery (phase to ground) from same phase 

with unused phases not terminated

Receiver
Transmitter

Figure 5.17. Injection and recovery (phase to ground) from all phases.
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Transmitter! Receiver

Figure 5.18. Injection and recovery (phase to phase).

Transmitter
Receiver

Figure 5.19.
injection and recovery (phase to ground) from different phases 

with unused phases not terminated
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Frequency / MHz
I IJ 2 19 3 >3 * 45 s S i « U  7 • 13 f  44 II

-II . .

21  . .

31 - -

dB

-II -r-

-41 _L

A —  I

Figure 5.20.
Practical response of 250 metres of 11 kV cable 

with different methods of injection/recovery

Key to figure 5.20

A) As figure 5.15 B

B) As figure 5.15 A 

Ç) As figure 5.17 

D) As figure 5.16

Figure 5.20 shows the varying different responses from the different injection/ 

recovery methods shown in figures 5.15 through 5.19. This shows that the cross 

talk on this type of cable is very high. The difference between injection/recovery 

from the same phase and cross injection/recovery from different phases is small as 

is the difference between single phase injection/recovery and multiple phase injection/ 

recovery

1 1 2



Each of the three cores is made up of 36 strands of tightly bound aluminium. The 

shield is solid aluminium. In a one metre length of cable the shield will be significantly 

longer than one metre as shown.

From equation 60, length of a curve = ,/(l +
i l dx

)dx

Length of positive half cycle of a sine wave of amphtude 1.5 mm period 13 mm

•LI'.

1 .5 x 7i ' 2 X X 7t
XCOSL 6.5 J L 6.5 Jdx = 7.284 mm

Total length of screen in one metre of cable is 154 x 7.284 = 1121.7 mm. 

This is an increase of 12%.

Following is an example of cable parameters at 1 MHz.

Capacitance between cores ’Ĉ ’ per metre finom equation 52.

C = "55"20.03 XLnJ _ 4 j4 x — +150 
17 X8.855x10 x3 = 565x10"'^ farads per metre.
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Capacitance between core and shield Ĉ  per metre

The value of capacitance will not significantly affect the attenuation of the cable but 

will affect tiie standing waves, reflections and phase shifts within the cable. If the cable 

is not terminated with variation in c^)acitance changes the fiequency range between 

maxima and minima on the attenuation with fiequency cable response.

From equation 56:

1498x[— T  -37.44X— +544  
LI7J 17

x&855xl(r‘̂ x3-565xl(r'^=183xl(r'^ farads per metre.

From equation 65. Inductance "L" per metre (core to shield)

_ 4^x10-'X3x8.855x10-"
”  v,ioc..in - 1 2 ---------- -247x10xl35xlO

247 X10 henrys per metre.

From equation 66. Inductance U  per metre (core to core)

= =155X10- hemys per meu..
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Conductance 'G' per metre (core to core) from equation 52

G. = 55"20.03 X
L n J

_ 4 5 4 x — + 1 5 0  
17

X 10 '* = 2.13X 10 siemens per metre.

Conductance 'O' per metre (core to shield) fiom equation 56

G. = 55'149.8 X
LnJ

-  37.44 X— +5.44 
17

X10"*®-2.13x10 *® =688x10 *® siemens per metre.

Shield resistance per metre 'Rss'

Skin depth (Ô) for aluminium conductors (equation 61)

0=1—-— p-2.655x 1(T*, p = 4x JÎX10̂ ^
VTtxfxp.

S = 2.655x10"® 0.082
71^x4x10’ x f Vf

Shield effective cross sectional area
2

A „ = 7 1 x | 19.7x10"' +_3 0.082
-7tx(19.7xl0"^)" = 10.2xl0^m2

R.. = — X112% = ^ X ^  = 2.9 X10"' n  per metre,_ _ P _  

A. 10.2x10"" 100
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Core resistance per metre 'Res' 

Effective core area 'Acs'

A„ = 71x ( 5.5 x 10"^)^ -Tix = 2 .80x l0 -‘m̂
VÏÔ*

Modifying this with the ratio from equation 64 gives

p 2xR adx6

^CS A cosf X R a d '-(R a d - 8 ) jR a d '- (R a d -a ) '
. Rad J

n =  2-----^ 1655x10 X3 392 = 34.1X10-' Q per metre.
“ A„x ratio 2.8x10-* ^

Total resistance for one metre Rs'

R, = R„ + R „=2.9xl0"^+34.1xl0 '^=37.0xl0 '^^i per metre.

This is the most complicated cable used by NORWEB and the calculation of 

the parameters for this type of cable involves more approximations than any other 

type. The calculated response of this cable using the parameters given does not 

follow the practical response because of the approximations made in these calcula

tions. The calculated response does however provide a reasonable approximation of 

the practical response. Allowing for these approximations it suggests that the equa

tions used are valid and that the functions written for applying the equations are 

working correctly. Unfortunately this type of cable was the only type of three phase 

cable available in reasonable lengths for practical tests, see figures 5.21 and 5.22.
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Termination 
! 50 ohms50 ohms

Source

Figure 5.21.
Circuit used for calculation of cable response

Frequency / MHz
1 1.5 2 25 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10

0.00 H h

-10.00 ;  

- 20.00 

-30.00 

^.00

-50.00

dB 
-60.00 i

Calculated Response

^ —-'"X 

Practical Response

Figure 5.22.
Practical response versus calculated response of 250 metres of 11 kV cable
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5.8 240/415 volt Low Voltage Supply Cable

25 mm XLPE cable is the type currently fitted for supplying a three phase 100 

amp supply, to customers, fix>m the main low voltage feeder. The constmction of this 

cable is shown infigure 523 and the simplified diagram used for calculation of transmis

sion line parameters is shown in figure 5.24.

O O
o

Figure 5.23. 25mm XLPE cable

2.6 mm Outer Insulation 

Screen Copper 

24 Insulated conductors 1.6 mm with insulation 0.9 mm conductor

8 Uninsulated conductors 1.6 mm conductor

2 Insulators 2.0 mm diameter

Centre cores Aluminium

3 insulated conductors 8 mm with insulation

Cross sectional area.

8x1.6 mm diameter gives 2.01 x 10^ m^

24x0.9 mm diameter gives .636 x 10^ m^

5.64 mm conductor

This gives a total X-sect area for the screen of 31.35x10'® m  ̂and a total X 

sect area for the cores of 5.64 mm diameter giving 25x10"® m  ̂ per core.
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Assume outer screen is a solid tube of inside radius 8.62 mm

25 mm'
31.35 mm'

8 mm between centres ■8.62 mm shield inside radius

Figure 5.24.

Equivalent construction of 25 mm XLPE Split cable for calculation purposes.

Conductance core to core 'G,- per metre of

G, = 20.03x [ H ]  - 4 3 4 X— +1.50 L8.6J 8.6 X10“** = 2.15 X10 siemens per metre

and a conductance between conductor and shield 'Ĝ ' per metre of ; 

[2.8?l 4 M x [ H l  -37.44X — +5.44 
L8.6J 8.6 xlO ‘ -2.15xl0“‘* = 6.98x10"'* siemens per metre

With PVC and XLPE cable this value is very stable both with temperature and 

age and is too small to affect any calculations.
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Capacitance between cores.

Ce - 2a03x[—1 -454x^+ 150  
L8.6J 8.6

X8.855X 10 x 3 = 57.0x10 farads per metre

Capacitance between parallel cylinders. 

R=2.82mm, D=8mm.

C = 1498x[—T-37.44x^
LaôJ 86

+544 x8855xlOr'  ̂x3-57.0xl0r"=185xlOr" farads per metre

Inductance of a cylindrical conductor due to external flux linkages, equation 65.

2tc L
- R = 2xl0“̂ xln "8-2.82"

:8 mm.

[ 2.82 J =  0 . 1 2 2 x 10"*^ henrys per metre
Z .O Z, J

R=2.82 mm, D=8 mm.

Where R is the core radius and D is the distance between conductors.
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Skin depth (6) for copper conductors (equation 61).

5= P p = 1.673x10"*,p = 4x71x10-7

g 1.673x10"* ^  0.065
V7i^x4xlO"^xf Vf

At 1 MHz the effective cross sectional area of each uninsulated conductor is:

7tx|̂ ( =.313x10"’ m2
-|2

Area = tcxO.0008’ — 7t)̂  0.0008—— -
Vio*_

Area of 8 off is 2.51x10*2 m^

At 1 MHz the effective cross sectional area of each insulated conductor is:-

2 I   0.065Area =.JtxO.00045 -  tcx̂ 0.00045 --  7CX^0.(
^ n ¥ _

Area of 24 off is 4.10x10** m^

Cross sectional area of shield is 

4.10xl0^+2.51xl0**=6.60xl0** m̂

Resistance of shield per metre (r) is 

a  1.673x10"*

2

=.171x10^ m2

A 6.60x10"
= 2.53x10"’ Cl

1 2 1



Core resistance per metre (r̂ ) is

Skin depth (Ô) for aluminium conductors (equation 61). 

5=. — p = 2.655xlO"‘,p  = 4x71x10"’
TlXfxp,

, 2.655x10"* 0.082
’x4xl0"’xf Vf

At 1 MHz the effective cross sectional area of each core conductor is:-

Area= 7tx0.0056^ -  Jtx 0.00564-°®*^ = 2.88x10"* m2

Resistance of core per metre (r̂ ) is

^  ^  2 6 5 S ( ^  ̂  9.20xl0r’ o
^ A 2.88x10"* “

giving a total resistance per metre (r) in ohms at 1 MHz of r̂ +r̂  

r = 9.2x10"’ + 2.53x10"’ = 1173x10"’ Û

Using the same method the core resistance per metre at 10 MHz becomes 

r̂  = 28.96x10-3 Ç1

and the shield resistance at 10 MHz becomes 

r ,=  7.82x10-3 Q

giving a total resistance of, r = r^+r = 36.8x10*3 Q
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There are certain assumptions made in these calculations.

They are:-

1) That each of the strands in a stranded conductor carries the 

same current. In practice this is not the case. If the signal carrying 

core is not concentric with the shield, the shield conductors closest 

to the core will be subject to greater magnetic fields than the 

shield conductors further away. This causes greater mutual induct

ance between core and closest shield conductors. This effect in

creases with frequency. At DC the resistance of the shield conduc

tors is the only opposition to current flow and the current will 

therefore divide equally between them. As the frequency increases 

the mutual inductance causes the shield current to travel down the 

path of lowest impedance, namely the conductors furthest from the 

signal carrying core [Ref. 15]. This effect is not apparent at power 

frequencies. Because of the helical construction of the shield con

ductors, current will migrate between them if the shield conductors 

are touching each other.

2) That the length of the shield conductors is not increased by the 

helical construction of the shield. This is not the case, the helical 

construction will add approximately 2% to the length of the con

ductors. [Ref. 16]

3) That no current flows below the skin depth. This is not the case 

but the assumption is often made in calculations of this type

[Ref. 14].
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Chapter 6. Practical Testing and results.

6.1 Introduction

Most of this research has been aimed towards providing a communication 

channel between the customer and the low voltage substation situated at the origin 

of that customers electricity supply. This provides the "last drop" of what could be 

a national communications network. Equipment for the 33/11 kV and higher volt

ages in the supply chain is difficult to design because of the high working voltage 

needed for components and difficult to organise because of the need for supervision 

by qualified and authorised personnel. However, the work continues and units are 

being designed for interfacing to HV supply networks. The practical results in this 

chapter refer mainly to the electricity distribution and communication distribution 

over the LV distribution networks, this being the area of concentration during the 

research project.

6.2 Customer terminations.
Immediately at the end of the service cable within the customer's premises is

the customer's cutout (HRC fuse) followed by the meter and the customer's con

sumer unit, see figure 6.1. The fuse will normally be rated at 100 amperes and 

conforms to BS1361, there are three of these fuses for a three phase supply. Up to 

and including the meter is the property of the electricity company and it is after 

this point that the customer's own wiring takes over. From a normal domestic 

supply a customer is permitted to take up to 100 amperes. This represents a termi

nation impedance of magnitude 2.5 ohms, though it will never, in practice, be so 

low. If a customer is not using electricity then the impedance magnitude is infinity. 

A communication system with a load impedance of such variable magnitude cannot 

be very efficient in its use of power. For this reason a termination device was 

designed by NORWEB in order that communication signals would be presented with 

a known fixed termination, while the transmission of power at lower frequencies 

was not impeded in any way, see figures 6.2 through 6.4.
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Live In

Domestic Wiring 

Customer's property
Electricity supply company property

Consumer unitHRC
Fuse

Meter

Figure 6.1. Normal Customer Termination

Live In Mains Filter

% Consumer unit
HRC
Fuse Meter

Domestic Wiring

Figure 6.2. Modified Customer Termination
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Figure 6.3. Mains Filter Schematic Diagram
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Figure 6.4. Mains Filter response
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The components of figure 6.3 perform the functions laid out below.

1) LI. The main inductor for presenting a high impedance to com

munication frequency (>1 MHz) signals. This inductor must be 

capable of passing 100 amperes at mains supply voltage

2) Cl. Allows communication signals through while stopping power 

frequency signals. (High pass)

3) C2 Provides further attenuation of the communication signals by 

shorting to ground, this has no effect on the 50 Hz power compo

nent.

At the signal output point is the communication device transmitter and receiver 

designed initially to present an impedance of 50 ohms to the network.

With the filter and TX/RX installed, the magnitude of the impedance presented 

to the network when the consumer is drawing 100 amperes ( full load ) varies 

between 50.4 ohms at 1 MHz and 50 ohms at 10 MHz, below 1 kHz the imped

ance looking into the filter is the same as the domestic load.
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Any electrical circuit having both capacitive and inductive elements will, at 

some frequency display a resonance. LI and C2 will display a resonant frequency, 

f = In the case of the NORWEB filter the frequency is theoretically 250

kHz. The effect of the resonance is to amplify this frequency. The amount of am

plification (Q factor) depends on any resistance present in the circuit. With no 

resistance the Q factor would be infinite but, as resistance will always be present in 

any electrical circuit, this theoretical value is never achieved. In this application the 

Q factor and the resonant frequency will be affected by the consumer load and the 

network impedance. The network impedance will be fixed as the network is totally 

conditioned. The impedance magnitude seen by the filter on the house wiring side, 

varies between infinity (no load) and 2.5 ohms (fiill load) depending on the power 

being drawn by the consumer. The higher the impedance of the house wiring (less 

load) the greater will be this resonant effect. The design of this filter is such that 

any resonance occurring due to the insertion of the filter is not capable of introduc

ing any undesirable signals onto the house wiring.

The filter as designed has only been tested up to 30 MHz. Above this fre

quency parasitic capacitance between inductor windings and between other compo

nents within the filter cause the filter response to differ from the theoretical re

sponse. If the system is to be used for higher firequencies then further testing and 

redesigning will be required.
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6.3 Applerigg test site

The majority of the experimental work carried out during this research was 

performed at Applerigg, Kendal in Cumbria. This test site is situated on the North 

side of Kendal about a mile from the town centre. The avenue is supplied with 

electricity via the Busher transformer from Parkside Road Kendal at 11 kV and this 

voltage is reduced to normal supply voltage via the Kentrigg transformer situated at 

the end of the avenue. The outputs from this transformer also supply Kentrigg and 

Bumeside Road with electricity. In total there are 112 single phase supplies taken 

from the 400 kVA transformer, of which 25 are supplied from the Applerigg feed, 

see figures 6.5 and 6.7. Permanent access to the network was gained at the trans

former and at number 30 Applerigg. The newer supplies on this feeder were termi

nated in the garage of the house where the supply was required, this made occa

sional access to customers meters easier and reduced inconvenience for the customer 

to a minimum.

Substation

Applerigg

Bumeside Road

D
Kentrigg

Link Bridge

Figure 6.5. Applerigg Map
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Permanent access to the network at the substation was achieved by installing a 

small steel cabin and supplying this with power for equipment and with all three 

phases of the low voltage supply. This supply was connected to the network on the 

Applerigg spur as shown in figure 6.6.

11 kV Supply

Power line cabin

Transformer

"Bumeside Road Feeds 
(North & South)

Kentrigg Feed
Disused

Link Box

Applerigg Feed
Signal injection point from 
power line communication

cabinet

Figure 6.6. Kentrigg Transformer

Access to the network at 30 Applerigg was in the garage, where a shelf was 

fitted by the meter to hold the equipment being used.
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K&itrigg
Transformer

Joint

25

1 R 15
10 2 B 10
7 A R i«
9 3 Y 15
1 6 Y 11
12 8 10
8 5 Y 16
2 10 B 13
9 12 Y 8
2 7 R 19
12 14 Y 5
1 9 R 19
32 16 R 7
10 18 Y 6
13 20 B 8
2 22 B 8.5

2 11,13 B 20.6
9 24 Y 11

21 28,26 Y 9 .9
10 30 Y 12
7 19 R 12

15 15.17 Y 9.10

3 Phase Lengths House

Unknown phase

20m from 3 phase to 11 and 6m from 11 to 13

Lengths

5.8

s

id

ses

Phase Colour

Figure 6.7. Full Schematic of Applerigg

The communication capabilities of the network were tested using ICOM radio 

amateur transceivers capable of delivering 100 Watts RMS in the frequency range 1 

MHz to 30 MHz with an audio bandwidth of 2.7 kHz. With a filter fitted at 30 

Applerigg the response of the network was tested by transmitting an un-modulated 

earner of known power at the substation and measuring the power received. As 

each filter was fitted to the houses on the avenue the noise level and attenuation to 

30 Applerigg was measured along with the noise level and attenuation to the house 

where the filter was being fitted. The resident of number 8 Applerigg would not 

allow access to the equipment at his house so there are no figures for this position 

on the network.
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Frequency / MHz
*-5 2 2.5 3, 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10

0.00

- 10.00 - -

Avenge 30 Applerigg Yellow

Lower Limit-20.00 - -

Upper Limit

-30.00 - -

-40.00 - -Gain
/dBm

-50.00 - -

. 7 0 . 0 0

Figure 6.9. The response from the substation to 30 Applerigg.

Figure 6.9 shows the average, upper and lower limits of power received at 30 

Applerigg for an injected power of 0 dBm at the substation between the dates 28/ 

8/92 to 28/4/93 on yellow phase with a frequency range of 1.5 MHz to 10 MHz. 

Before the initial tests there were no figures for the levels of power required for 

communication over the LV cables. After these tests, transmitted power in the order 

of one milliwatt to one microwatt were found to provide acceptable reliability. 

Propagation characteristics were also obtained for the same signal path but using 

blue and red phases for signal injection, see figure 6.10. These tests showed little 

difference in received power suggesting that the cross talk between phases is almost 

100%. During these tests data could not be obtained for certain frequencies because 

of the presence of a carrier from some commercial radio stations. These carriers 

varied in magnitude and frequency with no apparent way of determining whether 

they would be present or not. If the complete LV network were fitted with the 

low pass filters these carriers should not vary and any communication system could 

account for their presence by avoiding their particular frequency.
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Frequency / MHz
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- 20.00
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Gain
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-50.00

-60.00

-70.00

Figure 6.10.

The response from the substation to 30 Applerigg for all phases.

From these results it was becoming apparent that the network was behaving as

though two series resonances were present with resonant frequencies at approxi

mately 3.5 MHz and 8.5 MHz. These resonances persisted through all the tests to

all the houses, see figure 6.11. The depth of the trough reduced as we approached

the substation as did the general attenuation, see frgure 6.12.

Frequency /  MHz
1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10

-10 - -

-20 - -

-30

-40 - -
Gain
/dBm

-50 - -

-60

-70

-80 —

Figure 6.11. Gain to 30 and 24 Applerigg, yellow phase.
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-10
30

-20
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-50

-dO
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Figure 6.12. Gain to 30 and 6 Applerigg, yellow phase.

The Applerigg spur is the newest of the four spurs from the Kentrigg trans

former, it is also the shortest. Access to points on the other spurs was difficult 

without causing inconvenience for NORWEB customers. There are however normally 

open link points at the extremes of the Bumeside Road South spur and the Ken

trigg spur. The hnk box on Bumeside Road is situated by the railway bridge where 

Bumeside Road goes under the railway (see figure 6.5). The attenuation to this 

point and the attenuation to the Kentrigg link box compared to 30 Applerigg is 

shown in figure 6.13.
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Link Bridge

-20 - -

-30 - P
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-60 - -

-70 - -

-80

Figure 6.13. Gain to Bumeside Road and Kentrigg link boxes and 30 Applerigg.

These link boxes represent the extremes of the LV network from the Kentrigg 

transformer and show that with an injected power of 0 dBm signals can be re

ceived anywhere on the network.

All the previous results were taken during the day with the street lights off. 

Measuring the attenuation with the street lights off and then measuring the attenua

tion with the street lights on yielded the results shown in figure 6.14. There are 

slight differences between the two sets of results but these differences are small and 

could have been caused by load changes on the network during the time between 

readings. The time between the two set of results was at least half an hour as the 

street lights introduce severe noise onto the network during warming up. This takes 

at least 10 minutes from cold. The noise produced during warm up is so severe 

that no communications were possible during this period, the power of the noise is 

inversely proportional to frequency with a level of approximately -30 dBm at 1.5 

MHz and disappearing into the background noise floor of -120 dBm at approxi

mately 6.5 MHz.
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lights.

-100 ^

Figure 6.14. Gain to 30 Applerigg with and without street lamps.

The noise produced by the street lamps during warm up totally prohibits com

munications. In an attempt to overcome this the lowpass filter used for the house 

termination point was redesigned to provide an in-line filter for street lamps. This 

filter is rated at 10 amperes and contains no circuitry for signal injection or re

moval.

L, 18

C, 0.05 pF

Fuse 
200 mA

Figure 6.15. Street lamp filter.
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The effectiveness of this street lamp filter was very difficult to prove. We 

could not fit the filter to all the street lamps on the network but did fit six filters 

to the street lamps on the Applerigg spur. All that could be done to test the fil

ter's capability was to wait for the Applerigg lamps to turn on and measure the 

noise power at several discrete frequencies with and without the filter. This testing 

suggested that the filter reduced the noise on the network by approximately 30 dB. 

The tests were not very accurate because without a person standing at each lamp 

on the network we had no way of knowing whether other lamps were coming on 

at the same time. Because the lamps are controlled by photo electric cells they all 

tended to come on within a short time period. Even with the filter fitted the noise 

during warm up was of sufficient power to affect most communication attempts.

Having tested the network with an un modulated carrier several different meth

ods of modulation were tried. All the modulation methods, amplitude modulation 

(AM), narrowband frequency modulation (NFM) and single sideband suppressed 

carrier modulation (SSBSC), produced a good communication channel with SSBSC 

providing the least noise and most clarity, as expected. A commercial communica

tion system using single sideband modulation is not feasible because of the tendency 

to drift and the accuracy needed in tuning the devices. The final choice of modula

tion method took into account all the factors for and against each method including 

noise suppression, power required and cost. With modem frequency synthesis and 

phase locked loops available in VLSI form cheaply, narrowband FM was chosen as 

the most suitable. Voice communication between the two provided an idea of the 

sort of power levels needed to communicate and an idea of the problems intro

duced when powerful impulse noise was present. With this information it was now 

possible to mn digital tests between the substation and 30 Applerigg.
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6.5 Digital testing

The digital testing allowed for continuous tests to be run to ascertain whether 

or not changes to the communication capabilities of the network occurred at times 

of the day when voice communication was not possible. Using two PC compatible 

computers, two Pakrat PK232 radio amateur modems and two ICOM transceivers, 

the system was setup as shown in figure 6.16.

Sub Station
Information flow

Conditioning
element

Conçutei Modem Transmittei

Network

30 Applerigg

Conditioning
element

Receiver Modem

Information flow

ComputCT

Figure 6.16. Schematic for continuous data tests

Software was written to allow the substation to transmit two ASCII characters 

continually. The data rates, stop, start and parity bits for the transmission were set 

by the user. The transmitting end of the installation transmitted 'U' and alter

nately, this being alternate I's and G's in binary. Initially the receive installation was 

monitored as to the characters being received. This gave an idea of the data rates 

that should be possible. The most noticeable fact here was that because the mo

dems were being used in ASCII mode and not their native packet mode, at data 

rates above 300 baud, if synchronisation was lost then the modems would not re

synchronise. This was not a fault of the network but of the modems. This meant 

that for continuous testing with no supervision the data rate must be 300 baud or 

less. Before synchronisation was lost, transmission of data at 1200 baud could be
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received and decoded correctly, 1200 was the fastest speed possible with these 

modems. With the data rate set to 110 baud using SSB transmission the system 

logged 935 errors in three days, of these 935 errors approximately 400 were intro

duced deliberately while determining the cause of errors. Fluorescent lights and 

freezer thermostats switching in the proximity of the receiving equipment were 

among the source of the errors.

The error rate for SSB transmission can be compared to the results shown in 

figure 6.17 where 197 errors occurred for the same data rate, using FM, for a 

period of 7 days from 6.00 pm 3/11/92 to 12.00 pm 10/11/92.

Errors
8  T

7 -  

6 - -  

5 -  

4  - -  

3 - -  

2 -  

1 -

0  i iP t i i ' i i i iii i!! !*i ! ' .*iBiiiii!iiiF ii !fi!iw iyi i i i i i i im iMii i i imw+}tit ii» i im ii î MW i i i i i i in w i i i i i n i i i i i i i i i i i iB ii m i i! ! m i i i i i in iftMi 
18 0  6 12 18 0  6 12 18 0  6 12 18 0  6 12 18 0  6 12 18 0  6 12 18 0  6 12

3/11/92 Time 10/11 92

Figure 6.17. Number and grouping of errors, between 3/11/92 and 10/11/92

If the two error files are examined, then where more than one error occurred 

in the same second, the error characters generally contained the same character 

string. This points to the synchronisation problem rather than actual data corruption. 

From the results of these tests uncorrected bit error rates for the channel using FM 

at 110 baud are estimated to be in the region of 1 in 10̂ .
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It is not correct from these results to say that the network is only capable of 

these data rates, this is because the equipment used was never designed for this 

method of implementation. The modems were designed for the VHP band and for 

use in packet mode. The results however do show that errors occurred during 

periods of heavy load, that is, early morning and early evening. It is likely that the 

errors are down to some daily switch such as central heating or street lamps as 

they occur at exactly the same time every day. Even though the data rates were 

low the amount of data that can be transmitted will easily cope with all remote 

meter reading and load control if this is required.

Having set up a simplex channel the next step was to implement a full duplex 

channel and interface this to a standard BT phone line. This was achieved by in

stalling a BT telephone line at the substation and by using a Zetron extend-a-line 

device. This device was designed for allowing a telephone line to cover a large 

area via VHF radio links in third world countries.

Network

BT socket
LV

Network
Splitter

Splitter
Zetron
Device

Zetron
Device

Transmitter

Conditioning
element

Conditioning
element

Receiver

Receiver

Transmitter

Figure 6.18. Schematic of telephone extension.
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It is now possible to use these units directly with no knowledge of the proc

esses involved. If the sub station number is dialled it rings in the garage at 30 

Applerigg and a phone call from the garage is made in the normal way. Allowing 

for the reduction in bandwidth of the ICOM units, 2.7 kHz instead of 3.4 kHz, the 

quality of the connection is on a par with that of a normal telephone (PSTN) 

connection with the exception of occasional bursts of noise where the speech may 

be severely distorted. The noise only occurs in the evenings, the source of the 

majority of this noise is the street lamps though there is a particular noise burst of 

an unknown source that will occur on average every twenty minutes. The availabil

ity of this facility has been extremely useful as previous testing could only be done 

when the group was on site, it is now possible to assess the noise levels and 

transmission characteristics of the hne at any time simply by making a phone call.

This telephone facility has also allowed for the testing of the network using 

standard off the shelf modems for connection to Email and other digital database 

facilities. The digital communications used previously were not too successful be

cause of the complexity of the necessary equipment and the nonstandard use to 

which they were being put. With this method the equipment used was employed in 

a completely standard fashion with methods which are used every day on normal 

phone lines. Connections have been estabhshed via the Applerigg LV network to 

several bulletin boards at 2400 Baud with no difficulties either establishing the 

connection or in communication once the connection has been made.

The success in this area proved that the digital problems previously encountered 

were, as suggested, synchronisation problems inherent in the modems rather than 

problems with the LV network, the highest data rate previously was 1200 baud and 

even at this speed an error would result in lost data for a significant amount of 

time while synchronisation was re-established. At 2400 baud using standard equip

ment errors only occurred in ones and were no more frequent than could be ex

pected from the same connection using a standard BT line.
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Since April 1993 this extended telephone line has been in constant use. The 

frequencies of operation have been varied between 2 MHz and 15 MHz on both 

the down link and the up link. If either of the frequencies is below 6.5 MHz then 

the burst of noise mentioned has interfered with the connection, above this fre

quency the connection is indistinguishable from a normal BT line. As well as the 

line being used for speech and modem communications fax communications have 

been extensively used. No problems other than those mentioned have ever been 

encountered. If the transmit and receive frequencies are placed closer together than 

200 kHz then interference is experienced between the two. In a commercial system 

using this method, a high Q notch filter at the transmit frequency would be in

stalled in the receive line, this is normal in these type of systems. Because of the 

constant adjustment in this experiment, fitting a filter would not be practical and it 

has been omitted. With filters installed adjacent channels could be moved much 

closer together making one full duplex channel without guard band occupy approxi

mately 6 kHz.
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Prior to May 1993 all testing was done at Applerigg. The results suggested 

that noise and attenuation on the LV network would not prohibit communications 

though with only the one network tested we had no way of knowing if this was 

typical or extraordinary. For these reasons several of the substations in Kendal were 

opened and noise levels on different LV networks were measured. Because the 

equipment used for these tests needed to be portable and battery operated, the 

capabilities for measurement were reduced and the noise floor seen on the following 

graphs relates to the equipment and not necessarily the network itself. Three substa- 

tions in the Kendal area were chosen for these tests and the tests were run in the

1.5 to 10 MHz range. The results from these tests are shown in figures 6.19 to 

6.22.
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Figure 6.19. Noise levels for Busher transformer Kendal

The Busher transformer in Kendal supplies the police and fire stations, several 

small industrial sites and some domestic users. It is situated on the edge of the 

town centre on the North side. There were several very strong carriers present at 

the time of the tests though they were not of sufficient power to inhibit communi

cations. These carriers are only present for short periods of time, the carrier at 4 

MHz on red phase had gone when the readings were taken from the other phases.
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Figure 6.20. Noise levels for Woolpack transformer Kendal

The Woolpack transformer is situated in Kendal town centre to the West of 

the main street. It supplies the North side of the town centre, this area being 

mainly small retailers and department stores. The noise levels are similar to those 

found at Busher without the strong carrier signals. Readings were taken from two 

of the three phases to save time. The third phase was checked and found to be 

similar to the others. There were several carriers present but again they were not 

of sufficient strength to inhibit communications. These carriers can easily be seen on 

the above chart.
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Figure 6.21. Noise levels for Royal Globe transformer Kendal

The third site chosen for the tests was again in the centre of Kendal. The 

Royal Globe supplies the South West side of the town centre, this area has more 

residential supplies than the other two and has some hotels, theatres and museums. 

The most significant feature is that the noise is at a significantly higher level. This 

may be a characteristic of the network or it could be because of the time of day. 

Although we tried to take the readings in as short a time as possible there was 

still some 90 minutes between these readings and the ones for the Busher trans

former. The readings for the Royal Globe transformer were concluded by 13:30.
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Figure 6.22. Noise Levels on Applerigg Compared to Other Networks

The noise levels for the town centre networks are significantly higher than the 

figures for the Applerigg network. This was expected for two reasons. The network 

activity in the town centre will be greater than Applerigg due to the different geo

graphical location of the networks and the Applerigg transformer and test facility is 

entirely contained within screened, earthed, steel boxes whilst the substation sites 

within Kendal are all contained within brick or stone buildings with open bus bars 

and no screening. The connections used for these tests were achieved by way of a 

clip connected directly to the open bus bar. With no screen the bus bars present 

very efficient aerials to any radio frequency signals.

The background noise level is not strong enough to prevent communications 

though the strong intermittent carrier signals would cause problems in an analogue 

situation and errors in any digitally transmitted data. These problems would be 

significantly reduced if the networks were conditioned, but they can be tolerated 

without conditioning if data can be error checked and re-transmitted. The Applerigg 

data was not subject to the -106dB minimum resolution of the town centre sub 

stations because this data was collected from non portable equipment installed at 

Applerigg
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6.6 Chorley Test Facility

At the end of 1993 NORWEB installed a low voltage network at their Chorley 

training centre for the purpose of research into communications. This LV network 

was based on the average network with 50 single phase supplies including 6 street 

lamps, see figure 6.23. Each of the supplies is terminated in a small box fitted with 

an HRC fuse and the conditioning unit for signal injection/recovery. The first six 

supphes from the network are fed back into a steel cabin at the network origin and 

the last three supplies are fed back into a small steel cabin at the end of the net

work. The main three phase feed into the network is from the larger of the two 

huts and from this point can be easily connected or disconnected from a live sup

ply. Up to now the street lamps have always been disconnected by removing the 

fuse in the base of the street lamp. With the completely open access we have to 

this network any tests can be performed with no inconvenience to any customers. 

From start to end the network is 250 metres long. Whilst the network was being 

installed an 11 kV three phase cable and a 33 kV single phase cable were laid 

from end to end along the network. These cables are continuous having no joints 

or spurs.

Testing of the network started in March 1994 and the tests followed the same 

methods used at Applerigg. Each of the signal injection points on the spurs was 

terminated in a 50 ohm resistor which was removed from a particular spur when 

communication tests to that spur were carried out. Characteristics of the network 

were similar to Applerigg with the exception of tlie 'characteristic shape' of the 

response. On Applerigg the 'W shaped frequency response had been similar across 

all of the network including all three phases. At the Chorley network each phase 

had it's own characteristic response with a very high attenuation at 2 MHz being 

the only part of the response that was common to all three phases. Attenuation and 

noise results were taken with the network live and dead. Above 1.5 MHz there 

was no difference in the results. This implies that noise on the network does not 

come through the transformer.
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During this research there was no work done on transformers though it ap

peared that the transformer was of high impedance looking into the secondary 

windings because of the lack of change to the response when the transformer was 

connected.
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Figure 6.23. Chorley experimental network schematic.
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The figures 6.24 through 6.28 show sample responses from the Chorley test 

network. Where relevant, they are referenced to 0 dBm injected at the network 

origin.
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Figure 6.24. Sample response, red phase
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Figure 6.25. Sample response, yellow phase
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Figure 6.26. Sample response, blue phase

The test site at Chorley is located within sight of Winter Hill. This location is 

the site of many transmitters spread throughout the radio spectrum. This resulted in 

several strong carriers being present when samples of the background noise were 

taken from the network.
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Figure 6.27. Sample background noise. Red phase, 5.5 to 10.5 MHz
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Figure 6.28. Sample background noise. Red phase, O' to 50 MHz

As with the Applerigg network and the other networks in Kendal there was 

nothing to prevent communications on the Chorley network. The response was 

similar though again it had a characteristic response shape that remained the same 

no matter what equipment or loads were present. This fixing of the frequency 

response of a network is one of the more important points to arise from condition

ing the network with filters.
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6.7 Summary

The two test sites have provided a tremendous amount of practical information 

about the practicality of using the LV networks for communications. Because of the 

completely open access of the Chorley network NORWEB were able to commission 

some very specific testing from external research sources. These included radiation 

tests, Dect standard transmissions and modified CT2 standard transmissions. This 

research continues and NORWEB are currently testing different injection, modulation 

and coding methods on different networks throughout the NORWEB area.

A technical trial site in Manchester has been set up to provide telephones for 

20 people on one LV network, using the CT2 standard, this site has been running 

for approximately 12 months. The next stage in this development is a marketing 

trial, again in Manchester. The site for this is being investigated and it is hoped 

that the trial will be running by mid 1996.
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Chapter 7. Conclusion and Further Work

This thesis shows one method for calculating the response of any single or multi 

phase cable or distribution network where the TEM wave is the method of propagation, 

providing there are no closed loops within that network. The methods employed neces

sarily include some ^roximation of parameters. These approximations have been justified 

by comparisons between practical and theoretical results.

The practical work done in the course of this research has provided a significant 

new field of research for power line communications in the area of the HF radio spec

trum. There is still a substantial amount of work to be done in this area before the 

subject can be fully understood. This thesis provides a theoretical approach to the distri

bution system with an in depth look at the networks used and there propagation charac

teristics. The comparisons between theoretical and practical results show the methods to . 

be valid though the approximations made mean that inaccuracies are present in these 

results.

With further work the number of 2q)proximations can be reduced, giving a significant 

increase in the accuracy of the answers. The areas most in need of further research are 

as follows.

1) The depth of analysis given to the calculation of c^acitance could 

be repeated for the inductance of the cables. The effect of the induct

ance on propagation and the variation of inductance with physical cable 

changes is not as great as the effect and variation of capacitance, but 

the results would certainly be more accurate if equations for inductance 

were developed using sirnilar methods.
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2) Given that the skin effect on resistance is dependent on the areas of 

ciment flow, the resistance value could be approached with a view to 

accurately defining these areas within the cables. The methods employed 

at present assume a fairly straightforward current path based on basic 

geometry. A thorough analysis using conformai transforms and/or finite 

elements may reveal current paths and propagation characteristics not 

thus far envisaged.

3) The effects of current migration through the screen of the cables 

because of induced magnetic fields has not been approached at all in 

this thesis. An investigation in this area may reveal that the current 

paths within the cable are not as anticipated here. A necessary part of 

this investigation would be a thorough analysis of the supply joint at the 

substation, the methods of joint manufacture within networks and the 

methods of terminating tlw power supply before the conditioning units. 

These points will all affect the propagation of signals on the network.

4) The effect of the supply transformers has not been researched. From 

the results obtained it was thought that the transformer was of reason

ably high irrçedance but that the distribution point within the substation 

was of low impedance. This area is of sufficient complexity to need 

researching as a separate subject
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5) Though the methods. shown can be applied to overhead cables it 

was the intention of this thesis to develop methods for underground 

systems. Overhead systems differ significantly fiom underground supplies 

in that any communication methods could be presented with a balanced 

rather than an unbalanced system and would tend to be point to point 

rather than being a tree and branch network. This means that even 

though the conductors are unshielded, the effect of being a balanced 

system should mean that the cables do not radiate provided the termi

nations are of the correct impedance. This is an area that is currently 

being investigated by NORWEB.

6) As part of the multi phase solutions shown here it is necessary to 

find the square root of a three by three matrix. The method shown is 

normally successful but in certain circumstances this method can be 

made to fail. This occurs when two of the roots produce sensible, 

positive answers preventing the software fiom rejecting the huge, nega

tive or zero values as incorrect. The process has been tried with sev

eral values and this problem only occurred when artificial values were 

inserted in the matrix. In all cases where actual cable values were 

inserted in the calculation the roots produced only one sensible answer. 

It is considered that this is the weak point in the series of calculations 

and another method of solution either not involving square roots or 

involving another method of root solution would be more stable.

7) Noise on these networks in the HF band does sometimes present a 

problem. This area would warrant an in depth investigation which would 

produce information on the most bandwidth efficient modulation and 

coding techniques to use.
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Appendix 1 

Bibliography

The following is a bibliography obtained by means of an INSPEC database search 

on the past 4 years record. The keywords used were "mainsbome", "mains", "signalling" 

and "communications". These search results are reproduced courtesy of NORWEB. 

Where language is not iridicated, it is English.

INSPEC 3431389 B89059157 Title: A multi-function distribution system for ad

vanced offices

Journal: Elettrificazione 

Iss: no.4 p. 121-4 

Date: April 1989 

Language: Italian

Abstract: The article describes a new system of trunking suitable for power, com- 

municiation and data processing cablework. The design is adaptable to rising mains, 

ceilings, walls and floor fitting, and includes a comprehensive range of outlet connectors. 

(0 Refs.) ’

INSPEC 3423639 B89050533 C89049023 

Title: Data transmission over electricity mains network 

Journal: NTZ

Vol: 42 Iss: 4 p. 242, 244 

Date: April 1989 

Language: German

Abstract: The electricity mains network is suitable for information transmission in the 

85-145 kHz range. A block diapam is shown of the ASK modem with the NE 5050 

integrated circuit which provides both sending and receiving facilities and some interfer

ence suppression for data transmission over the electricity supply network. Various possi

ble uses are mentioned and a hotel pay-TV system is briefly described. (0 Refs.)



INSPEC 3419751 C89047555

Title: CEBus: US households are being networked

Journal: Funkschau

Iss: no.9 p. 45-7

Date: 21 April 1989

Language: German

Treatment: Practical

Abstract: CEBus stands for Consumer Electronics Bus, a standardized communica

tions interface for operations by telephone, timer or remote control brown and white 

wire in a household over 4 types of carrier: mains supply, twisted twin wire, coaxial 

cable and infrared beam. Lifbrmation is given on the work of the CEBus commission of 

the American EIA, on 17 firms participating in a recent dedicated exhibition, on DIY 

systems, pioneered by Radio Shack and on the rival organisation AHBA (American 

Home Builders Ass.) with its 'Smart House' concept (0 Refs.)

INSPEC 3417116 B89050535 

Title: Power line modems and networks 

Authors: Broadbridge, R.

Conf. Title: Second lEE National Conference on Telecommunications (Conf. Publ. 

No.300) p. 294-6 

Publisher lEE 

London, UK 

Date: 1989 xi+431 pp.

Conf. Date: 2-5 April 1989 

Conf. Loc: York, UK

Abstract A look at the history, present ^plications and system designs for mains

bome data communications. Modem selection and networking software are covered. (0 

Refs.)
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INSPEC 3395350 B89045925 C89037349

Title: A spread spectrum communication system for load management and , distribu

tion automation.

Authors: Hagmarm, W.

Affiliation: Brown Boveri Res. Center, Baden, Switzerland

Journal: IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery Vol: 4 Iss: 1 p. 75-81 Date-

Jan. 1989

Abstract: Based on a discussion of channel characteristics and the design objective 

of a high overall link availability, it is shown that a fiequency-hopping comrnunication 

system using phasc-shift-keying modulation can overcome die problems of the more 

traditional narrowband communication systems. The design parameters of such a system 

are then discussed. The performance is evaluated, and results of measurements in 

testbeds and on the power mains are presented. (16 Refs.)

INSPEC 3393134 B89044221 C89041072

Title: The future: the intelligent house

Journal: Funkschau

Iss: no.3 p. 45-6

Date: 27 Jan. 1989

Language: German

Abstract: Reports on the concerted Jgqianese efforts to estabhsh standards for a 

domestic bus rail system for the house of the future is supported by a schematic dia

gram of such an intelligent house. Security (intrusion, smoke and leakage detectors), 

domestic services and appliances for heating, air conditioning, water and lighting, interac

tive information services with computer and copier (banking and shopping, data) and 

electronic entertainment (radio, Hi-Fi, terrestrial and satellite, video recording) are oper

ated and monitored via a main bus- and several sub-bus rails. In use are coaxial cables, 

twin wires and mains, carrying tone burst signals. (0 Refe.)
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INSPEC 3365350 B89033300 C89033180 

Doc Type: Journal Paper

Title: Bits from the power point IC for data transmission via the mains

Joumal: Elektronikschau

Iss: no.2 p. 48-50

Date: Feb. 1989

Language: German

Abstract: The mains power wiring can be used as a data transmission medium over 

short distances, such as within a building. The author describes the modem IC NE 5050 

from Philips which uses this method of communication A data rate of 1200 bits per 

second is envisaged. The modem uses amplitude sliift keying of a 100 kHz carrier. (0 

Refs.)

INSPEC 3353969 B89032719 

Doc Type: Joumal Paper

Title: Universal data transmission. Economical over great distances

Joumal: Funkschau

Iss: no.26 p. 68-9, 105-7

Date: 16 Dec. 1988

Language: German

Abstract: Further to the description of a modem for data transmission over mains 

cables, (see ibid., no. 18, p.65, 1988), ICs of the PED 15 series, intended for data 

transmission and reception, are introduced, supported by diagrams of circuit configura

tions, build around the PED 15 for transmitting and for receiving modes, waveforms used 

in both modes, and a table of pin connections and associated functions. DIY designs of 

two different transmitters and two receivers are then de%ribed in detail, typical applica

tions being: a 15-bit electronic lock; parallel data transmitter, 8-bit serial transmitter to up 

to 128 addresses; and telemetry interrogator. Block- and circuit diagrams, printed board 

drawings and a parts list are provided. (ORefs.)
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INSPEC 3342719 B89021881 C89025433

Title: 220 V mains data bus which has VdS approval certificate (burglar alarm) 

Authors: Bormann, M.

Joumal:

Elektromeister & Deutsches Elektrohandwerk 

Vol: 63 Iss: 21 p. 1467, 1471 

Date: Nov. 1988 

Language: German

Abstract: Describes the VICOM m  burglar alarm system where the individual 

switches and detectors communicate over mains wiring in domestic installations, using time 

multiplex. Filtering against the external power supply system, is offered, and it is sug

gested that mains wire signalling can be combined with signal wire signalling (Q Refs.)

INSPEC 3270341 B89004541

Title: Mains modem-220 V as a remote data transfer medium

Joumal: Funkschau

Iss: no. 18 p. 65, 67, 93-5

Date: 26 Aug. 1988

Language: German

Treatment: Practical

Abstract: A simple DIY modem is described which joins other, mainly telemetering 

appliances, in transmitting on long waves (here 100 kHz) over mains. The core of the 

modem is the special Valvo IC NE 5050, which contains an amplifier, buffer, power 

driver, 100 kHz carrier generator and flip-flop ouq)ut stage. ASK (amphtude shift keying) 

is apphed, not FSK as in most acoustic couplers. The use of an additional IC (RC 

4151) as a voltage/fiequency converter extends the ^phcation field to many telemetric 

sensors. (0 Refs.)



INSPEC 3693010 B90058829

Title: Communications technique for remote meter reading 

Authors: Cerami, P.; Orsenigo, E.; Sergi, R.

Journal: Power Technology International 

p. 307-8 

Date: 1989

Abstract ENEL has decided to use electronics technology for low voltage remote 

management systems. In 1986, the utility put out a tender for interested companies to 

participate in a series of mains-bome communication trials. The purpose behind this 

tender was to determine whether a technical and economic future existed for such sys

tems. Since the tender was for an experimental system, it was decided to use an archi

tecture which was as flexible as possible. Two different systems were developed; the 

first used a commercially available narrowband FSK chip, whereas the second employed 

a wide band fiiequency hopping technique. The authors briefly d e ^ b e  the system. (0 

Refs.)

INSPEC 3692863 B90057280 

Title: Mains signalling 

Authors: Kirk, K.

Journal: Electronics World + Wireless World 

Vol: 96 Iss: 1652 p. 484-6 Date: June 1990

Abstract The use of the mains electrical wiring for the conveying of information, 

either in digital form for control and computer sqiplications or as an analogue signal for 

intercommunication or music transmission, seems at first glance a very sensible use of an 

existing resource. In this way information will be conveyed between remote comers of a 

home, factory or office without the cost of extra cabling and without reverting to li

censed transmission methods such as radio. Indeed, with the cooperation of the relevant 

generating utility it may be used to return information fiom the customer’s premises for 

remote meter reading, faults, service information and alarm conditions. There are, how

ever, of course, snags, one set of which is physical and may be overcome with the
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judicious application of some electronics. (0 Refs.)

.INSPEC 3649188 B90041638 C90039211

Title Mains signalling-progress of a UK remote meter reading and load management 

system.

Authors: Billington, DJ.

Affiliation: THORN Security Ltd., Enfield, UK

Conf. Title: Sixth International Conference on Metering Apparatus and Tariffs for 

Electricity Supply (Conf. Publ. No.317) p. 158-62 me

Publisher lEE

London, UK

Conf. Date: 3-5 April 1990 Conf. Loc: Manchester, UK Conf. Sponsor TFÉ

Abstract: The author describes the current evolution of a mains signalling spread 

spectrum two way communication system for remote meter reading and load management 

using the LV distribution network. Early development of the system was reported at the 

Mates 82 conference and the results of a 1000 house trial of the system was reported 

at Mates 87. The 1000 house trial has been followed by a contract placed by the UK 

Electricity Council to develop the system for volume manufacture and to manufacture 

2000 sets of equipment for a pilot scheme for installation by the London Electricity 

Board. The author describes the stages of the development programme, the finalised 

specification of the equipment, detailed aspects of the system management and some of 

the design in^lications pertaining to the various national and international specifications the 

equipment has to meet. (3 Refs.)

INSPEC 3637407 B90041640

Title: Upwards to a reliable bidirectional communication link on the LV power 

supplies for utility services: field tests in Belgium

Authors: De Wilde, W.R.; Van Wassenhove, D.

Conf. Title: Sixth International Conference on Metering Apparatus and Tariffs for
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Electricity Supply (Conf. Publ. No.317) p. 168-72

Publisher lEE, London, UK

Conf. Date: 3-5 April 1990 Conf. Loc: Manchester, UK Conf. Sponsor: lEE

Treatment: Practical

Abstract: There is an increasing interest in the use of a bidirectional communication 

link between the electricity distribution company and the LV consumers to implement for 

example load management and distribution automation, installation of a local network, by 

use of physical links involve irresponsible costs. Using the LV power lines not only for 

energy distribution, but also as a communication vehicle is therefore a favourable solution. 

However, there are a lot of disadvantages involved. Mains signalling has the reputation of 

being unreliable due to the high noise levels and strange transfer characteristics which are 

strongly time and place dependent The authors examine mains signalling and indicate 

how reliable bidirectional communication can be made by applying advanced communica

tion and coding techniques in the frequency band of 10 kHz to 95 kHz. As an example 

remote meter reading, among the unlimited utility services, was used to test the communi

cation system. (1 Refs.)

INSPEC 3637406 B90041637

Title: Experimental systems for tele-reading over the low voltage network

Authors: King, M.C.; Adame, J.; Schaub, T.; Rossi, G.; Ziglioli, F.

Conf. Title: Sixth International Conference on Metering Apparatus and Tarifife for 

Electricity Supply (Conf. Publ. No.317) p. 154-7

Publisher: BEE, London, UK

Conf. Date: 3-5 April 1990 Conf. Loc: Manchester, UK Conf. Sponsor: BEE

Abstract: The authors describe a number of mains-bome metering systems and 

experiments, which have been key projects in an international research effort This has 

involved collaboration with a number of academic establishments and distribution conça- 

nies. The authors determine the characteristics required of software and hardware sys

tems. The result of extensive research is a number of large networks throughout Europe. 

There is also a network of inteUigent meters that can be configured as a portable vehicle
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for measurement studies of, line time domain noise intensity, communications efficiency 

and many other statistical parameters. Early studies of spread spectrum experiments and 

differential phase shift keying (DPSK) are reported, as these assisted in defining the 

development of a later system. (3 Refs.)

INSPEC 3604622 B90033020 C90029887 

Title: Mainsbome telecontrol: the future is now 

Authors: Homer, G.

Joumal: Electrical Review Vol: 223 Iss: 3 p. 23-4 Date: 7-20 Feb. 1990 

Abstract: Automatic meter reading plus consumption information for the consumer is 

now available at an acceptable price. The supply industry sees great promise in the use 

of two-way mains signalling systems which offer both effective load management and 

instantaneous feedback of information. Here, the author describes how mainsbome signal

ling over the electricity distribution network, has many attractions since networks are 

owned by the electricity supply authority and the operation of additional services over 

the network does not add significantly to the running costs of the system.

INSPEC 3581346 B90024005

Title: Data transmission via domestic mains: measuring data from room to room. H

Joumal: Funkschau

Iss: no.23 p. 105-7

Date: 3 Nov. 1989

Language: German

Abstract Describes the fixing of the SF 900 reflex light barrier to the electricity 

meter and reproduces the complete circuit diagram of the monitor; it requires 7 ICs, 3 

transistors, 8 diodes and numerous passive components, all quoted in a separate compo

nents list. Waveform diagrams and the printed board drawing are included. (ORefs.)
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INSPEC 3516875 B90003763

Title: Transmission over 220 V: the power package in data transport (cable TV)

Authors: Wittmann, G.

Joumal: Funkschau Iss: no. 17 p. 59-60 Date: 11 Aug. 1989

Language: German

Abstract: The author’s firm has developed a Hotel Pay-TV system-Argus 20(X)-in 

which all control and monitoring operations are mains-bome, suitably protected and 

screened by elaborate filters. The core of Argus is a PC and the so-called communica

tions- and mains unit 'managers’. The 1st organizes the selection and transmission of 

programs fiom video recorders, feeds them to a community aerial and distributes them 

via concentrators. Each room TV has a built-in slave unit which responds to signals 

determining choice, duration and price of a program. These signals are FSK-modulated 

and error-corrected, and sent at 300 Baud by the mains manager via SBC’s 

(SignaVBooster/Corrector). The basic system would serve the ’intelligent’ house of the 

future. A schematic diagram of the conq)lete Argus 2000 is reproduced. A 2nd one 

shows a bus structure model for diverse combinations of boosters and slaves, up to 258 

units per system. (0 Refs.)

INSPEC 3511030 C90001436

Title: Home automation

Authors: Ryan, J.L.

Affihation: Thom EMI Central Res. Labs., Hayes, UK

Abstract The inpact of home automation on domestic lifestyles will be as far rang

ing as was that of factory automation on industry and its benefits will be available to all 

sectors of society. Home automation will be achieved not with the household robot but 

with embedded conputing power and memory within dozens of pieces of domestic 

equipment, each of which will communicate witii the user and with other equipments. 

Within the integrated home system the communication media will include infiared, radio, 

mains wires, installed twisted wires and coaxial cable, and later perhaps optical fibre, 

implications will include security, lighting, heating, cooking, washing appliances, audio and



video systems, energy management as well as a number of new applications such as 

health monitoring, home publishing etc. A large standards activity is in place by the 

major manufacturers of domestic equipment throughout Europe to ensure that their 

equipments are reliable and compatible. (10 Refs.)

INSPEC 3901162 C91040245

Title: Geadomics: the intelligent house of the future

Authors: Seyer, R.; Wempe, S.

Joumal: Funkschau

Iss: no.4 p. 50-1 Date: 8 Feb. 1991

Language: German

Abstract: The European project Esprit 2431 deals with preprogrammed automated 

management of domestic systems such as heating, air-conditioning, kitchen and laundry 

machines, audio and video entertainment equipment, surveillance and protection. Mains 

supply, infiared, coaxial and fibre cable, and open twisted pair are used. Ecological and 

ergonomic aspects are considered and respected. Aiming at gradual introduction after 

2000, AEG-Geadomics (part of Daimler-Benz) intend to develop a standard infrastructure 

for all information, communication and control requirements of future dwellings. (0 Refs.)

INSPEC 3854592 B91027256 

Doc Type: Conference Paper

Title: Data communications over power circuits using direct sequence spread spec

trum modulation

Authors: Saund, T.S.; Comley, V.E.; Hill, P.C.J.

Affiliation: R. Mil. Coll. of Sci., Swindon, UK

Conf. Title: IEEE International Symposium on Spread Spectrum Techniques and

Applications p. 25-9

Publisher King's College London UK

Conf. Date 24-26 SepL 1990, Conf. Loc: London UK

Conf. Sponsen IEEE; TEE; Univ. London
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Abstract: The authors consider the application of direct sequence spread spectrum 

modulation for data transfer over mains power circuits. Results are presented for the 

inçedance and attenuation characteristics of typical mains power circuits, and the per

formance of a direct sequence transmitter and receiver operating at 488 baud is re

ported. The authors conclude that the establishment of local area networks using direct 

sequence modulation over mains power circuits is a practical proposal. (8 Refs.)
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Abstract Mainsbome Telecontrol, now being manufactured by Thom Security 

Ltd., is an integrated system for automatic meter reading, intelligent load control and real 

time feedback. The system is designed to respond to today's economic, social and 

political pressures for the better use of energy, reduced operating costs and greater 

customer satisfaction. Research and the application of modem electronics technology to 

solving the problems for achieving reliable two-way data communication over low voltage 

mains distribution network had opened up significant opportunities for supply authorities to 

provide a new range of services, aiding both themselves and their customers. London 

Electricity is now introducing tried, tested and available technology. (0 Refs.)
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Abstract: A well planned power distribution will be required in any installation, but
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the control of this power can be achieved more efficiently, and cost effectively, if tradi

tional methods are disregarded. The author describes a novel application of JEL's 

UC8000 mains signalling equipment which is used to control the electrical installation at 

the premises of a large retailer. (0 Refs.)

INSPEC 3767161 B90080614

Title: Future of distribution dawns in the East

Authors: Martin, D.

Joumal: Electrical Review Vol: 223 Iss: 18 p. 23-4 Date: 21 Sept-4 Oct 1990 

Abstract: The author discusses the work being carried out at Eastem Electricity's 

Distributicm Technology Park in Colchester. The paik was set up in 1989 as a five year

project to put new ideas on design and equipment to the test on a real distribution

network. The experimental network which consists of six underground and two overhead 

circuits fed by two 132/11 kV transformers supplying a range of customers from farms 

and heavy industry to new housing estates. Four of the circuits are fed through vacuum 

circuit-breakers, with the other four being fed through SF/sub 6/ breakers. The author 

discusses fault location including remote fault indicators using mainsbome signalling. (0 

Refs.)
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Abstract: The author describes the progress in the in^lementation of a mainsbome 

telecontrol remote meter reading and load management system to be operated as a 2000 

property Pilot Scheme by London Electricity. The position regarding the development and
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manufacture of the constituent elements is discussedOperation of the Pilot Scheme will 

be carried out by a Data Control Centre being developed under a funded contract from 

the Electricity Association. The facilities to be provided by the Data Control Centre to 

enable the Pilot Scheme to be representative of a much larger system inglementation are 

described in detail. The timetable for the further installation and commissioning of the 

system is also discussed. (2 Refs.)
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Abstract: A practical mains communication system that works on typical LV 

mains networks has been the goal of the metering industry for a considerable 

number of years. The author describes such a system, starting with a review of the 

requirements of a modem metering system, both from the electricity company's and the 

consumers' points of view. The author examines the problems of mains communication 

compared to other potential communications media and shows how a narrow band, 

phase modulated, coherent carrier system can overcome these problems and be imple

mented cost effectively using modem CMOS ASICs (sq)plications specific integrated 

circuits). The author shows how this communications technology is used to build a prac

tical integrated metering system offering a full range of metering services. The results of 

field trials carried out using the systems are presented. (0 Refs.)
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Conf. Title: Seventh International Conference on Metering Apparatus and Tariffs for 

Electricity Supply (Conf. Publ. No.367) p. 174-9 

Publisher. lEE, London, UK, 1992

Conf. Date: 17-19 Nov. 1992 Conf. Loc: Glasgow, UK Conf. Sponsor: lEE 

Abstract: Until now it has not been possible to develop a support system independ

ent of the manufacturer because there was no standard interface between the respective 

data. However the emergence of the EC FLAG communications protocol and the 

CHIRPS common HHU (hand held unit) operating system has provided a vehicle for a 

new standard; OMS (Open Metering System) a data standard, the next layer up from 

the protocol and data transfer shells. Since OMS is a data standard, it is not restricted 

to protocol or transfer medium. It has developed around HHU programming and reading 

simply because FLAG and CHIRPS are already available. OMS is an equally suitable 

data format for mains signalling and smart-card communication applications. The standard 

allows greater flexibility for the electric utility, giving it the choice for both its operational 

systems and the metering technology it uses. (1 Refs.)
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Abstract: Electronic meters enable data processing for complex tariffing purpose, 

mains two-way communication for remote meter reading and intelligent load control for 

efficient energy use. In spite of all these advantages there is still certain mistrust in using 

intelligent metering widely in many countries. In order to overcome these major disadvan

tages a self-test-autocalibration function is integrated in intelligent meters for daily exami

nation of correct operation. (3 Refs.)
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Authors: Dettmer, R,

Joumal: lEE Review Vol: 38 Iss: 6 p. 237-40 Date: 18 June 1992

Abstract: The author discusses the problems caused by the privatisation of the UK 

electricity supply industry in the area of metering. The minimum requirements for changes 

in metering suggested by Offer (Office of Electricity Regulation) to improve demand side 

management, are discussed. The author then discusses communication techniques for 

improved metering. The author describes mains signalling and radio techniques for remote 

meter reading. The practical implications of using such tcclinology and its benefits are 

discussed. (2 Refs.)
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1992
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Abstract: Modem mainsbome signalling receivers enable plant operators to support 

control tasks with the aid of decentralised clocks, and equipment must perform such 

tasks as recognition of tariffi states, load clearing, and so on, as well as classical func

tions of transmitting and switching. The authors introduce the new 7RR70 rnainsbome 

signalling receiver which includes timer function arid large scale integrated circuit for pre- 

filter, watchdog, voltage control and monitoring purposes. Classical technology is dis

cussed and clock and timing functions are described. The transmission protocol is men

tioned with reference to DIN43861. (2 Refs.)
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Abstract: Mainsbome signalling in electrical power networks brings advantages to 

supply undertakings, but such systems require economic and technological consideration. 

Relevant matters are reviewed. In principle, control signals can be fed in at all supply 

voltage levels, but optimal choice depends on technical and organisatiunal aspects. Parallel 

coupling into high, medium and low voltage networks at 110 kV, 10 to 30 kV, and 

400 V levels respectively are considered in terms of design, problems, and costs. Signal

ling frequencies up to 283 Hz, 500 Hz, and 3000 Hz are quoted for high, medium, and 

low voltage cases. Feed methods, transmitted signal levels, operating problems, cost and 

other aspects are discussed. Feed-in voltage level should be decided early in the design 

process. (4 Refs.)
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Title: Bome again: mains signalling's new dawn 

Authors: Rosenberger, A.

Joumal: Electrical Review Vol: 225 Iss: 11 p. 32-4 Date: 29 May 1992 

Abstract: The idea of using power cables for signalling purposes, thus avoiding the 

cost and dismption of installing dedicated wiring, has been of interest to engineers since 

as long ago as 1896. Five years ago, manufacturers were falling over each other to 

market sophisticated mains signalling systems. Few survived the stampede. Now 

mainsbome signalling looks set for another, more sustained. (0 Refs.)
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Authors: Stief, H.; Wagner, K.

Affiliation: Zettler GmbH, München, Germany

Joumal: Elektro-Anzeiger Vol: 44 Iss: 11 p. 72-4, 76 Date: 15 Nov. 1991 

Language: German

Abstract: The authors discuss cabling between transducers and sensors in buildings, 

refers to discriminators, and describes connection rings' for data transmission. The prob

lem, of logging parameter trends is also examined, and 'intelligent transmission lines' for 

alarm transmission are described. Reference is also made to burglar detection. The use 

of the 220 V AC supply mains for signalling is considered, as well as radio links at 27 

MHz, 40 MHz or 433 MHz. Interference from CB radio at 27 MHz is referred to. 

The use of the public switched telephone network for alarm telemetry is also explained, 

and newer systems are mentioned. (0 Refs.)
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Title: Communication through telecontrol via the electricity network 

Authors: Homer, G.E.

Joumal: Elektrotechniek Vol: 69 Iss: 10 p. 839-43, Oct. 1991 

Language: Dutch

Abstract: Reports on Thom EMTs Mainsbome Telecontrol Project, indicating appli

cations in network management and cost reduction. System stmcture is outlined with a 

brief description of the individual element involved: meters (including gas and water, as 

well as electricity, if desired); home unit; customer display; information processing unit; 

and the central controller (installed at the LV transformer substation for communication 

with up to 1024 home units). (0 Refs.)
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Appendix 2 

Listing for data entry software



#include <time.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdarg.h>
#include <graphics.h>
#include <complex.h>
#include <ctype.h>

int f, d, finalx, find, listnum; 
charnumcab[l];
char mtch[30], k, srch, *sech, *match;
FILE *pon;
int xcabtype, ycabtype;
int phasenum, z,a,b,num,feeds,xq,yq,x,y;
int GraphDriver,GraphMode;
char buf[5],buff[30] ;
char phase;

double spurlen [3][100], mainlen [100];
complex spurser [100], spurpar [100], mainser [100], mainpar [100];

double startf, endf, xminus, getspurlength; 
double pi= M_PI;
complex numerator, denominator, result; 
complex zO_array [100]; 
complex zO_mainarray [100];
int getmainlen (), getphase (), numspur (), drawspur (), drawmain (); 
int getspurcabledatO, getmaincabledat(); 
int arraytoscreen (double spurlen[3][100], double *, int, 

complex *, complex *, 
complex *, complex *); 

int getspurlengthsO;
int cablestoscreenO, getchoice(int), findnextstringO, getnextstringO, 

numoutO;

int feednumber; 
int getniamchoice(int),

getmainchoice(int), getmainchoice(int);

int gctspurparam(int), getparparam(int), getserparam(int),
getmainparam(int), getmainserparam(int), getmainparparam(int);



mainO
{
intp,y;
charbu[20];
clrscr();
printf ("\n Enter number of spurs from main cable "); 
p=y=0;
while ((bu[p++]=getche()) !=OxOd); 
feeds = atoi(&bu[y]);

/* Get the frequency range for analysis */
p=y=0;
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

/* Initialise graphics mode with auto-detection */
int graphdriver = DETECT;
initgraph( &graphdriver, &GraphMode, "..Wbgi" );
/* Screen addressed from 0.0 top left to 640.480 bottom right */

Horizontal. Vertical

/* Main horizontal 3 phase run. */ 
drawmain ();

/* Vertical spurs, single or 3 phase */
/* buf contains'A' */
drawspur ();

/* Label the spurs*/
/* buf contains’A’ */
numspur ();

/* Get the spur phase colours and lengths. */
/* buf contains last spur */ 
getphaseQ;

/* Get the lengths of the main run */
/* buf contains B' */
getmainlen ();
/* At this point cable parameters are needed. */
/* These parameters are:- R,L for series parameters. */
/* G,C for parallel parameters. */
/* The above measured between all phases and Ov/neutral */
/* ie synchronous mode */
/* these will be read from "cable.dat" if type is known */
/* or entered from keyboard if type not known */

getspurcabledatO;

/* at this point we have, */
/* ZO for all spurs stored in ZO_array */



/* spur lengths stored in spurlen [][] */
/* main lengths stored in mainlen [] */
/* resistance stored in spurser[][].x */
/* inductance stored in spurser[][].y */
/* admittance stored inspurpar[][].x */
/* capacitance stored in spurpar[][].y */
/* start frequency stored in startf */
/* ending frequency stored in endf */

/* Also needed are the parameters between phases. */
/* These are G and C between phases. */
/* Termination impedences. */

/* buf contains last spur */
getmaincabledatO;

getch 0 ; /* Pause before leaving graphics mode */

restorecrtmodeO; /* Screen back into text mode */

/* Print arrays to screen before ending */ 
arraytoscreen (spurlen, mainlen, feeds, 

spurser, spurpar, 
mainser, mainpar);

retum (0);
} /* End of main programme . */



y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

/* Draws the purple 3 phase 415 volt main run */
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

drawmainO
{
y=400;
x=30;

strcpy (buf, "A"); 
outtextxy (x,y+5,buf); 
for (x=30;x<=610;x++)

{
putpixel(x,y,5); /* Page 75 for colours */
}

retum(O);
}

y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

/* Draws the spurs, 1 or 3 phase coming off the main 3 phase run*/

drawspurO
{
int drawfeed;
xminus = (x-50)/feeds; /* xminus = number to subtract from x for drawing */ 
for (drawfeed=(feeds- I);drawfeed>=0;drawfeed~)

{
for (y=400;y>= 150;y-)

{
putpixel(x,y,7); /* Page 75 for colours */
}

x=x-xminus;
}

finalx=x;
retum(O);
}



y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

/* Assign letters to each of the spurs, starting with 'B' up to B+feeds */

numspur ()
{
/* xq & yq are values for the positioning of questions on the screen */
/* X & y are used for drawing and for text on the drawing */
xq=0;
yq=60;
y=415;
x=x+xminus;
for (x=x;x<=611 ;x=x+xminus)

{
buf[0] = buf[0]++; /* next capital letter */
outtextxy (x,y+5,buf); /* Put letter on screen */

retuni(O);
}

y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 

/* Phase array 2 dimension, spur length in corresponding position*/
/* Floating point array */
/* R OABCOOFO */
/♦Phase B OOBOOOOG----Length of spur */
/* Y OOBODBOO */
/* I I Number of spurs */
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y

getphase ()
{
double length; 
int feednumber, 
x=finalx+xminus;
buf[0] = 'A'; /* Set buf[] to beginning */

for (feednumber=0 ;feednumber<=(feeds-l);feednumber++)
• {

settextstyle (0,0,0); /* Horizontal text*/
setcolor (15); /* White text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the phase colour of the spur marked");
setcolor (0); /* Black text */
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf);
setcolor (15); /* White text */
buf[0]-H-,
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
phase = toupper (getch()); 
switch (phase)

{
case R': /* Red phase */

{



length = getspurlengthsO; 
spurlen[0][feednumber]=length; /* */
spurlen[l][feednumber]=NULL; /* Fill array */ 
spurlen[2][feednumber]=NULL; /* */
for (y=400;y>= 150;y—)

{
putpixel(x,y,4); /* Red spur*/
}

break;
}

case 'B': /* Blue phase */
{
length = getspurlengthsO;
spurlen[0] [feednumber]=NULL;
spurlen[ 1 ] [feednumber]=length; /* Fill array */
spurlen[2] [feednumber]=NULL;
for (y=400;y>= 150;y-)

{
putpixel(x,y,3); /* Blue spur */
}

break;
}

case 'Y': /* Yellow phase */
{
length = getspurlengthsO;
spurlen[0] [feednumber]=NULL;
spurlen[ 1 ] [feednumber]=NULL; /* Fill array */
spurlen[2] [feednumber]=length;
for (y=400;y>= 150;y-)

{
putpixel(x,y,14); /* Yellow spur */
}

break;
}

default : /* All phases on spur */
{
length = getspurlengthsO;
spurlen[0] [feednumber]=length;
spurlen[ 1 ][feednumber]=length; /* Fill array */
spurlen[2] [feednumber]=length;

for (y=400;y>= 150;y~)
{
putpixel(x,y,5); /* Purple spur */
}

break;
}

} /* end switch */
x=x+xminus; /* Do next spur */
}



setcolor (0); /* Black to erase the question text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the phase colour of the spur marked"); 
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf);

retum(O);
}

/* Get the lengths of the spurs starting at far end */

getspurlengthsO
{
double length;
y=150;
a=0;
setlcAlslyle (0,0,1); /* Horizontal text*/
setcolor (0);
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the phase colour of the spur marked"); 
setcolor (15);
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the length of the spur marked"); 
while ((buff[a-H-]=getch()) !=OxOd);

buff[-a]=NULL;
settextstyle (0,1,1); /* Vertical text */
outtextxy (x,y,buff); 
length = atof(&buff[z]);

settextstyle (0,0,1); /* Horizontal text*/
setcolor (0);
outtextxy (xq^yq,"Enter the length of the spur marked"); 
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
retum (length);
}

/* Get the individual lengths of the main run between each of tlie spurs */

getmainlenO
{
double length;
x=70;
y=405;
buf[0]='A’; /* Set buf[0] to 'A' */
setcolor (15);
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the length between the points marked"); 

for (b=0;b<=feeds-1 ;b++)



{
buf[0]-; 
setcolor (0);
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq-t40,yq+20,buf);

setcolor (15);
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf);
outtextxy (xq+10,yq+20,"and");

buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq440,yq+20,buf); 
a=0;
while ((buff[a-H-]=getch())!=OxOd);
buff[~a]=NULL;
outtextxy (x,y,buff);
length = atof(&buffIz]);
mainlen [b]= length;
x=x+xminus;
}

setcolor (0);
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the length between the points marked")* 
buf[0]-;
setcolor (0);
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf);
buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq+40,yq+20,buf); 
outtextxy (xq+10,yq+20,"and"); 
retum(0);
}

/* Get the cable data for the spurs */

getspurcabledatO
{
int ctype, feednumber; 

buf[0]='A';

for (fcednumber=0;feednumber<=(feeds- l);feednumber++)
{
settextstyle (0,0,1); /* Horizontal text*/
setcolor (15); /* White text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the type of cable from list for spur marked")*
setcolor (0); /* Black text */
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf);
setcolor ( 15); /* White text */
buf[0]++;



outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf);
outtextxy (xq+20,yq+20,", Enter 'N' for none.");

/* In here we need to print the cables from cable.dat' */

setcolor (15);
cablestoscreenO;
getchoice(feednumber);

setcolor (0); /* Black to erase the question text */
cablestoscreenO;

outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the type of cable from list for spur marked"); 
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf);
Outtextxy (xq+20,yq+20,". Enter 'N' for none.");

}
retum(O);
}

y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y

cablestoscreen ()
{
xcabtype = 10;
ycabtype = 90;
strcpy (numcab,"0");
pon = fopen("cable.dat","rb");
listnum = 0;
while (1)

{
find = findnextstringO; 
if (find ==1)

{
getnextstringO; 
listnum++; 
numcab[0]++; 
ycabtype = ycabtype+10;
numoutO;
}

else break;
)

fclose (pon); 
retum(O);
}



y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

findnextstringO
{
intc;
c=0;
do

{
srch = fgetc (pon); 
if (c++ =  40)

{
retum 0;
}

}
while (srch != T); 
retum 1;
}

getnextstring ()
{
d=l;
mtch[0]=fgetc(pon);
do

{
mtch[d]=fgetc(pon);
d++;
}

while (mtch[d-1] !='_'); 
retum (0);
}

y********************************y  

numout 0 
{
inte;
mtch [d-1] = NULL;
outtextxy (xcabtype+20,ycabtype, mtch);
numcab[l] = NULL;
outtextxy (xcabtype,ycabtype,numcab);
retum(O);
)

y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y



getchoice(int feednumber)
{
intnum;
pon = fopen("cable.dat","rb"); 
setcolor (0);
outtextxy (300,100," Invalid choice \n"); 
num = toupper(getchO); 
num = num-0x31;

if (num+0x31 = ’N’) /* sort out parameters for cables not on file */
{
getserparam(feednumber);
getparparam(feednumber);
}

else if (num< 0 II num > listnum-1)
{
setcolor (15);
outtextxy (300,100," Invalid choice \n"); 
retum(O);
}

else
{
for (f=0;f<=num;f++)

{
findnextstringO;
}

getnextstringO;
getspurparam(feednumber);
}

fclose (pon); 
retum (0);
}

y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

getspurparam(int feednumber)
{
int e;
double rea, ima; 
d=l;
mtch[0]=fgetc(pon);
do

{
mtch[d]=fgetc(pon);
d++;
}

while (mtch[d-l] !='_'); 
mtch[d-1 ]=NULL; 
rea = atof(mtch); 
d=l;



mtch[0]=fgetc(pon);
do

{
mtch[d]=fgetc(poii);
d++;
}

while (mtch[d-1 ] !='_') ; 
mtch[d-l]=NULL; 
ima = atof(mtch);
spurser [feednumber] = compiex(rea,ima); 

d=l;
mtch[0]=fgetc(pon);
do

{
mtch[d]=fgetc(pon);
d++;
}

while (mtch[d-1 ] 
mtch[d-1 ]=NULL; 
rea = atof(mtch); 
d=l;
mtch[0]=fgetc(pon) ; 
do

{
mtch[d]=fgetc(pon);
d++;
}

while (mtch[d> 1 ] !=OxOd); 
mtch[d-1 ]=NULL; 
ima = atof(mtch);
spurpar [feednumber] = complex (réanima); 
retum(O);
}

y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

/* Get the series resistance and inductance of the spurs */
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

getserparam(int feednumber)
{
double rea, ima; '
settextstyle (0,0,1); /* Horizontal text*/
setcolor (0); /* Black text */
outtextxy (xq+20,yq+20,". Enter ’N' for none.");
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the type of cable from list for spur marked");
setcolor (15); /* White text */
outtextxy (xq»yq,"Enter the series resistance of the spur marked");
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf);
a=0;
while ((buff[a++]= getch())!= OxOd);



buff[—a]=NULL; 
rea = atof(&buff[z]);

setcolor (0); /* Black to erase the question text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the series resistance of the spur marked"); 
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf);

settextsty le (0,0,1 ) ; /* Horizontal text*/
setcolor (15); /* White text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the series inductance of the spur marked");
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf);
a=0;
while ((buff[a++]= getch())!= OxOd); 
buff[—a]=NULL; 
ima = atof(&buff[z]);
spurser [feednumber] = complex (rea,ima);
setcolor (0); /* Black to erase the question text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the series inductance of the spur marked");
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf);
retum(O);
}

getparparam(int feednumber)
{
double rea, ima;
settextstyle (0,0,1); /* Horizontal text*/
setcolor (15); /* White text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the admittance of the spur marked"); 
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
a=0;
while ((buff[a++]= getch()) != OxOd); 
buff[-a]=NULL;

rea = atof(&buff[z]);

setcolor (0); /* Black to erase the question text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the admittance of the spur marked"); 
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf);

settextstyle (0,0,1 ); /* Horizontal text*/
setcolor (15); /* White text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the capacitance of the spur marked");
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf);
a=0;
while ((buff[a++]= getch())!= OxOd); 
buff[--a]=NULL;

ima = atof(&buff[z]);
spurpar [feednumber] = complex (rea,ima);



setcolor (0); /* Black to erase the question text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the capacitance of the spur marked"); 
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
retum(O);
}

getmaincabledatO
{
int ctype, feednumber;
x=611;
buf[0]=’A';
for (feednumber=0;feednumber<=feeds-1 ;feednumber++)

{
buf[0]--; 
setcolor (15);
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the cable type between the points marked"); 
setcolor (0);
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq+40,yq+20,buf);

setcolor (15);
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf);
outtextxy (xq+10,yq+20,"and");

buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq+40,yq+20,buf); 
a=0;
setcolor (15); 

cablestoscreenO;
getmainchoice(feednumber); /* get main choice */

setcolor (0); /* Black to erase the question text */
cablestoscreenO;

setcolor (0);
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter tlie cable type between the points marked");
buf[0]-;
setcolor (0);
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq4-40,yq+20,buf); 
outtextxy (xq+10,yq+20,"and");
}

retum(O);
}



getmainchoice(int feednumber)
{
intnum;
pon = fopen("cable.dat","rb"); 
setcolor (0);
outtextxy (300,100," Invalid choice \n"); 
num = toupper(getchO); 
num = num-0x31;

if (num+0x31='N') /* sort out parameters for cables not on file */
{
getmainserparam(feednumber);
getmainparparam(feednumber);
}

else if (num< 0 II num > listnum-1)
{
setcolor (15);
outtextxy (300,100," Invalid choice \n"); 
retum(O);
}

else
{
for (f=0;f<=num;f++)

{
findnextstringO;
}

getnextstringO;
getmainparam(feednumber);
}

fclose (pon); 
retum(O);
}

/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /  

getmainparam(int feednumber)
{
double rea, ima; 
d=l;
mtch[0]=fgetc(pon);
do

{
mtch[d]=fgetc(pon);
d++;
}

while (mtch[d-1] !='J); 
mtch[d-1 ]sNULL;

rea = atof(mtch); 
d=l;



mtch[0]=fgetc(pon);
do

{
mtch[d]=fgetc(pon);
d++;
}

while (mtch[d-1 ] 
mtch[d-1 ]=NULL; 
ima = atof(mtch);
mainser [feednumber] = complex (rea,ima); 
d=l;
mtch[0]=fgetc(pon) ; 
do

{
mtch[d]=fgetc(pon);
d++;
)

while (mtch[d-1 ] !='_') i 
mtch[d-1 ]=NULL;

rea = atof(mtch); 
d=l;
mtch[0]=fgetc(pon);
do

{
mtch[d]=fgetc(pon);
•d++;
}

while (mtch[d-l] !=OxOd); 
mtch[d-1 ]=NULL;

ima = atof(mtch);
mainpar [feednumber] = complex (rea,ima); 
retum(O);
}
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

/* Get the series resistance and inductance of the main lengths */

getmmnserparam(int feednumber)
{
double rea, ima;
x=611;
buf[0]-;
settextstyle (0,0,1); /* Horizontal text*/
setcolor (0); /* Black text */
outtextxy (xq+20,yq+20,". Enter 'N' for none.");
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the cable type between the points marked");
setcolor (15); /* White text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the resistance of the main cable between");
buf[0]~;



setcolor (0);
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq+40,yq+20,buf); 
outtextxy (xq+10,yq+20,"and"); 

setcolor (15); 
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
outtextxy (xq+10,yq+20,"and");

buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq440,yq+20,buf);

a=0;
while ((buff[a++]= getch())!= OxOd); 
buff[~a]=NULL;

rea = atof(&buff[z]);

setcolor (0); /* Black to erase the question text +/
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the resistance of the main cable between"); 
buf[0]-;
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq+40,yq+20,buf); 
outtextxy (xq+ 10,yq+20,"and");

settextstyle (0,0,1 ); /* Horizontal text*/
setcolor (15); /* White text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the inductance of the main cable between");
buf[0]~;
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq+40,yq+20,buf); 
outtextxy (xq+10,yq+20,"and");

a=0;
while ((buff[a++]= getch())!= OxOd);
buff[-a]=NULL;
ima = atof(&buff[z]);
mainser [feednumber] = complex (rea,ima);
setcolor (0); /* Black to erase the question text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the inductance of the main cable between");
buf[0]-;
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq+40,yq+20,buf); 
outtextxy (xq+10,yq+20,"and"); 
retum(O);
}



getmainparparam(int feednumber)
{
double rea, ima; 
x=611;
settextstyle (0,0,1); /* Horizontal text*/
setcolor (15); /* White text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the admittance of the main cable between"); 
buf[0]—;
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq+40,yq+20,buf); 
outtextxy (xq+10,yq+20,"and");

a=0;
while ((buff[a++]= getch())!= OxOd); 
buff[-a]=NULL;

rea = atof(&buff[z]) ;

setcolor (0); /* Black to erase the question text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the admittance of the main cable between");
buf[0]~;
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq+40,yq+20,buf); 
outtextxy (xq+10,yq+20,"and");

settextstyle (0,0,1 ); /* Horizontal text*/
setcolor (15); /* White text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the capacitance of the main cable between");
buf[0]-;
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq+40,yq+20,buf); 
outtextxy (xq+10,yq+20,"and"); 
a=0;
while ((buff[a++]= getch()) != OxOd); 
buff[-a]=NULL;

ima= atof(&buff[z]);
mainpar [feednumber] = complex (rea,ima);
setcolor (0); /* Black to erase the question text */
outtextxy (xq,yq,"Enter the capacitance of the main cable between");
buf[0]-;
outtextxy (xq,yq+20,buf); 
buf[0]++;
outtextxy (xq+40,yq+20,buf); 
outtextxy (xq+10,yq+20,"and"); 
retum(0);
}



Appendix 3 

Listing for data calculation software



/* Main programme that calls functions in the other three units */
#include <stdio.h>;
#include <conio.h>;
#include <math.h>;
#include <complex.h>;

int print_matrix(complex[3][3]);
double resistance(double, char, double, char, double, double, double);
double capacitance( double, double, double);
double conductance ( double, double, double);
double core_capacitance ( double, double, double);
double cre_she_^3_capacitance(double, double, double, double);
double cre_cre_3_capacitance(double, double, double);
double cre_she_3_conductance(double, double, double, double);
double cre_cre_3_conductance(double, double, double);
double core_conductance ( double, double, double);
struct complex Zin_single (int a, double frequency,

double spur_param[4][50], double spurlength); 
stmct complex Zin_three ( int a, double frequency, double, complex Zterm[3][3], 

double main_param[6][50], complex Zin_3[50][3][3]);

struct complex Vin_three( int a, double frequency, double, 
complex Zterm[3][3], complex Zsrce[3][3], 
double main_param[6][50], complex Vm[3], complex Vmat[3]);

getdata(char[50], char[50], char[50], char[50], 
double[3][50], double[50], double[50], double[50], 
double[50], char[50], double[50], double[50], double[50], double[50], 
double[50], double[50], double[50], double[50]);



mainO
{
FILE *results;
char main_core_type[50];
double main_core_strand[50], main_screen_strand[50]; 
double spur_core_strand[50], spur_screen_strand[50]; /* move this later*/ 
int red=0, blue, yellow=2, phasenum; 
int feeds, a, x, y;
double res, cap, ind, frequency, spur_conductance[50], main_conductance[50]; 
complex Zin[3] [50] ; 
complex Ztermmat[3][50];
char spur_core_material[50], spur_shield_material[50] ;
char main_shield_material[50], main_core_material[50] ;
double spurlength [3][50], mainlength [50], spur_core_diameter[50];
double spur_shield_diameter[50], spur_permeability [50] ;
double main_core_diameter[50], main_shield_diameter[50] ;
double main_permeability[50], main_core_seperation[50] ;
double spur_param[4][50];
double main_param[6] [50] ;
complex Zin_3 [50] [3] [3] ;
complex Zsource_3 [50] [3] [3] ;
complex Zsrce[50][3][3];
complex Zterm[50][3][3];
complex Vin[50][3];
complex Vmat[50][3];

complex gain[3] [3]; 
double magnitude;

feeds = getdata(spur_core_material, spur_shield_material,main_shield_material, 
main_core_material, spurlength, mainlength, spur_core_diameter, 
spur_shield_diameter, spur_permeability, 
main_core_type, main_core_diameter,
main_shield_diameter, main_permeability, main_core_seperation, 
spur_core_strand, spur__screen_strand, main_core_strand, main_screen_strand);

/* define source impedance to be 50 ohms at sending end initially at */
/* present source is 50 for each phase because Vin is on all phases */

for (x=0; x<=2; x++)
{ .

for (y=0; y<=2; y++)
{
Zsrcc[0][x][y] = powlO(lO);
}

Zsrce[0][x][x] = (complex)50;
Vin[0][x] = .4471;//.447; /* Puts 0 dBm into 50 ohms */
}
Zsrce[0][0][2] = powlO(lO);
Vin[0][2] = Oy/.447; /* Puts 0 dBm into 50 ohms */



Zsrce[0][0][l] =powl0(10);
Vin[0][l] = Oy/.447; /* Puts 0 dBm into 50 ohms */

//calculate c, 1, g for all spurs and main feeds 
clrscr();
results = fopen ("results.txt","wb"); 
for (a=0; a<=feeds-l; a++)

{
// to be removed after 
spur_conductance[a] = powlO(-16); 
main_conductance[a] = powl0(-16);

// Single capacitance
spur_param[l][a] = capacitance(spur_core_diameter[a], 

spur_shield_diameter[a], spur_permeability[a]);

// Single inductance
5pur_param[2][a] = 4*M_PI*powl0(-7)*8.855*powl0(-12)*spur_permeability[a]/ 
spur_param[l][a];

// Single conductance
spur_param[3][a] = conductance (spur_core_diameter[a], 

spur_shield_diameter[a], spur_conductance [a]); 
clrscrQ;

// Core - Core capacitance (3 phase)
main_param[2][a] = cre_cre_3_capacitance(main_core_diameter[a],

main_core_seperation[a], main permeability[a]);

// Core - Shield capacitance (3 phase)
main_param[l][a] = cre_she_3_capacitance(main_core_diameter[a], 
main_shield_diameter[a],

main_param[2] [a], main_permeability [a]);

// Inductance
main_param[3] [a] = 4*M_PI*powlO(-7)*8.855*powlO(- 12)*main_permeability[a]/ 
main_param[l][a];
main_param[4][a] = 2*M_PI*powlO(-7)*8.855*powlO(-12)*main_permeability[a]/ 
main_param[2][a];

// Conductance
main_param[6][a] = cre_cre_3_conductance (main_core_diameter[a],

main_shield_diameter[a], main_conductance[a]);

main_param[5][a] = cre_she_3_conductance (main_core_diameter[a], 
main_shield_diameter[a],

main_param[6][a], main_conductance[a]);
}

// Now have R,C,L,G, for single phase in spur_param [l][a] to [4][a]
// And R,Cc,Cs,Lc4-s,Gc,Gs, for thiree phase in main_param[l][a] to [6] [a]



// 1 Meg to 10 Meg, step 100k
for (frequency=pow 10(6);frequency<=pow 10(7);ftequency=frequency+pow 10(5))
// phase order in datafile is red, blue, yellow 

{
// eachspur starting at sending end 

for (a=0; a<=feeds-l; a++)
{
/* Need stranded info */ 
spur_param[0][a] = resistance(frequency, 

spur_core_material[a], 
spur_core_diameter[a], 
spur_shield_material[a], 
spur_shield_diameter[a], 
spur_core_strand[a], spur_screen_strand[a]);

main_param[0][a]= resistance(frequency, 
main_core_material[a], 
main_core_diameter[a], 
main_shield_material[a], 
main_shield_diameter[a], 
main_core_strand[a], main_screen_strand[a]);

for (phasenum = red; phasenum <= yellow; phasenum++)
{ .  
if (spurlength[phasenum] [a] ==0)

{Zin[phasenum] [a]=pow I0( 10);}
else

{
2ün[phasenum] [a] = Zin_single

( a, frequency, spur_param, spurlength[phasenum] [a]);
}/* end 'spur or not' */

}/* end of 3 phases */
/* Zsrce is temporary impedance looking back to source */
/* Zsource_3 impedance looking to source without spur at that joint */
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

Zin_three
( a, frequency, mainlength[a],

Zsrce[a], main_param, Zsource_3); 
for (x=0; x<=2; x-H-)

{
for (y=0; y<=2; y++)

{
Zsrce[a+l][x][y] = Zsource_3[a][x][y];
}

if ((a<=feeds-2)&&(Zin[x][a]!= (complex)pow 10(10))) Zsrce[a+l][x][x]
= Zsource_3 [a] [x] [x] *Zin[x] [a]/
(Zsource_3 [a] [x] [x]+Zin[x] [a]);

}
// This gives us a series of '3 X feeds' arrays with



// '10^10' if there is no spur and Z if there is a spur 
)/* end of each spur */

/* From far end to near end */
//need to define initial matrix for termination 

for (x=0; x<=2; x++)
{
for (y=0; y<=2; y++)

{
Zterm[feeds][x][y] = pow 10(10);
}

if (Zin[x] [feeds-1 ] !=(complex)pow 10( 10))
Zterm[feeds] [x] [x] = Zin[x] [feeds-1 ] ;
}

y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

/* Calc main Z looking into network from sending direction */

for (a=feeds-l; a>=0; a—)
{
Zin_three

( a, frequency, mainlength[a],
Zterm[a+1 ], main_param, Zin_3);

/* comes back with Zin_3[a] as a 3X3 matrix */ 
for (x=0; x<=2; x++)

{
for (y=0; y<=2; y++)

{
Zterm[a][x][y] =Zin_3[a][x][y];
}

if ((a>=l) && (Zin[x][a-1]!= (complex)pow 10(10)))
Zterm[a][x][x] = Zin_3 [a] [x] [x] *Zin[x] [a-1 ]/

(Zin_3 [a] [x] [x]+Zin[x] [a-1 ] ) ;
}

}
/* (Zin_3 [0] [x] [x]) and all spur joints up to Zin_3 [feeds-1 ] [x] [x] */ 

for (a=0; a<=feeds-l; a++)
{
Vin_three( a, frequency, mainlength[a],

Ztcrm[a+1], Zsrcc[a], main_param, Vin[a], Vmat[a]); 
for (x=0; x<=2; x++)

(
for (y=0; y<=2; y++)

gain[x][y] = Vmat[a][x];
1

}



/* Got to make Vin[a] = Vmat[a-1] for next series
magnitude = sqrt(real(gain[0] [0])*real(gain[0] [0])+ 

imag(gain[0][0])*imag(gain[0][0]));

magnitude = 20*log 10(magnitude) ; 
fprintf (results, "%e ",magnitude, "wb");

magnitude = sqrt(real(gain[l][l])*real(gain[l][l])+ 
imag(gain[ 1 ] [ 1 ])*imag(gain[ 1 ] [ 1 ]));

magnitude = 20*log lO(magnitude); 
fprintf (results,"%e ", magnitude, "wb");

magnitude = sqrt(real(gain[2][2])*real(gain[2][2])+ 
imag(gain[2][2])*imag(gain[2][2])); 
magnitude = 20*logl0(magnitude); 

fjprintf (results, "%e ",magnitude, "wb");

}
fprintf (results,"\n", "wb");
}/* end of that frequency */ 

retum(O);
}



/* Contains single phase functions and */
/* cable parameter calculation functions */
#include "complex.h"
#include <math.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <conio.h>
/* Now we need to do some calculations. */

int ap, spurlen, phasenum, capmul;
FILE *output;

complex Zin_single(int a, double frequency,
double spur_param[4][50], double spurlength)

{
int b, matched;
struct complex zOcalc(complex, complex, double );
struct complex gammacalc(complex, complex, double);
complex seriesdata, paralleldata, series;
complex zO, zOsq;
complex gamma, gammasq;
complex gammalen;
complex Z, calcZ(complex, complex, complex ); 
complex zr, zterm, zspur; 
zterm = 50;
seriesdata = complex (spur_param[0][a], 2*M_PI*ffequency*spur_param[2][a]); 
paralleldata = complex (spur_param[3][a], 2*M_PI*frequency*spur_param[l][a]); 
zOsq = seriesdata / paralleldata; 
zO = sqrt(zOsq);
gammasq = seriesdata * paralleldata; 
gamma = sqrt(gammasq); 
gammalen = gamma * spurlength;
Z = calcZ (zterm, gammalen, zO); 
retum(Z);
}



struct complex calcZ (struct complex zr,
stmct complex gammalen, stmct complex zO)

{
stmct complex exgam, midi, mid2, mid3, mid4, mid5, mid6, mid?, Z;
/ / 1 think I need to go exponential 
midi = zr * cosh(gammalen); 
midi = zO * sinh(gammalen); 
mid3 = zO * cosh(gammalen); 
mid4 = zr * sinh(gammalen); 
midS = midi + mid2; 
mid6 = mid3 + mid4; 
mid? = mid5 / mid6;
Z = (z0*mid7); 
return Z;
}

y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

double resistance(double frequency, char core_material, double core_dia 
, char screen_material, double screen_dia 
, double core_strand, double screen_strand)

{
double rocu = 1.673 * powlO(-8); 
double roal = 2.655 * powlO(-8); 
double ro, delta, ratio; 
double res, coreR, screenR;
double corerad = core_dia * powlO(-3)/2; /* mm into metres */
double screenrad = screen_dia * powlO(-3)/2;
double corcarca, screenarea, rad;
core_strand = 0;
screen_strand = 0;
ratio = 1;
if (toupper(core_material) =  'C') 

ro = rocu; 
else ro = roal;
delta = sqrt(ro/(M_PI*M_PI*4*powlO(-7)*frequency)); 
if (core_strand != 0)

{
rad = core_strand;
ratio = ((rad*rad*acos((rad-delta)/rad))-(rad-delta)*sqrt(rad*rad-(rad-delta)*(rad- 

delta)))/(2*rad*delta);
}

corearea=M_PI*(corerad*corerad-((corerad-delta)*(corerad-delta)))*ratio; 
coreR=ro/corearea ;

ratio = 1;
if (toupper(screen_material) =  'C') 

ro = rocu; 
else ro = roal;
delta = sqrt(ro/(M_PI*M_PI*4*powlO(-7)*frequency)); 
if (screen_strand != 0)



{
rad = screen_strand;
ratio = ((rad*rad*acos((rad-delta)/rad))-(rad-delta)*sqrt(rad*rad-(rad-delta)*(rad- 

delta)))/(2*rad*delta);
}

screenarea=(M_PI*((screenrad+delta)*(screenrad+delta))- 
M_PI* screenrad * screenrad) *ratio ; 
screenR=ro/screenarea ;

res=(coreR+screenR) ; 
return (res);
}

double capacitance( double core, double shield, double perm)
{
double cap;
cap = 2 * M_PI * 8.855 * powl0(-12) * perm / log(shield/core); 
retum(cap);
)

double conductance ( double core, double shield, double conductivity)
{
double cond;
cond = M_PI * conductivity / log((shield)/core) ; 
retum(cond);
}

/

double cre_cre_3_capacitance(double core, double shield, double perm)
{
double cap;
// 2nd order equation 52 in TR3.PM5
cap = perm * 8.855*powlO(-12) *(2.03*pow(2,(core/shield))-4.54*(core/shield)+1.5); 
retum(cap);
}

double cre_she_3_capacitance(double core, double shield,
double cre_cre, double perm)

{
double cap;
// 2nd order equation 56 in TR4.PM5 - 2nd order equation 52 in TR3.PM5
cap=(perm*8.855*powl0(-12)*(149.8*pow(2,(core/shield))-37.44*(core/shield)+5.44))-
cre_cre;
retum(cap);
}



double cre_cre_3_conductance(double core,
double shield, double conductivity)

{
double cond;
// 2nd order equation 52 in TR3.PM5
cond = conductivity * (2.03*pow(2,(core/shield))-4.54*(core/shield)+1.5); 
retum(cond);
}

double cre_she_3_conductance(double core, double shield,
double cre_cre, double conductivity)

{ ' 
double cond;
// 2nd order equation 56 in TR4.PM5 - 2nd order equation 52 in TR3.PM5
cond= (conductivity * (149.8 *pow(2,(core/shield))- 37.44 *(core/shield)+5.44))-cre_cre;
retum(cond);
}



/* To go with clc.cpp, clcthree.cpp, clcsingl.cpp, clcnoinv.cpp*/
// This programme implements the equations given in reference 46 
/* This file contains the functions for */
/* cmnching the three phase equations */
#include <math.h>
#include <complex.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include <complex.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <conio.h>

// Define the functions used 
print_matiix(complex [3] [3]); 
complex determinant(complex a[3][3]); 
complex root_mat(cpmplex root[3][3]);
complex mult_mat(complex a[3][3], complex b[3][3], complex resadd[3][3]); 
complex inverse (complex a[3][3], complex b[3][3]), 
complex sub_mat(complex a[3][3], complex b[3][3], complex ressub[3][3]); 
complex add_mat(complex a[3][3], complex b[3][3], complex resadd[3][3]); 
complex pre_inv_mul(complex inl[3][3], complex in2[3][3], complex out[3][3]); 
complex post_inv_mul(complex inl[3][3], complex in2[3][3], complex out[3][3]); 
complex Zmatrix(complex yO[3][3], complex ro[3][3], complex gamalen[3][3], complex 
Zmat[3][3]);
complex Vmatrix(complex [3][3], complex[3], complex[3][3], 

complex[3][3], complex[3][3], complex[3] );

/

// Called by zin_three to calculate impedance of any length of
// three phase cable with any termination matrix. Implements equation 29
complex Zmatrix(complex invzOmat[3][3],

complex ro[3][3], complex gamalen[3][3], complex zma[3][3])
{
complex Iplusegamroegam[3][3], Iminusegamroegam[3][3];
complex identity[3][3], almost[3][3];
complex expgamalen[3][3], egamro[3][3], egamroegam[3][3];

int X, y;
for (x=0;x<=2;x++)

{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++)

{
identity[x][y] = 0;
expgamalen[x][y] = exp(-gamalen[x][y]);
}

identity [x][x] = I;
}

mult_mat(expgamalen, ro, egamro);



mult_mat(egamro, expgamalen, egamroegam); 
add_mat(identity, egamroegam, Iplusegamroegam); 
sub_mat(identity, egamroegam, Iminusegamroegam); 
post_inv_mul(Iplusegamroegam, Iminusegamroegam, almost); 
post_inv_mul(almost, invzOmat, zma); 
retum(O);
}

// Reflection coefficient at the load, 3x3 matrix
complex refcoef( complex zl[3][3], complex yO[3][3], complex ro[3][3])
{
intx,y;
complex num[3][3], c[3][3]; 
complex identity [3] [3]; 
complex denom[3][3];

for (x=0;x<=2;x++)
{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++)

{
identity [x][y] = 0;
}

identity [x][x] = 1;
}

mult_mat(zl, yO, c); 
sub_mat(c, identity, num); 
add_mat(c, identity, denom); 
prc_inv_mul(dcnom, num, ro); 
retum(O);
}

//Multiply 2,3x3 matrices
complex mult_mat(complex a[3][3], complex b[3][3], complex resmul[3][3]) 
{
intx,y;
for (x=0;x<=2;x++)

{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++)

{
resmul[x][y] = a[x][0]*b[0][y] + a[x][l]*b[l][y] + a[x][2]*b[2][y];

.}
)

return (0);
}

// Add 2, 3x3 matrices
complex add_mat(complex a[3][3], complex b[3][3], complex resadd[3][3])
{
int X, y;



for (x=0;x<=2;x++)
{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++)

{
resadd[x][y] = a[x][y] + b[x][y];

}
}

return (0);'
)

// Subtract 2, 3x3 matrices
complex sub_mat(con^)lex a[3][3], complex b[3][3], complex ressub[3][3]) 
{
int X, y;
for (x=0;x<=2;x++)

{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++)

{
ressub[x][y] = a[x][y] - b[x][y];

}
}

return (0);
}

// Square root of a 3x3 matrix, only valid if there is one value in all 
// locations on the leading diagonal and one value elsewhere in the matrix.
// Of the four possible roots the solution taken has shown itself valid 
// for three phase lines.
complex root_matrix(complex A, complex B, complex rootis[3][3])
{
complex a, b;
b = (sqrt(A+2*B)+sqrt(A-B))/3; 
a=(B-b*b)/(2*b);
rootis[0][0] = rootis[l][l] = rootis[2][2] = a; 
rootis[0][l] = rootis[0][2] = rootis[l][0] = 
rootis[l][2] = rootis[2][0] = rootis[2][l] = b; 
retum(0);
}
/

// Used to print a 3x3 matrix to the screen, used for debugging only 
print_matrix (complex ndat [3][3])
{
printf ("\n");
printf (" %.3e %+.3ej ",ndat [0][0]); 
printf (" %.3e %+.3ej ",ndat [0][1]) 
printf (" %.3e %+.3ej ",ndat [0][2]) 
printf ("\n");



printf (" %.3e %+.3ej ".ndat [1][0]); 
printf (" %.3e %+.3ej ".ndat [!][!]); 
printf (" %.3e %+.3ej ".ndat [1][2]); 
printf ("\n");
printf (" %.3e %+.3ej ".ndat [2][0]); 
printf (" %.3e %+.3ej ".ndat [2][1]); 
printf (" %.3e %+.3ej ".ndat [2][2]); 
printf ("\n"); 
retum(0);
>
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// Post invert and multiply 2,3x3 matrices. Equivalent to 'Answer = a*inv(b)'. 
complex post_inv_mul(complex twoin[3][3], complex onein[3][3], complex out[3][3])
{
// inverse multiply is the function 
/* if b= a*inv(c), then b*c=a */
complex a[3][3], c[3][3]; 
complex midi, a5, mid2, mid3; 
complex ini[3][3], in2[3][3], temp[3][3]; 
int X, y, count;

count = 0;
for (x=0;x<=2;x++)

{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++)

{
inl[x][y] = onein[x][y]; 
in2[x][y] = twoin[x][>];
}

}

midi = inl[l][2] - inl[l][0]*inl[0][2]/inl[0][0]; 
a5 = inl[l][l] - inl[l][0]*inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
a[l][2] = midl/a5;
mid2 = inl[2][l] - inl[2][0]*inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
mid3 = inl[2][2] - inl[2][0]*inl[0][2]/inl[0][0]; 
a[2][2] = mid3 - a[l][2]*imd2;

a[0][0] = a[l][l] = l; 
a[l][0] = a[2][G] = a[2][l] = 0; 
a[0][l] = inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
a[0][2] = inl[0][2]/inl[0][0];

if(a[2][2] == (complex) 0)
{
counts 1;
for (x=0;x<= 1 ;x++)

{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++)



{
/♦swap second and third rows */

in 1 [2-x] [y] = onein[x+1 ] [y] ; 
in2[2-x][y] = twoin[x+l][y];
}

}
midi = inl[l][2] - inl[l][0]*inl[0][2]/inl[0][0]; 
a5 = inl[l][l] - inl[l][0]*inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
a[l][2] = midl/a5;
mid2 = inl[2][l] - inl[2][0]*inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
mid3 = inl[2][2] - inl[2][0]*inl[0][2]/inl[0][0]; 
a[2][2] = mid3 - a[l][2]*mid2;

a[0][0] = a[l][l] = l; 
a[l][0] = a[2][0] = a[2][l] = 0; 
a[0][l] = inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
a[0][2] = inl[0][2]/inl[0][0];
}

/ /This is the W matrix sorted 
//first row / in 1 [0] [0] 
for (x=0; x<=2; x++)

{
c[0][x] = in2[0][x]/inl[0][0];
) ■ 

for (x=0; x<=2; x++)
{
c[l][x] = (in2[l](x] - inl[l][0]*cr0irxl)/a5;
)

for (x=0; x<=2; x++)
{
c[2][x] = (in2[2][x]-inl[2][0]»c[0][x]) - (mid2/a5)*(m2[l][x]-inl[l][0]*in2[0][x]/ 

inl[0][0]);
}

//this is the 'C matrix sorted 
for (x=0; x<=2; x++)

{ . 
out[x] [0] = c[x] [0]/a[0] [0] ;
I

for (x=0; x<=2; x++)
{
out[x][l] = (c[x][l] - a[0][l]*out[x][0])/a[l][l];
)

for (x=0; x<=2; x++)
{
out[x][2] = (c[x][2] - a[0][2]*out[x][0] - a[l][2]»out[x][l])/a[2][2];
I

for (x=0;x<=2;x++)
I
for(y=0;y<=2;y++)



{
temp[x][y] = out[x][y];
}

)
if ( count != 0)/* swap second and third rows of answer*/

{
for (x=0; x<=l; X++)

{
for (y=0; y<=2; y++)

{
out[2-x][y] = temp [x+l][y];
)

}
}

retum(0);
)
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// Pre invert and multiply 2,3x3 matrices. Equivalent to 'Answer = inv(a)+b'. 
complex pre_inv_mul(complex onein[3][3], complex twoin[3][3], complex out[3][3])
{
// inverse multiply is the function 
/* if b= inv(a)*c, then a*b=c */
complex a[3][3], c[3][3]; 
complex midi, a5, mid2, mid3; 
complex inl[3][3], in2[3][3]; 
int X, y;
for (x=0;x<=2;x++)

{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++)

{
ini [x][y] = onein[x][y]; 
in2[x] [y] = twoinfx] [y] ;
}

}
midi =inl[l][2] -inl[l][0]*inl[0][2]/inl[0][0]; 
a5 = inl[l][l] - inl[l][0]*inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
a[l][2] = midl/a5;
mid2 = inl[2][l] - inl[2][0]*inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
mid3 = inl[2][2] - inl[2][0]*inl[0][2]/inl[0][0]; 
a[2][2] = mid3 - a[l][2]*mid2;

a[0][0] = a{l][l] = l; 
a[l][0] = a[2][0] = a[2][l]=0; 
a[0][l] = inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
a[0][2] = inl[0][2]/inl[0][0];

if(a[2][2] — (complex) 0)
{ .

for (x=0;x<=2;x++)
(



for (y=0;y<=2;y++)
{
ini [2-x][y] = onein[x][y]; 
in2[2-x][y] = twoin[x][y];
}

}
midi = inl[l][2] - inl[l][0]*inl[0][2]/inl[0][0]; 
a5 = inl[l][l] - inl[l][0]*inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
a[l][2] = midl/a5;
mid2 = inl[2][l] - inl[2][0]*inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
mid3 = inl[2][2] - inl[2][0]*inl[0][2]/inl[0][0]; 
a[2][2] = mid3 - a[l][2]*mid2;

a[0][0] = a[l][l] = 1; 
a[l][0] = a[2][0] = a[2][l] = 0; 
a[0][l] = inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
a[0][2] = inl[0][2]/inl[0][0];

if(a[2][2] == (complex) 0)

for (x=0;x<= 1 ;x++)
{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++)

{
ini [l-x][y] = onein[x][y]; 
in2[l-x][y] = twoin[x][y];
)

)
midi = inl[l][2] - inl[l][0]»inl[0][2]/inl[0][0]; 
a5 = inl[l][l]-inl[l][0]*inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
a[l][2] = midl/aS;
mid2 = inl[2][l] - inl[2][0]*inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
mid3 = inl[2][2] - inl[2][0]»inl[0][2]/inl[0][0]; 
a[2][2] = mid3 - a[l][2]»mid2;

a[0][0] = a[l][l] = 1; 
a[l][0] = a[2][0] = a[2][l] = 0; 
a[0][l] = inl[0][l]/inl[0][0]; 
a[0][2] = inl[0][2]/inl[0][0];

}
}

// This is tlie ’A' matrix sorted 
//first row / [0][0] 
for(x=0; x<=2; x-H-)

{
c[0][x] = in2[0][x]/inl[0][0];

}
//second row -(new first row * [1][0]), divided by new [1][1]



for(x=0; x<=2; x++)
{

c[l][x] = (in2[l][x] - inl[l][0]»c[0][x])/a5;
}

//third row -(new first row * [2][0]) then new third row - ( second row * new[2](l]) 
for(x=0; x<=2; x++)

{
c(2](x] = (in2[2][x]-inl[2][0]*c(0][x]) - (mid2/a5)»(in2[l][x]-inl[l][0]*in2[0][x]/ 
inl[0][0]);

)
//this is the 'C matrix sorted 
for(x=0; x<=2; x++)

{
out[2][x] = c[2][x]/a[2][2];

)
for(x=0; x<=2; x-H-)

{
out[l][x] = (c[l][x] - a[l][2]*out[2][x]);

}
for(x=0; x<=2; x++)

{
out[0][x] = (c[0][x] - a[0][l]*out[l][x] - a[0][2]*out[2][x]);

}
retum(0);
)
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// Prepares for calculation of Z looking into a length of three phase cable 
// with any termination matrix, calls Zmatrix to calculate impedance 
complex Zin_three

( int a, double freq, double length, complex Zterm[3][3], 
double main_param[6][50], complex Zmat[50][3][3])

{
FILE *results;
complex Z_matrix[3][3], Y_matrix[3][3];
complex gamma[3][3], gammasq[3][3], gamalen[3][3];
complex yO[3][3], ro[3][3];
complex identity[3] [3], Z0[3][3];
int X, y;
double omega = 2*M_PI*freq;

for (x=0;x<=2;x++)
{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++)

{
identity[x][y] = 0;
}

identity [x] [x] = 1;
}

for (x=0; x<=2; x++)
{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++)

{
Z_matrix [x][y]= complex(0, omega*main_param[4][a]);
Y_matrix [x][y]= complex(main_param[6][a], omega*main_param[21fal); 

}
Z_matrix[x] [x]=complex(niain_param[0] [a], omega*main_param[3] [a]) ; 
Y_matrix [x] [x]=complex(main_param[5] [a], 
omega*(main_param[l][a]+2*main_param[2][a]));

}

mult_mat(Z_matrix, Y_matrix, gammasq); 
root_matrix(gammasq[0][0], gammasq[0][l], gamma); 
pre_inv_mul(Z_matrix, gamma, yO); 
for (x=0;x<=2;x++)

{
for (y=0;y<=2;y-H-)

{
gamalen [x] [y] = length * gamma[x][y];
}

}
refcoef(Zterm, yO, ro);
Zmatrix(yO, ro, gamalen, Zmat[a]); 
retum(O);
)
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// Prepares for calculation of V looking into a length of three phase cable 
// with any termination matrix, calls Vmatrix to calculate voltage 
complex Vm_three( int a, double freq, double length, complex Zterm[3][3], 

complex zsrce[3][3], double main_param[6][50], 
complex vsource[3], complex vrec[3])

{
complex Z_matrix[3][3], Y_matrix[3][3];
complex gamma[3][3], gammasq[3][3], gamalen[3][3];
complex yO[3][3], ro[3][3];
complex identity[3] [3];
int X, y;
double omega = 2*M_PI*freq;

for (x=0;x<=2;x++)
{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++) identity [x][y] = 0; 
identity [x][x] = 1;
}

for (x=0; x<=2; x++)
{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++)

{
Z_matrix [x][y]= complex(0, omega*main_param[4][a]);
Y_matrix [x][y]= complex(main_param[6][a], omega*main_param[2][a]);

}
Z_matrix[x] [x]=complex(main_param[0] [a], omega*main_param[3] [a]); 
Y_matrix[x] [x]=complex(main_param[5] [a]. 
omega*(main_param[ 1 ] [a]+2*main_param[2] [a]));

}
mult_mat(Z_matrix, Y_matrix, gammasq); 
root_matrix(gammasq[0][0], gammasq[0][l], gamma); 
pre_inv_mul(Z_matiix, gamma, yO); 
for (x=0;x<=2;x++)

{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++)

(
gamalen [x][y] = length * gamma[x][y];
)

}
. refcoef(Zterm, yO, ro);
Vmatrix (zsrce, vsource, ro, yO, gamalen, vrec); 
retum(O);
}



// Used by Vin_three to calculate voltages using equation 30 
complex Vmatrix(complex zsend[3][3], coinplex vsend[3], complex ro[3][3], 

complex invzOmat[3][3], complex gamalen[3][3], 
complex vrec[3])

{
int X, y;
complex expgamalen[3][3], brack3[3][3], identity [3] [3]; 
complex expgamaexp[3] [3] ;
complex Iplus_egam_ro_egam[3][3], Iminus_egam_ro_egam[3][3];
complex allsec[3][3], firsthalf[3][3];
complex allfirst[3][3], vmult[3][3];
complex Iplusro[3][3], half[3][3];
complex mosttop[3][3], alltop[3][3];

for (x=0;x<=2;x++)
{
for (y=0;y<=2;y++)

(
identity [x][y] = Q;
expgamalen[x][y] = exp(-gamalen[x][y]);
}

identity [x][x] =1;
}

add_mat (identity, ro, Iplusro);
mult_mat (Iplusro, expgamalen, half);
mult_mat(expgamalen, ro, brack3);
mult^mat(brack3, expgamalen, expgmnaexp);
sub_mat(identity, expgamaexp, Iminus_egam_ro_egam);
post_inv_mul (half, Iminus_egam_ro_egam, mosttop);
post_inv_mul (mosttop, invzOmat, alltop);
add_mat(identity, expgamaexp, Iplus_egam_ro_egam);
post_inv_mul(Iplus_egam_ro_egam, Iminus_egam_ro_egam, firsthalf);
post_inv_mul(firsthalf, invzOmat, allfirst);
add_mat(zsend, allfirst, allsec);
post_inv_mul(alltop, allsec, vmult);
vrec[0] = vmult[0] [0] * vsend[0]+vmult[0] [ 1 ] * vsend[ 1 ]+vmult[0] [2] * vsend[2] 
vrec[ 1 ] = vmult[ 1 ] [0] * vsend[0]+vniult[ 1 ] [ 1 ] * vsend[ 1 ]+vmult[ 1 ] [2] * vsend[2] 
vrec[2] = vmult[2] [0] * vsend[0]+vmult[2] [ 1 ] * vsend[ 1 ]+vmult[2] [2] * vsend[2] 
retum(O);
)



#include <math.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <complex.h>

intbp,ap;

/* Print the arrays containing all lengths to the screen */ 

arraytoscreen
(double spurlength[3][l(X)], double mainlength[100], int feeds,
complex spurseriesdata [100],
complex spurparalleldata [100],
complex mainseriesdata [100],
complex mainparalleldata [100])

{
double rea, ima; 
charbuffr[20];
FILE *newfile; 
unlink ("phase3.bak"); 
rename ("phase3.dat",''phase3.bak"); 
newfile = fopen ("phase3.dat","wb"); 
fjprintf (newfile, "Feeds \r%d \r",feeds,"wb"); 
fprintf (newfile,"Spurlengths \r","wb"); 
for (bp=0; bp<=2; bp++)

{
for (ap=0; ap<=feeds-1 ; ap++)

{
fjprintf (newfile,"%e ",spurlength [bp][ap],"wb");
}

fjputc (OxOd,newfile);
}

fprintf (newfile,"Mainlengths \r","wb"); 
for (ap=0;ap<=feeds-1 ;ap++)

{
fprintf (newfile,"%e ",mainlength [ap],"wb");
}

Q)utc (OxOd,newfile);

jÿrintf (newfile,"Spur resistance \r","wb"); 
for (ap=0;ap<=feeds-1 ;ap++)

{
fjprintf (newfile,"%e ", real (spurseriesdata [ap]),"wb");
}

fputc (OxOd,newfile);

^rin tf (newfile,"Spur inductance \r","wb"); 
for (ap=0;ap<=feeds-1 ;ap++)



{
fprintf (newfile,"%e ", imag (spurseriesdata [ap]),"wb");
)

fjputc (OxOd,newfile);

fprintf (newfile,"Spur admittance \r","wb"); 
for (ap=0;ap<=feeds-1 ;ap++)

{
fprintf (newfile,"%e ", real (spurparalleldata [ap]),"wb");
}

fputc (OxOd,newfile);

fprintf (newfile,"Spur capacitance \r","wb"); 
for (ap=0;ap<=feeds-1 ;ap++)

(
fprintf (newfile,"%e ", imag (spurparalleldata [ap]),"wb"); 
}

fputc (OxOd,newfile);

fprintf (newfile,"Main resistance \r","wb"); 
for (ap=0;ap<=féeds-1 ;ap++)

{
fjprintf (newfile,"%e ", real (mainseriesdata [ap]),"wb");
}

fjputc (OxOd,newfile);

fprintf (newfile,"Main inductance \r","wb"); 
for (ap=0;ap<=feeds-1 ;ap++)

{
^rintf (newfile,"%e ", imag (mainseriesdata [ap]),"wb");
}

fjputc (OxOd,newfile);

Q)rintf (newfile,"Main admittance \r","wb"); 
for (ap=0;ap<=feeds-1 ;ap++)

{
fprintf (newfile,"%e ", real (mainparalleldata [ap]),"wb");
}

fputc (OAOd,newflle);

fprintf (newfile,"Main capacitance \r","wb"); 
for (ap=0;ap<=feeds-1 ;ap++)

{
fprintf (newfile,"%e ", imag (mainparalleldata [ap]),"wb"); 
}

fjputc (OxOd,newfile); 
fclose (newfile); 
retum(O);
}


